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ABSTRACT

This study is an investigation of the morphology of Hadley Rille

and its relationship to surrounding structures.

Hadley Rille is wholly contained within mare basal.ts and appears

to have been deflected by pre-mare material. The rille is cut by

post-mare crater: but cuts no post-mare crater. Irregular depressions

at either end of the rille appear volcanic in origin. Thus, rille

formation appears contemporaneous with mare filling. Rille wall outcrop

probably represents a series of lava flows. Some debris accumulations

in the rille are zoned resembling slides on quarry slopes. Others, with-

out zonation, have an unclear mode of emplacement. Two boulder cate-

gories are present - light colored, rounded, partly buried boulders and

dark colored, angular, exposed boulders. The former may be pre-mare

talus into which the rille has been incised. Boulders in the rifle are

filleted above and undercut below. Thermal, creep from i_ntergranular

adjustments during cyclic solar exposure may produce this effect.

Twenty-eight transverse profiles of the rille indicate that the

southern section of the rille has a V-shaped profile with mildly con-

cave limbs and no natiral levees. U--shaped or asymmetric profiles

have resulted from post-rille alteration. Asymmetry suggesting slip-

off slopes is present on small radius corners. The mare surface slope

is not consistently toward or away from the rille. The high side of

the mare is not consistently on one side. Although not profiled, the
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indistinct northern section, of the rille appears U-shaped or flat

bottomed. Volume calculations from profiles adjacent to mountains

suggest a lunar slope erosion rate less than 35 meters/billion years.

Structures surrounding the rifle are examined to determine their

effect. Lineament strike directions are compared to computer simu-

lated directions radial and circumferential to adjacent basins from

structure locations. Structures in the Imbrium Basin appear related

to the Serenitatis or Vaporum events. One such structure is the

depression at the south end of the rifle. A statistical comparison of

structure and rifle-segment azimuth frequency distributions indicates

that structures and rifle-segments are related in the north but un-

related in the south. A fracture density map indicates exceptionally

high densities in significant locations.

The length and width of Hadley Ri.11e place it with the largest

20% of sinuous rilles. Its channel volume of 20 km3 . corresponds to

a block 40 km. x 50 km. x 10 meters. The absence of a depositional

form is therefore significant. The power spectrum and meander wave-

length are similar to values characteristic of terrestrial rivers.

Non-parametric statistical tests show that rifle width decreases

northward; that width and depth are directly correlated; that width

shows abrupt increases followed by gradual tapering to the north;

that limited segments show a width-azimuth relationship; and that

increasing curvature of the rifle may correlate with increasing rifle

width 2 km. northward.
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Hadley Rille is directly related to the emplacement of mare basalts

in Palus Putredinis. Existing hypotheses of sinuous rille origin are

in discord with the cooling behavior of deep lava flows and the strength

of materials. It is proposed that Hadley Rille is a channel which re-

turned lava to the southern vent from which it initially extruded and

that the channel persisted through many episodes of volcanism. This

view is supported by available topographic information and is in accord

with the observations of this study.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Prel"rinary Discussion.

i

Lunar rilles are long, narrow furrows on the lunar surface. 	 Based

on their appearance, they can be classed into groups which in reality

tend to grade into one another. One distinct group has been called the

sinuous lunar rilles. These have a serpentine aspect in map view which

is a pattern similar to terrestrial stream. channels. Their presence in

the lunar environment has consequently been a matter of speculation since

their discovery, Hadley Rille (fig. 1-1) is perhaps the freshest appear-

ing sinuous lunar rille. Its proximity to the Apollo-15 landing site has

made it the most photographed rille at all scales. This report is a study

in detail of the geomorphology of this spectacular form and a discussion

of the question of its origin.

Early observation of lunar rilles. The presence of valley--like

features on the moon has been known for about 200 years. The first

observation of lunar rilles was reported by Schroeter 11787) who identi-

fied a total of 11 rilles in thi period 1787-1801. Subsequent early dis-

coveries included Lohrman's observations of 75 rilles between 1832 and

1841. Schmidt, who himself discovered 243 rilles between 1842 and 1865,

catalogued a total of 425 rilles, He was evidently the first to record

Hadley Rille, By 1900, over 1000 lunar rilles had been described.

These discoverers did not note the sinuous nature of any of the
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rifles, however. Most furrows on the lunar surface, particularly those

large enough for telescopic observation, are straight or gently curving.

The photographs of lunar models prepared by Nasmyth and Carpenter (1874)

show a slight sinuous aspect to the rilles on the Aristarchus Plateau.

These authors believed the rilles to be structural in origin and did

not mention the sinuous appearance. In 1893, Pickering made detailed

observation of the Palus Putredinis region which resulted in an accurate

sketch (fig. 1--2) of Hadley Rille. This is considerably more detailed

than some sketches which have followed (for example, Goodacre, 1931).

Pickering subsequently observed a number of sinuous rilles and was able

to make important generalization; about their morphology and occurance.

Due to limitations emposed by diffraction and air turbulance, Pickering's

observations represent about the highest resolution visible from earth.

Figure 1--2 Sketch reproduced from Pickering (1943). This is the first
accurate sketch of Hadley Rille. Only the southern Lalf is
portrayed. The remainder is not clearly visible from earth.
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Definition of Sinuous Lunar Rilles:

Although space flight has enormously imporved the quality of data

concerning lunar rifles, Pickering's initial characterization still serves

as an adequate general description. He ascribes the following character-

istics:

1. The sinuous rilles are wider at one end than the other.

2. The wide end originates in a pear-shaped depression.

3. The forms are composed of joined, short radius curves which

impart to them the appearance of river channels.

4. One end appears higher than the other and the wide end (unlike

rivers) appears to be the high end.

Hadley Rille departs from this characterization in that the de-

pression at the wide end is arcuate, and that it is on a very nearly

level surface.

Greeley (1971) has summarized the characteristics of the sinuous

rilles as we know them from Lunar Orbiter photography as follows:

1. They appear to originate in irregularly shaped craters or depres-

sions.

2. They generally trend down slope.

3. They have discontinuous channels and cut-off branches.

4. They are fairly uniform in width or occasionally taper toward

the terminus.

5. They are restricted to mare surfaces and appear to be controlled

by highland or pre-mare topography.
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6. They form topographic hi ghs along the rille axis.

Hadley Rille seems to conform to these criteria except for number 6.

One must also question the use of "origin' s and "terminus" to describe

the ends of the rille.

Other authors have suggested definition on a quantitative basis.

B1-Baz, F. (1968) suggests that there are four major classes of rilles-

linear, arcuate, sinuous and complex-and that they can be subclassified

even further. He suggests that the subclasses can be distinguished by

determining the sinuosity index, the percentage of curved portions of

a rille compared to its total length.

Oberbeck, V. R. et al. (1971) have suggested that harmonic analysis,

specifically, the coefficients of a Fourier sine series, might suffice

to distinguish different classes; of rilles.

The Problem of Sinuous Lunar Rilles:

The discovery of the sinuous rifles presented Pickering with the

yet unanswered problem of how these large river-like features could

form in an environment with little or no atmosphere. Until 1965, the

resolution of observations was such that few astronomers were motivated

to investigate the issue as relatively few of these forms could be recog-

nizedl , and their sinuous nature is barely perceptable on telescopic

photographs 2 . The gen eral trend of thought seems to have been that the

The state of knowledge just prior to Lunar Orbiter flights is
summarized in Cameron, W.S. (1964) An interpretation of Schroeter's
Valley and other Lunar Sinuous Rilles: J.G.R., Vol.69, p. 2423.

2A good telescopephoto of this region is found in Alter, D. (1967)
Pictorial Guide to the Moon, Crowell, New York, p. 98. On p. 142 of this
volume, a telescopic enlargement of the Alpine Valley illustrates the in
visibility of its central rille which is so obvious on L.O. photos.

i
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sinuous rilles are varieties of linear rilles and are structural in

origin.

With the advent of Space flight, the realization hase come about that

the sinuous rilles are both numerous and strikingly serpentine. A few

investigators have made general observations on the geomorphology of the

rilles (se ch. 2 of this report). A large number of writers have authored

hypotheses concerning the origin of the rilles which are discussed in

detail (see ch. 7 of this report). It is sufficient to note here t'Yat

the hypotheses fall into categories classed according to mode of genesis

as follows:

1. Tectonic movement

2. Ash flow following a volcanic eruption

3. Fluid flow

a. Water

b. Water and ice

c. Water under ice

d. Lava on the surface

e. Lava in lava tunes followed by roof collapse

4. Fluidization of regolith over a gas fissure

The most pertinent work concerning the morphology of the Hadley Rille

and its surroundings is found in the post-mission Apollo-15 preliminary

science report and in the pre-mission planning for the flight. Prior to

this report, there has evidently been no detailed geomorphic study of a

specific lunar rifle and its relation to its surroundings, and the problem

of the origin of these forms remains unresolved.

I
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The Purpose of this Study:

The selection of Palus Putredinis for the Apollo-15 landing site

has provided a first hand observation of Hadley Rille. Excellent ground-

based stereo coverage of several kilometers of the rille is ,.vailable.

In addition, this mission was the first to fly with metric mapping and

panoramic cameras. The metric mapping camera has provided an undistorted

view of the rille and surroundings as well as topographic control. The

panoramic camera has produced oblique photographs of the surface with a

resolution of two meters and less.

The purpose of this study is .o:

1. Conduct a close qualitative examination of satellite and around-

based lunar photographs of Hadley Rille and its surroundings.

2. Make a precise and detailed quantitative examination of the rifle

and associated forms.

3. Establish statistical, algebraic and graphical relationships

between measured parameters.

4. Discuss the genesis of the rille in terms of the relationships

and observations and establish a most probable mode of origin for this

sinuous rille.

— -i	 ^L



CHAPTER II

PRIOR WORK IN THE APENNINE-HADLEY etEGION

Location of the Study Area:

The location of Hadley Rille is detailed on the four maps, figures

2-1 to 2-4, which also serve to name various features of the region.

These maps will serve as a useful reference for the lunar names used in

this and subsequent chapters.

Due to the inverting nature of astronomical telescopes, there has

been some confusion concerning the definition of lunar compass points.

The most recent trend and the one which will be followed here is as

follows: The north lunar pole is at the apparent top of the lunar

disk as seen by an observer (unaided eye) standing in the earth's north-

ern hemisphere. The east limb is then to the right and the west limb to

the left. Zero degrees longitude bisects the visible side and otherwise,

the coordinate system is identical to earth's.

Lunar Stratigraphic Nomenclature:

In the last 15 years, consideraEle effort on the part of a number

of photogeologists has been devoted to developin g a scheme of lunar

stratigraphy. One apparent advantage on the moon is that impact events

are essentially instantaneous and form widespread deposits, thus providing

key beds. Significantly, the first attempt at establishing a lunar

stratigraphy (Shoemaker and Hackman, 1562) was tied to impact events.
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Difficulties in moon-wide correllation arise when units are suf-

ficiently distant from type areas that no cross-cutting or superposed

relationships are inferable with units in the type areas, a problem

frequently recognized on earth. In this situation in lunar stratigraphy,

secondary criteria such as morphology of superimposed craters (Soderbloom

and Lebofsky, 1972) crater density or general surface appearance are used

for correllation. In the current application of stratigraphic reasoning

to lunar problems, the secondary criteria seem to have become primary and

time stratigraphic designations based on surface appearance have been

assigned in many studies. This is obviously an uncertain procedure, and

many rock stratigraphic units displayed on lunar geologic maps have been

assigned dual timestratigrapnic desi gnations reflecting the uncertainty

(for example, Nilhelms and McCauley, 1971). Table 2-1 is a summary of

pertinent lunar stratigraphic units and some of the criteria used to

assign them.

Fortunately, the Imbrium event as represented by its assume ejecta

blanket, the Fra Maur) Formation, represents a fundamental time plane in

lunar stratigraphy. This places Palus Putredinis, the rille location,

in a very favorable geographic location for stratigraphic interpretation

and its history can be related to the lunar stratigraphic sequence with

some confidence.

Pre-Space Flight Geological Studies of the Palus Putredinis Region:

This region has been favored by most observers, probably because it

lends itself to favcrable undistorted telescopic viewing, and because of

the complexity and variety of forms visible in a sma11 sketchable area.



Table 2-1.	 Abridged scheme of lunar stratigraphic nomenclature

Rock stratigraphic Generil characteristics and specific rime Bstimatgd
unit units , unit age YI3P

Copernican Deposits of Copernicus (primary definition) Copernican
system and other fresh appearing rayed craters. period

zratosthenian Deposits of Lratosthenes (primary defini— Lratosthenian
system tion) and similar slightly subdued craters period

<<rith rays no longer visible or very faint
at high sun. 3.2 x 109

Imbrian Upper member informally defined as the Imbrian
system mare surface between Eratosthenes and period

Archemedes.	 Implication seems to be that
this represents the contact between mare
fill surface and Eratosthenian ejecta.

Dark mare materials in the Imbrium Basin
and Oceanus Procellarum,

Deposits of Archemedes and other mare--
flooded craters superposed on circum—
Imbrium deposits and strictures.

Circun,—Imbrium deposits and structures
Basil member defined as the Fra Mauro Ism. 3.9 x 109

Pre Imbrian Deposits of Julius Caesar and other sijjii-- Pre Imbrian
system (informal) lar degraded craters covered by Imbrium time (not a

Basin ejecta or cut by its structures. formal period) 4.6 x 109

1Primarily from Wilhel.ms, D. L. and McCauley, J. P. (1971) ue:ologic map of the near side of the moon— 	 F,
rationalle, methods and format, p. ! F , published to accompany U.S.G. . I•lap Ido. 1-703.

`llutch, T. A. (1972) Geolo of 	 Princeton University Press, Princeton, New Jersey.

r-
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Most 19th and 20th century books on lunar studies have maps, sketches or

at least physiographic descriptions of the features in this region. At

least two studies, Spurr {1944) and Shaler [1903) are caried out from

a geological view point. Both of these authors believed that most Lunar

features are volcanic in origin and interpreted Palus Putredinis in this

way. It is interesting that although extremely detailed physiographic

maps of the moon were produced prior to space flight, little effort was

devoted to interpreting geology on a regional basis. Most authors have

described classes of lunar features and have illustrated their classifi-

cations with specific examples.

Post-Space-Flight Geological Studies of the Palus Putredinis Region:

Because of the selection of the Apollo-15 landing site adjacent to

Hadley Rille, considerabl- interest developed in interpreting the regional

structure and stratigraphy. What follows are brief notes on the most

significant studies of the regional geology. The regional setting itself

is the subject of the next section.

Hackmann (1960) differentiates the mare material from the pre-mare

material and illustrates the large scale structural elements on a 1;3,$00,000

map.

Hackmann [1966) subdivides the area into several formations and

establishes a stratigraphic sequence. This differentiates Imbrium material,

post-Imbrium event basin filling material in two stages and several crater

forming episodes on a 1:1,000;000 map.
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Carr and E1-Baz considerably redefine the boundaries given on

Hackmann's 1966 map and add several stratigraphic units to account for

erosional processes and secondary cratering. Some rock units on this

1:250,000 scale map receive a significantly different interpretation

than on Hackmann's 1966 map. For example, Hackmann mapped a large expo-

sure of Apennine Bench Formation south of Hadley Rifle which was.

interpreted as early mare filling basalt. This was reinterpreted by

Carr and El-Ba y, as a post-Imbrium event slump deposit. These changes

may reflect the improved resolution of Lunar Orbiter photography.

Howard (1971) has mapped the region surrounding the Apollo-15

landing site to provide a detailed 1:50,000 scale map which is substan-

tially in agreement with and was published simultaneously with the Carr

and E1--Baz map. There is considerably more detail concerning small

craters, and the precise location of some of the boundaries of small units

on the mare surface is modified.

Swann at al. (1971) have discussed the Apollo-15 landing site in

their detailed post-Apollo-15 preliminary report. The authors make

pertinent observations and interpretations from the ground-based photographs

and discuss sample locations and observations station by station.

Swann at al. (1972) in an abriged version of the preced-.ng  paper

have included a map of the landing site area at a scale of 1:32,000.

This map which was drawn with the additional insight provided by Apollo-15

confirms the interpretation of Howard (1971).

Gast at al. (1972) have presented thin sections of the major rock

types found during Apollo--15 and have classed the rocks according to

ry ^-'
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mineralogy and texture. The genesis of the most prominent rocks is

al3o discussed.

Regional Setting:

Hadley Rille is located in the Palus Putredinis (figs. 2-1, 2; 3, 4)

an embayment of mare material just within the southeastern edge of the

Imbrium Basin. The apennine Mountains form an arc which is the southeast

edge of Mare Imbrium and are regarded as fault-bounded, rectilinear,

upthrust blocks resulting from the basin--farming impact KCarr and El--Baz, 	 y

1971). The rille is adjacent to and apparently in places deflected by

the prominent escarpement at the edge of the mountain block. The lunar

coordinates of a point close to the center of the rille are: North 26000',

East 3030 1 .	 y

The Imbrium Basin (fig. 2-1) is generally regarded as a large impact

feature formed toward the end of the moon's early history. It is thus

an old lunar form, but it and its ejecta blanket cross-cut several older

features (SYilhelms and A"cCauley, 1972) . Adjacent to, and cross-cut by

the Imbrium Basin are two other older basins - Serenetatis on the east

and Vaporum on the southeast. The geologic complexity of the Hadley reg-

ion is due in part to its Imbrium Basin marginal position. From a broad

view, the bed°ock geology and structure must have been affected by the

Serenitatis and Vaporum events as well.

Structure. There are numerous linear or arcuate structural elements

in this region which are for the most part circumferential or radial to

the Imbrium Basin (Howard and Head, 1972). These lineaments are also

r
L.
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aligned in the same directions as the well known Lunar Grid (Elston et al.,

1971). It appears that the three nearby-basin forming events and the over--

all lunar structural pattern have joined to produce the structures so well

displayed at this site. Some structures, even structures within the

Imbrium Basin, seem to be related to the formation of the Serenetatis	 i

Basin in pre-Imbrium time (see ch. 5 of this report). All the tectonism

which produced the faults represented by some of these structures did not

occur immediately after the Imbrium event. Some faults cut the low-lying

Apennine Bench Formation which seems to be an early mare filling basalt

(Carr and El-Baz, 1971).

Palus Putredinis, illustrated on figure 2-2, is bounded by faults

to the northeast and southeast, bounded by hummocky hills of questionable

origin (mapped by Carr and El-Baa (1971) as post--Imbrium slump deposits) 	 -

to the southwest, by the rim deposits'of the crater Archemedes to the

northwest, and by ejecta from the craters Aristillus and Autolycus to the

north. It seems to be topographically isolated from the adjacent floor

of Mare Imbrium which implies that the basalts which fill it are of local

origin. It is possible however; that at the time of mare filling that

Rima Fresnell to the north was a local channel or that one existed under

the present ejecta blanket of Autolycus.

Major craters. Large craters which have scattered ejecta throughout

this region are Archemedes, Aristillus and Autolycus (fig. 2-2). Ejecta

from the latter two have farmed secondary impact features on the surface

of Palus Putredinis indicating their recent age. Thr former, which is

flooded with late mare basalt, has secondary structures remaining on the

Apennine Bench Formation indicating an impact after the early stages of

mare filling (Carr and hl-Baz, 1971).

LJ
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Eck samples. Samples frcm Apollo-15 come from two distinct geolog-

ical environments - the mare plains and the base of the mountain Hadley

Delta (Swann et al., 1972). Ilie rocks from the mare plains are predomin-

antly basalt and those from the mountain are breccias and metaigneous

rocks. These rocks have been further subdivided into groups which are

simply reptrsented in the diagram (fig. 2-5), drawn for this report but
	 r

based on the conclusions in the papers by Gast et al. (1972) and Swann

et al. (1972). These two articles also discuss the genesis of the various

rock types and come to the following conclusions:

1. The mare basalt samples are evidently related to the underlying
9

mare filling material. The type 2 basalt was su:npled directly from ap-

parent outcrop at the rille lip, and was also found as a boulder in

Dune Crater at the other extremity of the sampled area (fig. 2--4).

The type 1 basalt was found as boulders throughout the mare area and is

thought to consitiute the uppermost rock unit underlying most of the

regolith at the site. The types 3 and 4 basalts were found at the rille

lip (station 9a, fig. 2-4) and their origin is not clear. In the context

of this investigation, it appears possible that these have been ejected

by relatively recent impacts from early formed rock units exposed toward

the bottom of the stratigraph:ic section in the rille.

. 2. Most of the non-basalt samples are regarded as being related to

the Imbrium impact either as impact--related breccias or as deep seated

rocks brought up by the event.

3. Those breccias which contain mare basalts are though to have

originated with local impacts on the mare.

4. The non-mare basalts which were found in rake samples at Spur



Figure 2-5. Classification of the suite of rocks from the Apollo-15 mission.

Type 1 (porphyritic clinopyroxene basalt)
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Crater (fig, 2-4) and in breccias from the Appennine Front, may have been

transported from distant pre .-mare to-rains after impacts.

Radiometric ages: 	 In addition to the extensive petrologic work

which has been reported on lunar rocks, radiometric ages have been repor-

ted for many samples.	 In particular, Husain (1972) has published a

compile.tion of 40Ar- 39Ar ages on five samples of mare basalt and eleven

Apollo-14 samples from the Fra Mauro Formation. I have examined these

values statistically to ascertain the elapsed time between the Imbrium

event and the mare filling.

The five mare basalt values range from 3.15 to 3.32 x 10 9 YBP and

have an average value of 3.26 x 109 years. The standard deviation is
i

0.064 x 10 9 indicating a 90% probability that another value from the same 	 -

population would fall in the range 3.26 + 0.11 x 10 9 years. The standard error

is 0.03 x 109 years which after calculating the t-statistic indicates that

the average value has a 90% probability of being within + 0.06 x 109

years of the 'true' value of this population.

The Fra Mauro Formation samples show dates ranging from 3.50 to

3.92 x 109 YBP. The average value is 3.78 x 109 years with a standard

deviation of 0,11 x 10 9 years indicating that another value from the

same population would have a 90% probability of falling in the range 3.78 +0.18

x 109 years. The standard error is 0.054 x 10 9 years indicating that the

average value has a 90% probability of being wit l, , in f 0.10 x 10 9 years

of the 'true' value.

By subtracting these two averages and calculating the pooled 90%

confidence limit for the difference, the time difference between the
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Imbrium event and the mare filling can be estimated. This value is

0,52 f 0.10 x 109 years. Thus, at the 90% confidence level, 400 to 600

million years elapsed between the Imbrium event and mare filling. It

should be noted that the confidence limits for these averages are about

the same magnitude as the estimated experimental errors reported by the

various investigators summarized by Husain. Therefore, this statistical

treatment seems reasonable.

Geologic History of the Region:

The geologic history of the Hadley region has been discussed to some

extent by most of the authors noted in the preceding section. A general

statement is found in Carr and E1--Baz (1971). The diversity of cross-

cutting and overlapping relationships at the Imbrium Basin edge makes a

detailed relative chronology of events possible. The discussion which

follows and the chart (fig. 2-6) are based on interpretations in the pre-

viously discussed papers and my own observations of the Hadley region.

Events can be classed into three major time intervals in the order

of decreasing age as follows:

1. Events preceding and including the Imbrium Basin forming event.

2, Events which occured between the time of the basin formation and

the end of mare filling.

3. Events which occurred after mare filling.

These basic intervals are chosen because the breaks are represented by

widespread rock units. The basin forming event is represented by the

Imbrium Basin and its ejects blanket. The mare filling is represented

by the mare basalt surface. The regional history is discerned by obY-
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Fig. 2-6.	 Chart indicating relative sequence of events around Hadlq
?ilia (craters and features illustrated an Aps, Figs. 2-1
to 2-4).
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serving hots smaller features are related to these major features and to

each other. Figure 2-6 is a chart which summarizes the major events and

their inferred chronology. Most of the events have been mentioned in the

preceding sections. The remainder are discussed in chapter 4 of this

report:

Previous Work Concerning the Morphology of Lunar Rilles:

Several authors have written papers which include significant obser-

vations concerning the appearance of lunar rilles and how the rilles re-

late to their surroundings. The following fall into this category:

Pickering's (1903) initial, and important characterization of the

general properties of lunar sinuous rilles has already been discussed in

chapter 1.

Murray (1971) has noted that some sinuous rilles are linear for part

of their length and that in some cases, the land surface is higher on one

side of the straight section than on the other. He also noted that rilles

tend to be topographically controlled and to avoid topographic highs.

He reports that sinuous rilles tend to be associated with established vol-

canic features. This paper also includes a map of the location of rilles

and it is pointed out that 35% of the rilles lie in the maria.

aberbeck et al. (1969) note the similarity between the sinuous rilles

and a cratered sinuous ridge north of the Harbinger Mountains.

McCall (1970) points out that many sinuous rilles have apparent ob-

structions in them to lateral, flow of fluids. He notes that some rilles

have craters associated with them spaced along the length of the rille.
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Strom (1968) makes careful observations of the cross-cutting rela-

tionship of the inner rille in Schroeter's Valley.

Schumm (1969) notes that several of the rifles in the vicinity of

the crater Aristarchus seem to cut through topographic highs.

Hapke and Greenspan (1970) feel that an abnormally high number of

craters occur in the bottoms of some sinuous rilles.

Cruikshank and Wood (1972) note that some rilles have distinctly flat

bottoms while others ha.re V--shaped profiles.

Greeley (1971) gives the geomorphic characteristics of several

rilles in the Marius Hills region of the moon.

Other authors have investigated the rilles using numerical measures	 -

to group and compare them. These papers include the following:

Schubert et al. (1970) have performed a set of quantitative measure-

meets on about 130 sinuous rilles and have reported histograms of length,

width width/length ratio, meander wave length, and meander wave length/

width ratio. They have also plotted the location of these rilles on a

map of the nearside disk and have therby illustrated that there is a

strong tendency for rilles to occur at the edge of the circular mare basins

within mare material. The histograms presented in Schubert's report have

been recast as cumulative frequency diagrams in chapter 6 of this report

and the position of Hadley Rille is indicated on each.

r	 -

Oberbeck, et al. (1971) have published a catalog of lunar rilles with	 I

varying sinuosity. This is intended as a working regerence for other

investigators. They also develop the equations for writing a Fourier sine

^r
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series to represent the rifles and apply the method to a specific example.

The use of a Fourier series to characterize rifles was also proposed in

1969 by this author in the original porposal for this report. Such an

aralysis has been carried out for Hadley Rifle and forms a section of

chapter 6'to follow.

Previous Geomorphic Investigations of Hadley Rille:

Pickering (1903) described Hadley Rifle as the second largest

sinuous rifle visible on the moan (schroeter's Valley is larger). He

was able to observe 50 miles of the rille's channel from the earth (end

to end distance) and calculated that it had a sinuous length of 65 miles.

(Lunar Orbiter imagery has shown the rille to be considerably longer and

has also indicated a number of rifles which are even longer than Hadley

Rille but less distinct.) Pickering also noted that the general course is

slightly east of north (modern convention) and that the rille is about

2000 feet (600 meters) wide at the southern exrremitjr narrowing to about

500 to 1000 feet (150 to 300 meters) in places. He noted that the southern

end coincides with a crater on the south flank of Hill 8 in the Hadley

range of the Apennine Mountains (fig. 2-2)

Cameron (1964) also noted the crater at the south end of the rille

and compared it the terrestrial volcanic- features.

Greeley (1971) described the rille as being 135 km. long, 1.2 km.

wide, and 370 meters deep. He noted that the northern section is con-

siderably different than the southern part. This difference is discus-

sed in chapter 4 of this report. Greeley also reports that the rille is

situated on a topographic high (an observation not confirmed here), notes

the lack of tributaries, and discusses the obstruction in the channel near
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the Apollo-15 landing site.

Howard et al. (1972) have written a post Apollo-15 report on the

geology and morphology of Hadley Rille with particularly emphasis on the

landing site area. Using Apollo-15 photographs and maps prepared from

them, they have reported that:

1. The southern half of the rille does not appear to be structurally

controlled, wheras segments of the northern half do.

2. Around the landing site, the mare surface on the northwest side

of the rifle is higher than the surface on the southeast side.

3. The width and depth of the rifle are in direct proportion.

4. The rille wall exhibits a distinct sequence of talus, outcrop

and regolith with approptiate ledges and benches.

S. The materials within the rille can be attributed to mass wasting

from the outcrop along the edge.

Wu et al. (1972) have published a map of the Apollo-15 landing site

based on Apollo-15 metric and panoramic photographs. Their report also

includes eight topographic profiles of the rille at the landing site pro-

duced on a Bendi.x AS-11 Analytical Plotter, using panoramic photographs.

About thirty such profiles covering maost of the southern part of the rille

have been prepared for this report (see ch. 4).
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CHAPTER III

EQUIPMENT AND METHODS

	

This chapter describes the photographs and physical equipment used
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for data aquisition and the methods used for data reduction and analysis.

Lunar Photography:

The two programs which have had exceptional significance in this

study are the Lunar Orbiter program and the Apollo-15 mission.

Lunar Orbiter photography. A general description of the Lunar

Orbiter camera system can be found in the volume by Bowker and Hughes (1971)

or the volume by Kosofsky and E1-Baz (1970). Briefly, the Lunar Orbiter

spacecraft was equipped to expose and process film during flight. The

resulting photographs were transmitted to earth by an optical scanning

and transmission system. This approach allows much better -resolution

than a television camera permits. The photographic camera was equipped

with short and long focal length lenses which allowed the transmission

of medium and high resolution photographs during each flight. These pic-

tures have good to excellent resolution (to one meter), but the metric

fidelity is probably correct to only a few percent. Therefore, they are

primarily useful for observation rather than measurement.

Apollo-15 photography. A general description of the Apollo camera

systems is found in the report by Dietrich and Clanton (19.72). The photo-

graphs which have been most relevant are the Apollo-15 metric, panoramic

and ground-based Hasselblad photographs. The metric and panoramic photo-

r.	 graphs are individually described in the report by Lockheed Electronics
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(1972). A report by Batson et al. (1971) describes the individual ground-

based photographs. A technical summary of all the Apollo-15 photography

is found in a report by Cameron and Niksch (1972).

A brief description of the three relevant camera systems follows: 	
1

1. The netric camera is primarily designed to take medium resolution

photographs (to about ten meters depending on sun angle) with very high

metric fidelity (or low point to point distortion). The camera has a 76 mm

focal length which at the flight altitude of 100 km. yielded photos with

a scale of about 1:1,300,000. These are usually supplied at an enlargement

of about 1.66x yielding a scale of 1:800,000. Most of the metric photo-

graphs were taken with a vertical camera axis, although some oblique ex-

posures were made.

2. The panoramic camera is designed to take high resolution (to one

meter from orbit) photographs with lour metric fidelity. In operation,

the camera exposes the film serially as the optical system sweeps from

horizon to horizon. The film simultaneously moves in a direction contrary

to the lens motion. During the Apollo-15 mission, the optic axis was or-

iented oblique to the surface, and was shifted between a fore and aft

orientation for successive exposures. This sequence provided stereo

coverage because the exposure intervals were tamed to have the aft expo-

sure cover the same area as a preceding fore exposure. These can be suc-

cessfully viewed in a conventional stereo viewer if only a small section

is observed at a time.

31	 A-
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'fable 3-1. Specific ;photographs used in this study.

1. General monoscope observation of the Palus Putred i ni s region
With some stereoscopic overlap.

Small scale— Lunar Orbiter IV7 102H31
 109H3 .

intermediate scale — Lunar Orbiter v, 100 to 1Ch!

2. Stereo, vertical, intermediate scale photos of the rifle.

Lour sun — Apolla-15 metric, 411 to 419
Intermediate sun — Apollo-15 Metric, 583 to 590 	 r
Intermediate sun — Apollo-15 Metric, 990-995 (no shadow from

adjacent mountains in this series)
High sun -- Apoll o-15 Metric 2304-2306 (coverage of south hail f

oldy)

3. Stereo, oblique, intermediate scale, nigh resolution coverage
of the rille (listed as stereo pairs;.

Lour sun — Apollo-15 Pan (9374 and 9379, 9376 and 9381)
lntefinediate sun — Apollo-15 Pan (9795 an? 9800, 9797 and 9802,

9801 and 9806, 9803 and 9808)

4. high metric fi delity coverage u th appropriate shadowfnZ for
use on the Mann comparator.

Apollo-15 Metric, 14,116

5. Used to construct stereo models or the AS— hA plotter.

Metric model — Apollo--15 Metric, 992 and 994
Pan model — Apollo-15 Pan, 9795 and 9SCO

6. Ground-based photographs which can be used to construct panor-
amas of the rills (50 mm. Hasselblad).

Apollo-15, 11166, 11168, 1 1 170, 11172, 11174, 11173, 11178,
11180, 1182, 11184 (taken from station 10)

Apollo-15, 11111, 12212, 1 1721, 11123, 11125, 11127 (station 9a)

7. Ground--based photographs which. illustrate specific rills
Features near the landing site ( 500 mm. Hasselblad) .

Apollo-15, 12023 and 12104, 12058 and 12125, 12056 and 12156

8. Used to construct a photomosaic forar st ructural interpretation.

Apollo-15 Metric, 991--995	 3

3

9. Large scale vertical monoscipic coverage of the Apollo-15 	 I
landing site.

Apollo--15 Rectified Pan, 9377 (4.x enlargement)

' 	 a
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3. The ground-based Hasselblad photographs were taken with hand-

held cameras by astronauts during surface traverses. The cameras have

focal lengths of 60 mm. and 500 mm. which provide normal and telephoto

coverage. Many stereo pairs exist because objects were intentionally

photographed from two or more traverse stations.

Table 3-1 specifically lists the numbers of photographs which were

used for different purposes in this study.

Equipment and Procedures:

Large format stereo viewer. Several unusual problems associated with

lunar photography make stereoviewing with a conventional stereoscope

difficult.

1. Many of the photos are large (up to 70 cm diagonal dimension).

These are too big to manipulate under a conventional mirror stereoscope.

2. The field of view of conventional stereoscopes is too small to

see whole forms on photographz this Size.

3. The ground-based Hasselblad photographs were taken from arbitrary

positions that produced stereo coverage but with photographs of different

scales. This makes stereo fusion in a conventional, viewer difficult

because each eye sees a different size image,

4. Many of the photographs are provided with a glossy surface.

Rear lighting of these photographs is desireable for optimum and contin-

uous viewing.

5. For purposes of analysis, it was desired to take azimuthal and

length-measurements of features while viewing photographs in stereo. This

requires several inches of working space under the stereoscope.

(	 6. A conventional mirror stereoscope is throughly uncomfortable



Fig. 3-1. Large Format Stereo Viewer
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Fig. 3-2. Bridgeport Milling Machine.
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the milling table for coordinate
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E'TTRZODUCIBMITY Or, T_
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when used for continuous viewing.

In order to cope with these constraints a special stereo viewer was

designed and built for this study (fig. 3--1). This instrument which has

proven very useful has the following attributes:

r

1. It can sit on either an illuminated drawing table for rear lit

viewing, or on a conventional 5 1 drawing table.

2. It has simple adjustments for eyebase, neck inclination, distance

between photographs, and relative scale of photographs.

3. Extra large objective mirrors 17.1 x 12.4 cm. give a large field.

4. There is sufficient room beneath the mirrors to manipulate a

drafting machine for accurate angular and distance measurements.

Cost of the optical parts (first surface mirrors were used) was about $20.00

(Edmund Scientific Co., Great Barrington, N.J., 1970). The remaining

parts were salvage.

Measurement of length. The most accurate and detailed length measure-

ments were made using the Mann 1200.-3 comparator described below. For

purposes requiring less precision, conventional drafting scales were at

times used. Two instruments which provided relatively high precision at

moderate cost are:

1. A Sears & Roebuck co. metric vernier caliper (Sears no. 40161)

with a range of 13.5 cm. and vernier scale divisions to + 0.05 mm.

2. An Edmund Scientific Co, optical comparator (Edmund no. 30325

with reticle no. 30584). This is a flat field large diameter lOx hand

lens which is arranged to view a reticle which contains several angular,

T
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linear and circular scales. One linear scale is 2. cm long and can be

read to + O.OS mm.

The primary constraint on the use of these instruments is that

although they provide precise information of specific features, they do

not provide good information about the location of different features

relative to each other.. Size and relative location can be determined

together if the x-y coordinates of points outlining features can be read

on an arbitrary grid. An inaccurate, although simple way to accomplish

this is to overlay a sheet of graph paper over the field being studied

(for example-a photograph) and read x--y coordinates from the graph paper.

A more accurate approach which was used for some preliminary analysis of

profiles is carried out by placing the field to be surveyed on the table

of a vertical milling machine (Bridgeport model no. 9BRM). The precision

lead screws which normally drive the milling table can be turned to position

different points of interest under a stylus held in the stationary jaws

of the milling head. chuck. After each location is positioned, its x and

y coordinates are read from the lead screw dials. If the milling table

is in good condition, this will provide coordinate data to an accuracy

better than + 0.025 mm. over a field 23 cm. by 50 cm. This potentially

useful technique was not developed to is ultimate extent because the Mann

1200-3 comparator became available (fig. 3-2).

The Mann 1200-3 Stellar Comparator. The Mann 1200--3 stellar comparator

(GCA/David W. Mann Co., Burlington, Mass.) was purchased by the Lockheed

Corporation at the Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston, Texas to measure

r
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the relative positions of stars on astral photographs. These measure-

ments are needed to determine camera orientation in the Apollo mapping

camera system.	 Conceptually, the mechanism is similar to the milling

table described above with the following additions

1. The field is placed on a rear illuminated glass platform so that

light is transmitted through the field,

2. The viewer looks through an optical system and locates coord-

dinate positions under cross hairs.

3. Coordinate positions are electronically displayed and measurement

numbers are electronically assigned.

4. The output can be directly punched on cards for subsequent

data processing

S. The precision of the system is to within + 0.001 mm. which

corresponds to a ground distance of 10 meters at the scale used.

This system allowed the rapid compilation of s.veral important data sets

described in chapters S and 5.

Topographic measurements. Several methods were tried in an effort

to obtain accurate topographic information about the rille and its sur-

roundings. Preliminary information was extracted from NASA Lunar Topo-

graphic Photo Map Rima Hadley sheets A and 8 published by the U. S. Army

Topographic Command. This map was printed as part of the pre-mission

planning for Apollo-1S and is based on Lunar Orbiter photography. The

vertical accuracy is + 250 meters at the 90o probability level. This is

adequate to describe the mountains bordering Palus Putredinis, but reveals

little about Hadley Rille.

- ,
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Initially, it was hoped that topographic information could be

derived from stereo pairs of Apollo-15 metric photographs using convention-

al cartographic plotting equipment. An attempt was made to use the Kern

PG-2 cartographic plotter at the U.S.G.S. experimental cartographic

laboratory in McClean Va. There were severe difficulties with this

machine in accomodating it to the lunar radius and in leveling the

metric photos. A more basic problem appears to be that the rille can

only be expanded to a scale width of a few millimeters with these photos

in this machine. This fact combined with unfavorable sun an gles produces

inadequate resolution within the rillefor adequate elevation readings.

Thus, to determine accurate topographic information, it was necessary to

use Apollo-15 panoramic photographs. As detailed below, these can only

be analyzed with an analytical plotter.

The AS-11A Analytical Plotter. The fundamental photogrammetric

problem is to relate an object's position on a photograph to its true

position on the ground, and thence to its proper positio)_ on a map.

If the position and orientation of the cameras is simple and well control-

led, cartographic data can be extracted very simply with primitive equip-

ment. Thus, stereo pairs of vertical axis frame camera photographs taken

from equal altitudes can be analyzed using only a good scale [Advertising

Displays, Inc., 1970]. Unfortunately, flight altitudes vary and camera

axes generally deviate from vertical. If either the camera orientations

with respect Ev the planetary radius'is known, or if the exact three-

dimensional ground coordinates of several common points in the overlap

area of the two photographs are known, then it is possible to determine

a set of unique three dimensional map coordinates for all the common
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points on the two photographs.

in a matrix equation (Tewinkel,

Y	 -
z

which relates the photo coordin

to ground coordinates (X,Y,Z).

An analysis of the stereo geometry results

1966) with the form:

'-x
M Y	 (3--1)

z

ates of points x,y,z (- -Focal length)

N1 is a 3x3 matrix involving the cosines

of angles between axes in the two coordinate systems. Mien multiplied,

(3-1) becomes the equations of colinearity which represent the relation-

ship between photos and the around.

Historically, these equations have been resolved mechanically by

setting up the photographs in projectors with orientations similar to

the camera orientations with which the photographs were exposed. This

results in a stereo-projected image called a stereo model which is an

analog of the real ground surface. This can actually be contoured to

produce a map. The geometry of these machines is straight forward in

the case of double projection direct viewing plotters, and more complex

in ;mechanical machines with optical trains such as the previously mention-

ed Kern PG-? (Schermerhorn, 1966). It is conventional to regard machines

in the latter class as mechanical analog computers which solve the colin-

earity equations to maintain the correct stereo model as different parts

of it are scanned by the machine operator. The analog elements in the

machine are rod lengths and cam profiles which maintain the correct rel-

ative geometry of the photographs, stereo model and drawing pen which

sketches contour lanes on the map. These machines are desighed to solve

the geometry of frame camera photographs which are those in which the

entire film surface is exposed simultaneously and the photo geometry
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is symmetric about the optic axis, Apollo metric photographs are this

type. The panoramic photographs which are exposed serially as the ob-

lique camera axis sweeps from horizon to horizon have a much more com-

plex geometry (Doyle, 1972).

The difference between mechanical plotters and the AS-11A analytical

plotter is that the mechanical machines solve the equations of colinearity

by adjusting angles and lengths within the machine, wheras the analytical

plotter solves the equations by continuous computation in a digital com-

puter. When the operator scans different portions of the stereo model,

the photographs are adjusted by positioning servos to maintain the correct

orientation. In other words, as the operator moves the index mark of the

viewer from one point to the next across the stereoscopic model, the

computer continuously computes new positioning parameters for the photo

plate holders to give a geometrically correct stereomodel at the position

being viewed. This means that the same set of calculations must be re-

peated very quickly to keep up with the operator's movement of the index.

In the AS-11A, the repetition rate for some equations is 200 tames per

second (Dendix Corp., 1968).

When the AS-11A is operated, sever,.. i:utually related things happen:

1. The operator moves the view.Lnp . field across the stereomodel

which he observes through the viewer. As he does so, the model geometry

is adjusted into a correct orientation by real time computation of the

colinearity -aquations. This solution depends upon what part of the model

the operator is viewing.
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2. Interwoven with these calculations are other calculations

which determine cartographic coordinate information. These depend upon

the continually updated model geometry and the viewer index position on

the model. The cartographic information is used to drive an electro-

mechanical plotter to directly produce topographic maps or profiles at

any desired scale.

The electronic rather than mechanical connections between different

parts of this system give much more flexibility than previously possible.

For example, the system can accomodate any pair of photographs for which

colinearity equations can be programmed. Any analytically describable

aberration such as lens distortion, uneven motion of the panoramic camera

system, film shrinkage, or non-linear motion of mechanical elements of

the machine can be programmed as corrections to the colinearity equa-

tions. Furthermore, if redundant ground control information is available, a

least squares technique can be used to provide the best possible model

parameters during the initial orientation procedures. "Thus, the photo-

grammetric use of high resolution panoramic photographs with their low

inherent metric fidelity is made possible.

The system operation for the purpose of producing profiles such as

are illustrated in chapter 4 of this report can be divided into three

steps:

1. Metric photographs are oriented in the system using known

ground control information. For this study, five ground control points

were used for absolute orientation of the model. A minimum of three

points is requited, so the use of redundant information permitted a least-

squares fit. The ground control information was derived from Apollo-15

 ,
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stellar photography and laser altimetry and was provided by Lockheed

Electronics Corp.

2. Panoramic photographs are oriented in the machine by relating

known positions on the panoramic photographs to the same points on the

metric photographs. In this process, the colinearity equations for the

panoramic photographs are established but with constants derived from

the metric photographs.

3. The machine is switched to an operational mode and contour or

profile information can be plotted at will. This is accomplished as

in most photogrammetric equipment by moving an optical index across

the stereomodel so that the index appears to touch the land surface.

Selection of photographs for photogrammetric analysis. The following

criteria Caere considered in selecting photographs for use with the

AS11-A analytical plotter:

1. The metric photos used for the metric control must be well docu-

mented. The laser altimeter ceased to operate during the 33rd revo-

lution (Roberson and Kaula, 1972) which dictated the use of metric

photos taken earlier in the flight.

2. The visual process used in positioning the index in the stereo

comparator requires that the photos ?lave a well-defined ground surface

for comparison. A low sun angle gives the best contrast. Fortunately,

the low sun exposure of the Apennine-Hadley region occured early in the

flight.

S. The sun must be high enough to prevent shadows from obscuring

features of interest.
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4. Time limitations dictated that only one panoramic model could

be set up. It was therefore necessary to select a pair of pan photos

which covered as much of the rille as pc; -ible. Because of its rela-

tively fresh appearance, the southern section of the rille was given

preference. The photos chosen for the study (table 3-1) appear to

best meet these constraints.

Mathematical Methods:

Fourier series: Any function which is defined throughout an interval

of width 2L, is bounded within the interval, and has a finite number of

discontinuities, and maxima and minima within the interval can be approx-

imated by a series of the form (Skolnikoff and Redheffer, 1958):

f(x) = ao/2 +	 (ancos(n x/L)	 bnsin(n x/L))
n=1	

..

where f(x) is the approximate value of the function, x is the independent

variable, an , bn are coefficients which must be determined, and L is one

half the interval being approximated. Such an approximation is called the

Fourier series corresponding to the function.

The Fourier series is being used in this study to approximate the

function represented by a specific set of data. From a practical pbint

of view, any data set (assumed to meet the above conditions) can be approx-

imated by one of several forms of the Fourier series. The differences

between the forms governs the behavior of periodic extensions of the

series outside the approximated interval (Gaskell 1958). An appropriate

fomifor use here appears to be the Fourier cosine series which is iven by-
Z5
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f (x) = ao/2 +	 ancos (n x/L)
n = 1

This series is suitable because it can represent non--zero values of the

function at the point x = 0. Data for the Fourier series was acquired

using the Mann comparator, and it is not convenient to initiate the data

set at x and y equal to zero with this instrument. The coefficients of

the cosine series are given by the equation:

k-1
an = 2/k	 ficos(n xi/L)

i=1

where the values fi are the data values at the xi locations and k is the

number of data points.

Spencer's formula. This formula is one of a family of curve smooth-

ing formulas which have been developed for extracting significant trends

in the data from random fluctuations. The Formula calculates a moving

average over an interval which includes ten data points on either side

of the central Joint, but a moving average in which points close to the

central point are given more wei ght than points which are distant. The

equation for tha smooihed y-value (yk) for a point xk when values of data

(yl , Y2 ...... Yk,..yn) exist for equally spaced x-values (x 1 to xn) is given

by the equation (Harbaugh and Merriam, 1965)

yk = 1/350 (60yk + 57(yk+l + Yk-1 ) + 
47(y

k+2 + Yk-2) + 53(Yk+3 + Yk-3)

+ 18 (Yk+4 + Yk _ 4) + 6(y k+5 + Yk-5) - 2 (yk+6 + Yk-6) - S(yk+7 + Yk-7)

-5(yk+8 + Yk-g ) - 3(yk+9 + yk-9) - (yk+10 + Yk-10)

I	 .-

I
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When a list of data is smoothed using this formula, the first ten

and last ten x-values cannot have smoothed y-values calculated for them.

This follows because the form of the equation for the first smoothed value

Cyo or yk at k =0) requires ten y-values Cunsmoothed data values y-1 , y_z

.....,y-10) which correspond to x-1 to x_ 10 , y--10 is the first y value

in the data set. However, if circular data is smoothed, a smoothed y--value

can be calculated for all x-values if ten values are duplicated from each

end of the data set and attached to the opposite end. For example, if

a histogram of strike data is being smoothed, the first ten class inter--

vats can be attached after the last lass interval because strike data

is repetitive with a 1800 period. This allows the calculation of smoothed

frequency values fox intervals up to and including the last class inter-

val. Similarly, by attaching the last ten values to the first end of the

histogram, the first and succeeding frequencies can be smoothed.

Miscellaneous mathematical methods. Vector algebra is used in

appendix 1 to solve a problem in spherical trigometry. A good discus-

sion of vectors is found in the boon by Thomas (1953). It appears that

vector techniques could be much more extensively used in solving structur-

al geology problems.

Several statistical tests are used in chapters-5 and 6. It seems

impossible to divorce the test from the statistics being compared, so

the tests are discussed and referenced in those chapters. A number of

short special purpose programs were written for numerical processing of

data in this study. These are listed in table 3-2 and unique programs

are included in appendix 4.
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Table 3-2.	 Programs developed for this study.

Name of	 Used i_Y, Descrintian
Drum 	 chZetar

WORWR	 b Computes tM Fourier coefficients for a full Fourier
series and optionally, a cosine aeries,	 A l so  com-
putes the power spectrum, value of the series
approk oration at each x—valus and the residual

— 
yr ow. ier approx.value (Ydata

*SELECT	 ; Compares numerically coded information wi th a u5er-
supplied i nary array to sort the c's(2d data into
groups.

MP°^idCR	 5,6 Compute s smoothed values accordi Z to Spencer's
formula.	 The smoot:Ivd curve is plotted   gr aphicill y 
Q the line printer.	 if the data is circul ar, th3
program fi lls in ten spaces at each and of the data
z

e
t.

*=ZQZ	 05 Computes, us Z she g7thagoraan T,. e.crem and the
:t_ epazoidf al rule, various w i le. par amst ;rs from

I ann comparator data. 	 Computed values incluM .:_dt a
and length of chasnal for rille locations anL sa,

_ra, val ues  1o= he ri.^le.	 Also prints
and punches Frequency Olstributions of ral.e vant
factors.

w	 5 Groups dell into d
i
stributionsions of frequ ncy, per-

cent fre,ancy, cumulative	 fre yuar_cy andper cent
cumulative	 frequency.	 Prints result and optional!
,punches result.

D!F 	 j Computes di fference of two percent cumulative	 fra--
quency distributions for the S„mrrov test.

*3AS1l1	 5 Computes	 basinthe azimuth-from anyny loco .i
/
on

^r+
^es

^^L^fo //^^central loc ationsaons ant}, C o	 thee comput,e4 lrec—

tion wi th observed structure directions at tie firs,
location.

— These k va probrams have been incorporated as appendix 1; .

i	 -
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CHAPTER IV

MASLTM DESCRIMOH OF HADLEY RILLE

This chapter is a detailed discussion of Hadl 5y Rille and the

large and small scale features observed in and adjacent to it. The 	 -

chapter is arranged so that features -visible on small. scale photo--

graphs are described first followed by descriptions of those seen at

larger scales. Appropriate -Apollo-15 photo references have been given

in each section.

Description of Hadlev Rille From Small Scale Photogra-ohs:

This section summarizes the features which can be seen mono—

scopically on small scale photographs of the Palus Patredinis region.

Some appropriate photographs illustrating these features are Apollo-15

metric 414 ( fig. 4-1) or 914, or Lunar Orbiter V, 105M and 106M.

Viewed as a whole, the rille is seen to cut through the mare

surface in a series of curves which are smoothly sinuous in places

yet orthogonally joined in others. The south end of the rMe connects

to an arcuate depression which is incised into both mare and pre—mare

material. The north end of the rifle adjoins a triangular depression

one Edge of which coincides with the contact between mare material-and

older rocks. Between these points the rille is continuous, although a

constriction occurs east of Hill 305 (fig. 2--3) and the rifle becomes

indistinct in the plain northwest of the hill..
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The southern section. The southern part of the rille has a

considerably different appearance than the northern part, and thus, it

is convenient to separate the rifle into two sections for description.

The southern section is that part southeast of Hill 305; the northern

section is the portion adjacent to and northwest of the hill. For

purposes of numerical treatment, point 84 on figure 6--2 is the dividing

point.

The southern section of the rille is a deeply incised, clear

sinuous furrow which stands out in high optical relief. The walls of

the rille in this section show a remarkable parallelism. Any small

fluctuation in the direction of one wall is matched by a corresponding

deviation on the opposite side. In profile view, the usual cross--

section is a symmetric V-shape, although variations are present.

Where appropriately illumimted, outcrop is observed along most of the

southern section except perhaps the first two or three kilometers adja-

cent to the cleft"-Like depression. Pan photographs indicate that

outcrop is found from the lip of the r-Me down, and that at several

locations, it occupies the upper one--third of the rMe wall. There

appears to be a correllati.on between obvious outcrop and boulders on

the rille bottom indicating that the outcrop is the source of the

boulders. There are some locations, however, where boulders have

obviously been ejected into the rifle from nearby craters. There are

no locations where outcrop is unequivocally exposed in the bottom of

ir
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the rille. There appears to be a relative absence-of small craters

in the rille compared to the adjacent mare surface. The variable

lighting of the rifle wall makes a formal crater count of questionable

value, but a spot check of the mare surface and favorably illuminated

parts of the rille wall using the Edmunds 1Q3- comparator (ch. 3) indi-

cates considerably fewer craters in the rille. Several craters inter-

sect the rifle and have resulted an prominent ejecta deposits in it.

The converse situation, subdued craters which are out by the rifle,

would indicate some elapsed time between mare filling and rille

formation. No such craters have been observed. The lowland occupied

by this segment of the rifle has a northeast trend which is circumfer-

ential to the Imbrium Basin. However, this direction is not selectively

adopted by individual segments of the rille.

I	 -I

The small mare surface features surrounding the southern section

can be interpreted and ranked in order of visual importance as follows:

1. Small, cup-shaped symmetrical craters with raised rams probably

due to primary impacts and secondary impacts after Crater Hadley C.

2. Irregular depressions with little or no raised rims that

probably are volcanic collapse features of different types.

3. Irregular, low hills of probable pre—mare material which have

been left as islands after mare filling.

f _^
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The reflectivity of the adjacent mare surface is more uniform

than in other parts of Palus Putredini.sI although two or three

places are noticab2y brighter than the remainder.

The northern section. There are important qualitative and quan-

titative differences between the northern and southern sections. The

general trend of the northern section is radial to the Imbrium Basin

rather than circumferential. It will be shown quantitatively in sub--

sequent chapters that the northern section of the channel is on the

average straighter and that a closer relationship exists between the

azimuth of individual. r1 3-1e segments 'and the regional structure. The

channel width and depth are smaller and the profile is U—shaped or even

flat--bottomed at the northern extreme. The previously noted indistinct

section of the channel can only be well observed in low sun photography.

In contrast to the southern section, the northern section shows little

or no outcrop and the cratered surface u-ithin the rill; looks identical

to the cratered mare surroundings. As in the south, this section of

the ril le is not observed to cro s--cut any other structures of the mare

surface, but one of the plumose structures from the cratering events to

the north does appear to cut the rille.

The surface surrounding the northern section has more relief

features than that to the south. These can be ranted in order of visual

importance and interpreted as follows:

B
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1. Secoi dary plumose structures associated with eraterisag events

to the north.

2. Small, cup-shaped craters with raised lips which are of
	

I

probable primary or secondary impact origin. 	 r'

3. Irregular depressions with small or no raised rims which may

be either jolcanic collapse features or imperfectly developed plumose

structures.

4. Lineaments which probably represent; post--mare filling uectonism.

5. Hills which probably represent: islands of pre-mare material

which were isolated during mare filling.

The reflectivity of this surface is highly variable from point to point.

Much of the bright material correlates with the surface dis •;urbance of

the plumose structures, so mach so that a bright halo probably serves

to differentiate an irregular secondary crater from a volcanic depres-

sion.

Detailed Observations Within the Rille from Command -Module Photo a :

This section is concerned with specific features in the rifle which

can be observed on metric and panoramic photographq. Appropriate photo

references are the stereo pairs Apollo--15 metric 414416 (fig. 4-1 1 4-2)

and pan photographs 9795-9800 (fig. 4-3, 4-4) and 9797-9802. Stereo
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Pan photo graph (upper). These copies do not retain the extraordinary
resolution of the originals.
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observation or the use of 1OX magnification is necessary for many of

the observations. The order of observation described here is as though

an observer started at the southern extremity of the rifle and progres-

sed along the channel to the northern end. For convenience in descrip-

tion, features on the observert s left are referred to as being on the

mare side of the rille since most of the Imbrium Basin lies on that

side. Features to his right are designated as being to the mountain

side because of the presence of the Apennine Front.

MmW of the described Features have been profiled using the

AS 11A. analytical plotter (ch. 3). Readers who have used this machine

with panor qmi a photographs will question hoer profile ]ides directly

across the rifle can be established on the distorted panoramic model.

This was accomplished by the following method:

1. The location of the panoramic stereo model was located on a

metric photograph of the rifle.

2. The desired profile lines were laid out on the metric photo-

graph. In most cases, the profile lines were perpendicular to the rill.e

direction at the point of intersection between the profile line and the

rifle.

3. Photo—identifiable objects (for the most part—craters) were

located at each and of the profile lines.



4. These objects were then located on the panoramic model in

the machine. The machine 'ndex was then travrersed back and forth

across the rifle and adjustments were made to the profile d^.,rection.

This was repeated until., by trial and error, a profile line was estab-

lished between the two photo—identifiable points. Then, the actual

profile was plotted.

The profiles are reproduced in figures 4-6  to 4-17.  Each profile

is numbered and carries identifying letters which are keyed to a loca -

tion map (fig. 4-5 ) .  Above each profile is a horizontal line for

reference. The position of this line is the profile line indicated

on the location map, and -the ends of the line on both the profile

drawings and the location map fall at the *Ywo photo-identifiable objects

used to locate the profile direction.. In two cases, profiles 6a and

30a, it was not possible to find photo identifiable objects on the

profile lines. Their locations and orientations are therefore lesp

controlled than the other profiles whsah is the reason they were assigned

special profile numbers.

in some places, there is difficulty in observing detail in the

rill.e walls because of unfavorable illumination. All detail is lost in

shadow or under erect illumination, whereas an oblique or grazing sun

angle is most favorable. An examination of most of the available

imagery and photographs of the region has shown that about one third

of the ri.11e wall., is visually inaccessible. The remaini_ug two thirds

52
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is the basis of the discussion to be presented forthwith.

Th, a southern 	 The southern end of the rifle connects to an

arcuate depression with an approximate north-south orientation, with a

length of about ten kilometers and a width of about two kilometers at

its widest. Under the stereoscope, this is seek to be one of three

connected depressions which resemble dissimilar canoes tied end to end,

the southernmost two being progressively shorter than the first. Owing

to the curvature of the farms, the chain of depressions crosses the Ap-

ennine Front and assumes a southwest azimuth. The final depression

grades into the set of lineaments which borders the mountain block.

Although the depressions are clearly connected, there is a distinct

topographic barrier between them.

Concentric with and immediately adjacent to the northern depression

is an additional similar depression with correspond shape but with

dimensions about one half as large. The north-south azimuth dxspl.Ved

by the two concentric depressions is visually and analytically (ch. 5)

in discord with regional structures, although an extension of -them may

curve northeast along the edge of Bennett Hill. Such an extension

would match the regional pattern of lineaments.

These forms cut both the mare surface and hilly material. It is

not completely clear how the depressions actually cut the Apennine
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Massif, Carx and E1-Baz {1971} ` place them at the contact between the

Block Mountains and post—up.'.ift slump deposits. The walls show little

Outcrop which is notable considering the large mount of outcrop exposed

in the rifl e. There is a distinct change of texture at the bottom of

the northern depression which may represent an accumulation of trans-

ported debris. If so, the size of the accumulation indicates that there

has not been much erosion from adjacent slopes.

The cross-sections of cliffere&L, depressions vary in that the

concentric pair both appear V--shaped, the eertral one has a hummocky,

flat bottom, and the southernmost appears somewhat U-shaped. The flat

bottom in the central depression may represent the original bottom pro-

file because talus deposits in other parts of the rifle have not produced

a flat bottom. There is no linear relationship between elevation an

width along these depressions. Consequently, they cannot be interpreted

as grabens as have certain other linear furrows on the moon (Baldwin

1971) -
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The southern section.. The rille emerges from the cleft-l.-i._ke

depression in a tight 5-curve which is the only segment of the rMe,

which distinctly cuts pre-mare material. There is a peculiar mottled

appearance to the rifle, wall where the rifle appears to cut what has

been mapped as Imbrium impact breccia (Carr and El Bas, 1971) .

Measurements with the Kern PG-2 plotter I indicate that the channel

cross-eect:Wn here has the most asymmetric form found in the rille.

The steepest slope of the transverse profile occurs on the outside

of the curve.

Profile number 3 (fig. 4-6) is drawn across the channel about ten

kilometers north of the cleft. At this location, a subdued crater

about 800 meters in diameter intersects and cross--cuts the r•-Me on

the mountain side. A number of similar craters intersect at different

places along the rille and their ejr7eta may be partially responsible

for undulations in the rille bottom.

At the location of profile number 6a (fig. 4-8), there is a large

IThis location was not included in the model used in the A5-3-TA
plotter for reasons discussed in chapter 3.
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(one kilometer long) block of material, visible only on panoramic

photographs, which forms a downward step on the mare edge of the rifle.

The 50--meter-high escarpment between the block and the mare surface is

obvious on the profile. This appears to be a slump or fault block

which has truncated the bend in the rifle. The strike of the escarp-

meat corresponds to the structural trends in the region and the face

of the escarpment aligns well with the fault which is assumed to bound

the Apennine Front. There is a hint of a slight displacement on an

Extension of the same slip surface to the northeast across the ri.11.e.

This feature may have resulted from remobil.ization ox Imbrium event

faults by the event which produced the nearby Crater Hadley C (fig. 2-3).

The Crater Hadley C on the nare side of the rifle is the Largest

post-snare crater in Palus Putredinis being 5.6 km. in diameter. Its

obvious overlap of the rifle establishes its post-rifle age without

doubt. Although the rifle is almost totally obscured next to the

crater (profile 9, fig. 4--9), the ejecta has only covered the rifle to

a distance of about one . half a crater &ameter from the crater r° m

(profile 10, fig. 4-10).  Mawr of the small craters on the mare surface

here are assumed to be the result of secondary impacts after this event.

It is notable that there is no pronounced increase in the number of

craters in adjacent sections of the rifle. Profile number 4 (fig. 4--7)

is directly across Hadley 0 and emphasizes its flat bottom.
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Pxofile number 11.E (fig. 4. 11) passes through a location where the

wa1" of the rifle is over-steepened in comparison with the other pro-

files,, and the floor is abnormally flat. This has resulted in an,a ,-

metric profile in a relatively straight section of the rifle. This

feature can be adequate3y viewed only in stereo under high magnification

on film-based panoramic photographs. About three kilometers north of

the profile number 14 location, there is a small, dark area in the rille

bottom containing several well--defined craters. The appearance is simi-

lar to the pooled lava observed aping in the crater walls of some large

cratersl.

Profile number 17 (fig. 412) is directly across a small radius.

curve which is comparable to the curves at the south end of the rill.e.

This profile was plotted several times to check for asymmetric channel

shape. The outside slope of the curve is concave in contrast to the

opposite slope which is convex. This results in a steeper slope. on the

outside of the curve. These contrasting slopes could be interpre',,ed as

indicating either a out bank on the outside of the curve or evidence of

more effective meteorite erosion on the promontory which is present on

l'or exam- le, the Crater Aristarchus as seen on Lunar Orbiter V
199H.
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the inside of the curve. Profiles numbers 22 and 23 (fig. 4-1-4) are

across a straight section of the rilZe with particularly favorable

illumination. This segment contains the most observable outcrop of

arjy segment. The outcrop occurs on both sides of the ri.11e vd.th more

on the mountain side, and extends one fourth to one third of the way

down the rifle wall for a distance of three kilometers along the

channel. This contributes a distinct cliff and bench appearance to

the ma.-e side of the profilas and results in concave slopes on both

sides of the rifle. In the film-base versions of the pan photography,

the rifle walls in this section have a distinct fish bone or tartan

appearance. It is difficult to pick out any particular lineament from

the overall pattern, and the pattern may be an effect of illumination

geometry. This problem :i.s dii; cussed in chapter 5.

At the end of this straight reach, the rille makes a series of

tight ',urns which seem to be dontrolled by the Apennine Front. This is

the most obvious example of topographic control of the ii-Ile, although

control is evident at several other locations. It nan- be noted that

the three sharpest turns in the rifle occur where the channel is in

contact with pre-mare material in the southern section.

On film--base panoramic photography, there are notably few boulr3ers

visible in the ri.11e where it passes the Crater St. George, and outcrop

if present at all is found only on the mare side. Evidently, there is

a deposit of material in the rifle here which has been eroded, from the
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adjacent mountain block. Simple deposition does not explain the rela-

tive lack of outcrop on the mare side, however, especially considering

that an obvious post"rille crater is present in the ril.l.e wall. A

crater such as this produced abundant boulders at the Apollo-15 land-

ing site ( discussed below in detail) .

The final bead of this sequence is a sharp turn to the northwest

which becomes the general trend of the rifle direction for the northern

half of its length. The ADo110 l5 lands Site is located on the

mountain side of the rifle about one kilometer north of the turn. The

high resolution ground—based photographs of this area will be discussed

below.

To the northwest of the landin site, there is a cryptic feature;

which is not duplicated elsewhere along the channel. In a series of

elongated forms of decreasing width, the ril1.e tapers northward over a

distance-of about tan kilometers until the channel is a0most completely

closed. The rape then widens abrtptJ,y and assumes an unobstructed con-

figuration. Some material has been thrown out of a recent bright-

haloeo. crater on the mountain side at the sharp bend in the rifle. The

resultant a jecta blanket has obscured the original rill a geometry some--

w'iat and has also produced a f e-sf boulder trails on the rill e walls. An

explanation for this constriction is essential, to an adequate hypoth- s:;.s

for rifle genesis, and it is considered in some detail :a.n chapter 7.

Profiles number 26 (fig. 4-15)  and number 29 (fig. 4-16) are across

i
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significant constrictions in this tapered section. Profiles number 27

( fig. 4-15) and number 28 ( fig . 4-16)  are along the x^ lle bottom

through the constriction.

The northern section. Just at the point where the rille assumes

a normal configuration above the constriction, there occurs the first

of four lineaments which intersect the rille within a 20 kilometer

length of channel. These have been interpreted as tributary rilles

(Greeley 1971) but were later mapped as faults (Carr and El-Baz, 1972)

Profile number 26 (fig.. -15) is draw, perpendicular to and across the	 4

lineament and also intercepts Hadley R ;ll e obliquely at the constric-

tion. Viewed in profile, the lineament is seen to be an escarpment with

a height of about 15 meters. The appearance in.cross—section and the

obvious alignmer2 with other local structures supports the view that

this is a high—as^gle fault. This structure may have considerable signi-

ficance in its relation to the constriction.
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About three kilometers to the northwest from its intersection with

the first escarpment, the rille encounters a second escarpment with a

strike direction approximately perpendicular to the first. This north-

east facing escarpmealu is in approximate alignment with the southwest

face of Hill 305. At additional distances of four and then five R.lo-

-meters along the rille, two more lineaments intersect the channel with

orientations perpendicular to the rille and to Hill 305. Their cross-

cutting relationship with the mare surface indicates post-mare filling

tectonic activity.

In the vicinity of Hill 305, the r-=, e traverses a stricture between

tiro embayments of Palus Putredini s. Where the rifle is adjacent to the .

hill slope, it becomes subdued and irregular in appearance. In profile

(Profiles numbers 30 and 30a, fig. 4-17), the bottom of the rifle

flattens, the width diminishes, and little outcrop is visible. The

change in character of the rill e where it abuts pre-mare mountains has

been attributed by other authors (Howard and Head, 1970 to mass wast-

ing from the mountains. This interpretation has been expanded at the

end of this chapter to calculate a maximum   rate of erosion from Hall 305,
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and a mammon erosion rate of 146 meters is indicated. The position of

the rille relative to Hill 305 and the unusual linearity of the sec-

tion of channel adjacent to the hill indicate topographic or structural

control of the rifle by the hill. At several places around the edge of

Hill 305, there are benches of probable mare material clinging to the

edge of the hill. These may represent high lava marks formed during

mare filling. Swann et al. (1972) have reported similar marks at a

hiaight of 90 meters above the mare surface around the base of Mount

Hadley.

North of Hill 305, the rifle is positioned across one corner of

Palus Putredirds. It ultimately ends about 25 kilometers northwest of

the hill. This length is further from the t shore t of pre-ire filling

bedrock than ar other ril.le segment. North of the straight section

under Hill 305, the r-i]le pattern becomes clearly sinuous for a channel

length of ten kilometers, then abnormally straight for about eight

kilometers, and finally continues in a sinuous pattern to the end.

Immediatel7 to the north of Hill 305, the rifle assumes a subdued

appearance and nearly disap pears for a distance of about eight kilo—

r..	 _	 ti
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meters. Further north, the channel becomes more distinct, and the

relief continually increases to the northern end.

The northern end of the rille intersects some of the segments of 	
r -i

the arcuate system of farrows called the Fresnell Rifle System. These
i

are believed by most authors (ch. 5) to be surface expressions of the

circum--Imbrium fault system. One prominent furrow about one kilometer

wide ends abruptly at the rille and several other lineaments appear to

intersect it less distinctly. An adequate hypothesis for rille origin

should explain this association.

At its extreme northern end, the ri-Ue widens into a t3riaugular

depression about four kilometers long and three kilometers wide at its

widest. The north edge of this depress-ion is coincident with the con-

tact between mare filling material and pre-mare hilly material. One

irregular furrow which intersects the r-il l e on the mare side is out of

accord with the other structural_ directions and is surrounded with

brighter meerial than the general mare surface. This appears to be a

plumose structure from Autolycus or Aristillus rather than some feature

related to the bedrock or mare surface structure. This indicates that

at least one of the craters must post--date the rille.

Observations From Large Scale Ground--based Photo anhs:

During the Apal.lo 15 traverses, numerous ground—based photographs

were taken of fe tures around the lauding site. Two focal, lengths were
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used, 60 mm. for normal scale photo coverage, and 500 mm. for telephoto

photographs. The photo stations were chosen to pro-7ide stereo coverage

of many features and photographs of both scales can be assembled into

mosaics, some of which are detailed in chapter 3. This section is a 	 i

description of cert-.aan small scale features in the r3lle based on

observations from those photographs.

The material visible within the r3lle at the l anding site includes

both outcrop axiad fragmented material which ranges in size from 30 meter

boulders to probable clay size. Both the outcrop and the loose materials

Ir	 are quite variable in their appearance.

Swann et al.. (1972) have discussed individual outcrops in some

detail and have made a number of significant observations. This para-

graph is a summary of their observations. The outcrop along the rille

3.s discontinuous and it is difficult to trace a particular stratigraphic

horizon From one outcrop to the next with certainty. The ma7j mum depth

of visible outcrop is 60 meters, but rocks collected from Dune Crater

(fig. 2-4) suggest at least 100 meters of basaltic rock. Individual

outcrops are clearly layered; all feature a massive layer, and many have
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thinner section above and/or below the massive o.ie. It is possible to

dis{-inguish the different layers because different physical properties

such a^: reflectance, appearance after weathering, resistance to weathering

and mode of fracture give them different optical relief. There is a

prominent near-vertical joint set, and this frequently cuts more than one

layer. Other joint directions are observed locally but not as a general

rule. A few places show possible columnar jointing. The layers in this

vicinity have an apparent dip to the southwest suggesting that older mater-

ials are exposed north along the rille. The lower exposure of the outcrop 	 -

seems to be associated with a slight topographic bench of problematical

origin. These authors think that the evidence is insufficient to demonstrate

that a series of separate lava flows are exposed in the rille wall. A compari-

son of these photographs with outcrops which T have observed in Iceland and

northwest Canada sugges±s that the evidence for at leas. two flow units on

photograph Apollo-15-12023 (fi g . 4-19, discussion to follow) is compelling

These authors also discuss the possibility that the rille is incised into

the pre-mare surface, but find no direct evidence in the nature of a

nonconformity.

In order to illustrate several additional important features of the

rille wa-1, three sets of stereo photographs will be described here in

detail (figures 4-19 to 4-25) These three sets have been chosen as being

representative of the features visible on the entire set of 500 mm. photo-

graphs of the rille. The coverage of each pair is illustrated on figure

4-18, and identifying information for the stereo models is given in table
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4-1. Some of the features to be described can only be discerned stereo-

scopically,

f .	 Table 4-1	 Ground-based stereo models described in the text.

Apollo-15 Camera location-
Stereo Model	 photographs ground station Figure number

1 12023 9a 4-19

12104 10 4-20
or

12107 10 4-21

2 12058 9a 4-22

12125 10 4-23

3 12056 9a 4-24

12156 10 4-25

Features visible on the upper rifle wall section. Stereo model

number 1 (table 4-1) illustrates a typical upper section of the rifle

wall. This model includes extensive outcrop and debris. To the rear of

the outcrop on the mare surface is a subdued crater about 50 meters

in diameter with virtualln no boulder debris present on its rim. The

mare surface behind the rifle seems to be veneered with fine material with

only an occasional nearly buried boulder visible. The rille wall has

two obvious zones, an upper region containing well-displayed outcrop,

and a lower section containing unconsolidated material ranging in dia-
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STEREOMODEL N0. I	 b STATION 9A a !~M

STEREOMODEL N0, 2	 d STATION 10

STEREOMODEL NO.3^ r

0	 3000

METERS

APPROXIMATE LOCATION

OF STEREOMODELS

TABLE 4-1

Fig. 4-18. 'Map to indicate the location of stereo models
discussed in the text. The models are described in table 4-1.

.E
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meter from tern-meter boulders to fine material. Over2ying the outcrop

is a layer of regolith several meters in thicImess which as a depth

in agreement with regolith depths predicted from studies of crater

morphology (Oberbeck and Quai.de, 1967)'.

The outcrop has two clearly different zones. The upper unit

is massive, light—colored material cut by oblique and vertical

joints, the most obvious set being the oblique set. The joint spacing

is irregular and relatively wide. The outcrop surface has both rounded

and angular areas, but is predominently rounded.

The lower outcrop by contrast is more closely jointed. There

are two prominent joist sets which have no correspondence to those in

the over^lyi.ng unit. There is a prominent sub—horizontal e-, and a well—

developed, subsidiaz7 Haar vertical set. The horizontal. joints divide

the unit into very well—defined layers which closely resemble terrestrial

depositional. tnts. The vertical joint set suggests columnar jointing

viewed from the edge. The lower unit is darker than the upper, has a

more blocky surface appearance, buv has a smoother race as a whole. The

considerable difference in appearance, joint direction and joint spacing

suggests that =these two rock *mats have been emplaced at different times.

Both outcrops have overhanging blocks jutting out from the surface a

distance of several meters. There is partially developed cliff and

bench topograpIT on the upper part of the rifle wall, presumably due to

different characteristics of rock units. Debris has collected on a
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bench on top of the second unit, and a second accumulation has formed

on a bench below this unit. The upper unit is cut by two notches which

appear to have acted as conduits for talus fans on the bench below.

These notches have an appearance similar to trails out by soil move-

ment which the author has observed in terrestrial alpine topograpby.

However, the lunar trails are less pronounced than the terrestrial trails.

Poised on the r-1-11e lip above the highest rock unit is a collet--
;

Lion of large-to-moderate-sized boulders.. It is not clear how they

achieved this stratigraphic position. They may have been ejected with

regolith from the crater beyond the rille lip on the left side and now

are a lag deposit after micro--meteroite erosion (or thermal creepT-a

mechanism to be postulated). It is not clear how material could be

removed from beneath the rocks so as to leave them so precariously

positioned. They might have been ejected from some other fresher crater

in the vicinity although no such source is evident on the pan photography.

There are several such places along the rill.e lip where boulders stand

above outcrop, but in most cases, the boulders are partially buried and

not free-standing as these are.

In order to compare the debris accumulations within the rifle with

similar features on the earth, observations and photographs were made

at the H&M crushed stone quarry in Ashland, Mass. This site was chosen

because the quarry stone is a greenschist which breaks into angular frag-

ments similar to the lunar debris. The quarry slope accumulation in
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figure 4 25 is zoned so that the large fraga,.ents are at the down—slope

side of the pile and fines have accumuulated above. These accumulations

form when a few large rocks slide or roll down the slope and stop to

form a dam across the flow path and are followed by a float of .finer

material to a position behind the dam. If more large fragments fol]'ow

the fine material, they iray have enough momentum to roll over the fine

accumulation and thus come to rest toward the front of or even ahead

of the heap. Evidenblyr this process can happen as a single event or

as a succession of smaller events. This process requires no atmosphere

or water. Several of the debris accumulations on the lunar photographs

have a similarly zoned aspect. This is especially true of the boulders

on the bench below the layered outcrop. Thus, a sirm i l air slope trans-

port process is assumed to be responsible for this accumulation although

at is not possible to speculate on the time rate.

There are a number of other debris accumulations which do not

show a clear zonation. One such accumulation is on the left side of

photo 12023 and is best viewed an stereo on the pair 12023--12107. It

is not clear if these boulders are in their approximate orieixal po` i -

tions or if they were transported by some mechanism which did not cv.;e

zonation. They seem to overlie a layer of fine material which sug-

gests transport to this locality. Perhaps the entire accumulation

arrived in one ballistic event.
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On the bottom one third of the stereo model, the slope takes on

different appearance which is characteristic of most of the photo-

graphed portions of the lower rifle wall, Ai, this level, there is no

outcrop present and the talus contains fewer boulders in proportion

to fine materials. The boulders which exni present can be divided into
two groups. One group consists of nalatively dark-colored rocks which

are angular and which rest on the surface with little or no fi_1leting

with fine material (Norris and Shoemaker t 1968) l., The other boulders

are Ught in color, subdued or rounded in surface appearance, and are

relatively buried or filleted.. There seems to be a relative lack of

partiaLly buried boulders. This effect is more filly displayed on
stereo pair 12056-12156 which corl;titube stereo model number 3 (table

Recent craters in the rifle. The first  stereo model (above)

illustrates a general section of the ril.le wall. Stereo model number 2

(table Ir.-I) contrasts debris wh-ich is obviously recently generated with

other materials on the slope. 	 -

3-These authors have defined fillets as embank-merits of fine-grained 	 -
material partially or entirely surro unding, larger 'fragments in a report.
Morris, E. G. and Shoemaker, E. M. (1968) Fragmental debris., Geology,
Television observations from surveyor: Part 11 of Survey Project
Final Report, JPZ Tech. Rept. 32-1265, p• 69-

L
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i
The crater in the center of the field of this stereo model is

about 140 meters in diameter, fresh in appearance and has an obvious

raised rim of ejecta. The floor of the crater is filled with angular

boulders which are as large as twelve meters across. These were undoubt-

edly excavated by the cratering event. The present author has seen

few boulders is natural situations as clearly angular as the large,

pyramidal boulder on the rim of the crater on the uppper left side.

On the rim of the crater, there are many ang ular boulders, but

in addition., there are maW which are noticably less angular. The rim

deposit is probably a mixture of newly excavated material with material

from the pre—crater surface. Outside of the ejecta blanket, particu-

larly well displayed on the left, there are accumulations of unzoned

debris similar to those noted or. the first stereo model. Above this

accunmlation, there is a section of the slope which contains nearly

buried,subdued appearing boulders also similar to thoae . noted on the

prior model.

Three discrete stages of slope development seem to be represented

by this debris. During the first stage, the relatively rounded, nearly

I	 buried boulders were formed and they were incorporated in a matrix of

I	 fines. During the second stage, the slightly rounded, unburied boulder

accumulations formed. FinaLly, the cratering event produced the ex-

i
	 tremely angular, excavated boulders in and around the crater. It is not

i
	 clear if the three boulder types result from distinct twine--separated
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processes'or if the three types represent a continuous process of slope

evolution. The apparent absence of partially buried boulders and the

dissimilar degree of rounding ,represented by each boulder type suggests

that three cUstinct processes have operated at widely separated times.

Features visible on the central ril]le gall section. Stereo model

number 3 illustrates a portion of the mid—slope section of the r-Me

wall. At this level 7 there is no outcrop. There are few zoned debris

accumulations although a small one is observed on the right side of the

model. These photographs particulara7 illustrate the two oldest

boulder categories. There are many thoroughly buried boulders, but

marl stand out on the slope. The number of one—half buried boulders

is minimal.

It should be realized that the boulders in these photographs are

comparable to the largest glacia.12y transported boulders on earth. It

is puzzling as to hour they arrived at the—J - present positions without

breakage assuming they have been significantly mood at all. Some of

the boulders on the rill.e slopes (sizes up to 30 meters across) are

larger than the joint blocks in the outcrops in the outcrops above. A

joint spacing this large in terrestrial volcanic rocks is certainly

exceptional.

As illustrated by this photograph, most boiil.ders within the ri11e

have no well—defined boulder trails leading to their present positions.

r-`
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There are a few boulder trails visible on panoramic photographs

(example discussed previously in this chapter) t but all are easily

associated width recent cratering events. Evidentl y , most boulders

have been emplaced by a process Wth one of the following characteris-

ties:

1. The process did not form trails initially.

2. The emplacement took place so Long ago that the trails have

been erased by subsequent erosion.

3. The boulders are in continual movement in some process which

is so slow that the rate 
of 

erasure-of boulder trails exceeds the rate

of boulder motion.

The movemen ts of material down lunar slopes has usual y been

assumed to result from small impact events causing the saltation

of surface particles. If the resilts of many impacts are considered,

net movement of parbu cles in a down slope direction is the most probable

result. Micrometeorites appear to be an important agent of weathering

and erosion of the rifle wall. For examples the banded boulder at the

top of the talus accumulation on stereo model number 3 has evidently

been differentially weathered to a relief of several decimeters by this

mechanism. Another mechanism proposed by Gold (1966) assumes that

t

i
s

1..

1

F
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particles which attain an electric charge on the lunar surface main--

tain the charge for a long period in the absence of an atmosphere.

the resulting electrostatic attractions and repulsions may result in

down—slope movement, This process has not been directly documented. 1	 - 1

I would like to propose another possible mechanisia for lunar slope

transport which can be called thermal creep. Thermal expansion and cow-	 3

traction 1- response to cyclic sour exposure probably causes continual

slight intergranular readjustmems in the muss of regolith. On sloped

surfaces, this would cause downhill movement with a slow time rate.

Such a process would be particularly active below boulders because

reflection of sun light by the rock to the surface in an area adjacent

to the shadow of the rock would produce a high temperature gradient 	 II'

there, and thus, be more apt to result in differential movement. This

could be largely responsible for the unexplained excavation which has

been noted below rocks on lunar slopes and which is apparent on many

buried rocks in this stereo model.

a

Characteristics of the Profiles:

In order that unusual profiles could be identified, several char-

acteristics of each profile were examined to determine Tordinary=

appearance. These obse tons_ p	 rva i	 are summarized in table 4-2. The
9

following general statements are based on the observed profile charac-

teristics and an examination of each profile location using panoramic
7

photographs.	
9

`L
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1. The usual profile shape is a symmetric V-shape with a rounded

bottom and mildly concave lbs.

2. U-shaped profiles are related to craters or adjacent mountain

slopes i hs,ch have probably contributed material to the rille.

3. There is no consistent evidence indicating natural leeveese

4. Asymmetry of profiles can be explained by. various post-rille

formati.oa processes such as in±illing by erateri.ng or erosi,o-a xrom adja-

cent slopes. Some curved sectiuns have distinct asymmetry suggestive

of slip-off slopes and cut banks in stream ,channels. This could. be

equally well explained by more creme weathering after rille formation,

on the sharp inside corner of the curve.

On the other hand, weathering and erosion may have destroyed

asymmetries which existed. after rille formation.

6. Much of the cliff and bench appearance is related to visible

outcrop.

7- The mare surface slopes toward the mountain side in the southern

extremity of the rille, toward the mare side around the landing site,

but both sides of the mare slope in toward the rille in the mid : section

of the southern, rille segment.

8. The mare surface at the rille edge is higher on the mare side
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Table 4-2. 	 Observed profile charaeteri.st:.cs. .

Characteristic Number of profiles with
characteristic

Brewer  WU Total

Profile location.
Straight channel 14 4 is
Gentle curve 7 2 9
Sharp curve 6 0 b
Vezy sharp curve .1 1 2

Profile s^? ilm etry
Symmetric 19 5 24
Asymmetric 8 3 it

Profile shape (based on appearance
of bottom curve joining the two
opposite slopes)
V--shape, ^ex.: p--of-le b)
D--shape ex.: -omfile 23)

(the examples are borderline
cases)

Cliff and bench tcpography
Present on
Possibly present on

Mare slopes to the side
Mountain.
Mare
Both sides slope to rille R

High side of rile
Mare
Mounta7m
Even
Ill-defined

J

i

3

"Figures 4-6 to 4-17  this dissertation.

^Iu, S. S. C. etaal. (1972) Photogrammetry of Apollo 15 Photography:
in A-oollo-15 Pre^.im n 	 Science Retort, NASA SP-289, Washington, D.C.

Small scale makes judgment auestionnable.
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on southern, profiles but higher on the mountain side around the landing

site. The high side Mends to be the mountain side at intermediate lo•-

cations, but uhis is variable.

y

In order to accomplish this, the cross--sectional area of the rille

was established for each profile location without, an obvious disruption

using a polar pl.anti meter. These values were averaged to give the
j

statistics in table 4-3.

Table 4-3, results of channel cross-0ecti.on calculations.

Profile hunbezu used ixi average. 1.81 10--24 (24 in total)

Average cross-secti.oria1 area:
( square meters)	 18.4 x 104 M2	 ^y

Standard deviation	 3.8 Z10 4  M2

- Standard error	 .8 x 10 Dig

By comparison, the two profiles across the x lle under Hill 305 (Pro-	 j

files number 30 and number 30a, Fig. 4--17) have values of 5.73 x 104 M2

{
and 8.22 x 104 which. when averaged, give 6 .97 x 104 M2.

Calculation of Lunar Erosion fates

The probable a_ufilling of the ri.11e with material eroded from Hill.

305 has been noted in this chapter. If one assumes that the channel

in this section was originaL y similar to the remainder of the southern

section of the rille, the amount of deposition can be calculated. This

provides. an esuimate of the amount of erosion from Hill 305.
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Subtracting these two average values and computing pooled canfi-

deuce limits, the amount of in—filling is calculated to be LT .3 x

101' M + 6.5 x 101' 0. Over the 7.2 Id.1ameter length of channel

which prof3.l.es 26 atd 31 seem to represent, this amounts to a volume

of 8.1 x 108 M3 + 4.7 x 108 M3 . This volume has been shed frrom an

area (orthogonally projected on metric photo without slope correction)

of about 1.2 x 10 7 0. if the material in the rile is assumed to

represent all the material which has been. shed from the hill slope,

this figure implies that at the 90ja confidence level, there has been

between. 28 and 106 meters of erosion from the south slope of HILL 305.
i

If a three billion year date is assumed for the age of rille formation

(a data consistent with the mare basalt dates discussed in chapter 2),

the maximum rate of erosion is found to be about 35 meters per bi2j-ion

years. Where are obvious objections to this argument, but it suffices

to establish an order of magnitude for the lunar erosion rate on an equil-

ibrium slope during Eratostheznian and Copernican tine.
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THE STRUCTURAL SETTING OF HAD	 RITZ

On metric photos of the Apennine--Hadley region (fig. 5-1),

numerous linear and sub--linear structural elements can be observed in

map view. The question naturally anises as to the connection between

these structures and Hadley Rille itself. A careful examination of

metric photos indicates that a few structures (perhaps two) in highland

areas can be extended to correspond with individual rille segments, but

that no such correspondence is evident for most rille segments. It is

necessary = therefore, to examine the region for more subtle relationships.

Structural Data Preparation:

In order to assemble a structural map and to acquire data for

numerical analysis of structural trends, the following technique was

adopted. A photomosaic of straps from metric photos 15 -0991 to 15-0995

was assembled and glued to a hard backing (fig. 5-1). The mosaic was

then examined strap by strip under the large fo=at stereo viewer (des-

cribed in ch. 3) using the appropriate stereo companion for each strip

in terra. After a preliminary examination of the mosaic, a sheet of

matte surface mylar, upon which the structures could be traced, was

taped over the mosaic. Then, with the stereo viewer still. in position,

the structures were located, plotted on the mylar, and an identifying

number was assigned to each. The matte surface mylar transmitted

-
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enough of the image From the mosaic that good stereo fusion was passible

i

during the plotting.	 This allowed relief to be used as a primary

criterion AL distinguishi ng strut tuxes in addition to tone and textu'rai

differences.

ry

This technioue was developed by the author after reviewing

reports describing difficulties in interpreting lineaments visible on
9

Apollo--15 photography.	 In particular, Howard and Larsen (1972) 	 have

concluded after laboratory experiments involving the photography of

random surfaces that illusionary lizaament patterns may exist on much

lunar photography.	 Characteri.stical77, these patterns are cost ob-

servable at low sun angle and ap pear to form a grid which is symmetri

calAT disposed about the direction to the sun. 	 The angle between the

grid pattern and the surface projection of the sun vector varied from

150 to 550 increasing with the sun angle. 	 The authors conclude that

serious diffzcul fig- rag be encountered distinguishing real andand i.taQ	 ary

lineaments on low sun photography.	 Swann et al. (1972)	 have speci.fl--

cal:[y studied the numerous small scale lineaments that appear on the

3

i

•	 F

j

j

f
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4pollo 15 ground-based photography and have pub3-tshed rose diagrams of

the result. Most of the rose diagrams show a symmetry about the sun

vector. They have concluded that it is not possible to definitively

distinguish true lineaments from artifacts of lighting.

By using relief as a key factor in distinguishing lineaments,

this bias is probably minimized, The photographs which were chosen

are taken at intermediate sun angles of 22 (0995) to 260 (0991)1.

These give adequate stereo relief and contrast but should exhibit fewer

lighting artifacts than low suns photos. An additional advantage is

that lineaments are not obscured by the relatively small shadows on

these photographs.

A total of 181 structures were plotted. As the structures were

being mapped, they were documented.as follows:

1. The azimuth of each of the elements was measured using the

vernier anglehead of a ME drafting machine. This method of accumu-

lating angular data from , graphics is rapid, ac curate (w ! degree) and

therefore has much to recommend it. , It must be noted that no corrections

was attempted for the distortion of the structure azimuths due to

relief of the terrain through which they pass. Long structures probably

iLockheed Electronics Co., Inc. (1972) Apollo 15 index of dapping
Camera and Panoramic Camera Photographs, NASA, Houston.

i
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average to an anro.-)dmately correct value and the 	 meaningfulmost meanf of

the subsequent statistical tests emphasize the long—length structures.

2. The tie of structure was noted and an, appropriate map symbol

was plotted. In addition, a numerical code was recorded to identify

the structure type for each structure in the data set. The seven

structure types into which all observed structures could be classed

and the number of observations in each class are;

a. Apparent grabens (17 or 9 04%) .

b. Edges of mountain blocks (22 or 12.5%).

c. Unclifferentiated lineaments (97 or 53.6%) .

d. Crater chains (17 or 9.4%).

e. Apparent volcanic relief features (14 or 7-W-).

f. Small local systems of fractures (11 or 6.1%).

g. The general trend of sinuous rilles (3 or 1.7%).

3. The relative relief of each structure was classed as follows:

a. Obvious relief features (e.g., Fresnell Ri.11e systems).

b. Easily seen on metric photos (southeast segment of

Bradley Riile) .

c. Can be found on monoscopic photo after a search (many
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lineaments).

d. Only evident in stereoscopic model (no. 16).

4. The length of each structure was measured.

5. The linearity of each structure was indicated with a code

number.

The map which resulted from these observations is reproduced as

figure 5-2.

t

E

To complete the structural data, the position of the =iu=-pu xxt of

each structural element was determined and recorded, This was accom-

plished by overlaying a metric grid on the map ( fig. 5-2) to establish

a reference system. The position of the grid relative to the lunar

coordinate system was recorded so that the metric measurements could

be transformed into lunar latitudes and longitudes. The completed

structural data set is -'U5ted in appendix tiro.

Relati.onshz2 of Structures to .Adjacent Basins:

In chapter b o, it was noted that the structures in the Apennine-

Hadley region appear to be generally circumferential or radial to the

Imbrium Basins but . that the preceding Serenitatis and Vapor^um Basin,:

forming events must have affected the region as well„ One use of the

structural data is to examine the relationshiu between basins and

structures.
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Several authors have discussed the structures which are circum-	 +l

ferential and radial to lunar basins:	 E

4

Hartmann and Xuiper have published a series of papers discussing

the gross structure of lunar basins. Hartmann and Euiper (1962) is 	 s

a report detai ling the positions of concentric ring structures around

all the telescopically observable lunar basins. Hartmann (1963) pub–

fished a detailed study of the radial structures surrounding the imbr.um

Basin.. This paper also cont ains an extensive bibli ography on the

Imbrium Basin structures. The papers by Hartmann and Piper establish

the exi.stance of the concentric and radial patterns without doubt. 	 3

Carr and E1-3az (1971) consider the northwest facing scarpe of

the Apennine MAO= to be a major structural boundary delimiting the

edge of basin, 1-1- deposits. They also suggest that bas in–radial faults
4

are to be found in the .mountains outside the basin.i
R

Mutch (1972) discusses the presence of concentric rifles surround-

ing the Humdrum Basin.

1 ..

{

i

i
3

i

j
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Basin related directions. The present author decided to investi.-

gate the question of the relationship of these structures to the adja-

cent basins using a direct approach. A general equation was written
r

which gives the azimuth from aiW port on a planetary surface to any

other point given the latitude and longitude of the pair of points.

The analysis of thil  s problem which is given in appendix one yields the

fo3aowing result:

Sin(L2) -- s x sin(Ll)

Cos(AZ)

Cos(LI) x (1 - 6

where

S. r [cos(L1) x Cos(L2) x [cos(W2 - Wl) + Sin(L2) + Sin(Ll) ]

AZ is the desired azimuth from paint l to point 2 mote that on a
spherical surface that the e awimzth'i5 not the same as the back	 ?
azimuth. Thus, some care must be taken to substitute variables
coxTectly.)	 ^.

Land L are the latitudes of points 1 and 2 respectiveay.
1	 2

^W1 and W2 are the longitudes of points 1 and 2 respectively. 	 ' 

Upon the completion of this analysis r a program was written to use

this equation and the position data taken for the mid—point of each of

the measured structures to compute:

1. The direction to the center:uf the Tmbrium Basin from each.

structtu,e .
i

i

G	 _
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2. The cui_recti.on to the center or the Serenitatis Basin from

each structure.

3. The directions at each structure location ci rcUMferenti2 l to	 l

each basin; that is, azimuths at 90° to the radial azimuths described

in 1. and 2.

For purzoses of this numerical experiment r the coordinates of the basin

centers unre estimated from the map by Wilhel is and McCauley (1971)

The overall results of these calculations are listed in table 5--1 and.

displayed graphically in figure 543.

s

Table 5-1. Ranges of computed directi.onz From structural elements , n

the Avennine-Had7.e7 region radial and circumferential  to
the Abriim and Serenitatis Basins.

Direction	 Range_ of.Valnes in the Region

i
Radial to the Imbrium Basin	 N55.6W to N64.9w

Circumferential to the imbAum Basin N26-GE to N34-0

Radial to Sere3itatis MA-1	 N US to NS9.5E

Circumferential to Serenitalis Basin	 N0-A to X13.911

Classification of structures according to azimuth. A can be seen

that there is a considerable angular difference between these values;

; o
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that is Seren:Uatis related directions do not correspond to Imbrium-

related directiom. This fact is presented graphically in fig. 3.

Thus r the possibility arises that the measured structural: azimuths might

be classed and discussed in terms of which computed basin-related direc-

tion-the measurements most closely a pproximate. If the Serenibatis

radial directions through this region were similar, for example, to

the Imbrium radial directions , such a classification would be impos-

sible.

Accordingly, the computed azimuths from the center of each

structure radial and tangential to each basin were compared to the

azimuths which were actually measured for each structure. Thenp the

inda^vi dual structures were grouped according to the basin direction

Vath which they were most closely- associated. The overall results are

as follows:

1. Forty--eight (48) of the measured structure azimuths or 26.5%

fall closest to the Imbrium radial direction. (within ± 22).

2. Fifty--five (55) of the structure azimuths or 30.4% fa11
i	

closest to the Imbrium circumferentia l- direction (within + 250).

3. Thirty (30) of the structure azimuths or 16.601* fall closest

to the Serenitatis radial direction (within ± 24°)

E

	

	 4. Forty-eight (45) of the structure azimuths or 26.Va fall clos-

est to the Serenitatis circumferential direction (with-in +24°) .
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Results of .structural calculations. The numerical results of

these calculations are presented.:in appendix two. Its order to allow

interpretation, the results have been summarized and presented in two

formats. The first is graphical and the second is cartogrsphi,c.

Histograms. Figure 5-4 conta=ins three graphical displVs of the

set of structure azimuths. The bottom graph is a histogram with a to

class width of the number of measured structures falling in each

interval. Plotted above this is a second histogram of the same data

grouped with a class width of 10 0. Plotted at the top of the diagram

is a graph which represents the to class width histogram except that

the to frequency values have been smoothed according to SpencerTs

curve-smoothing technique. (The use of this formula is detailed in

ch. 3.) It can be noted that the smoothed curve gives a much better

representation of the oscillations in the frequency distribixLbion than

does the 101, class width. histogram.

In order to display the results of the preceding numerical- experi-

ment, the ranges of the calculated basin-radial and basin-circumferential

azimuths have been superimposed as vertical lines on the graphs, In

addition, figore 5-4 indicates the range of measured structure azi-

muths which is associated with each of the four basLa related structural

directions.

On the histograms (fig. 5-4), several si gnificant factors are

evident:
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1. The imbri un circumferential and the SereniLatis radial d: rec--

tioas are represented by well-defined peaks. The structures with

easy-=crest asimuSs are unusual. +a the sonar structural pattern.

Elston et W. (1971) have noted a moon-wide absence of structures wath

an east-west strike,

2. The NOW radial direction is represented by a wall-

defined peak which is not as large as might be expected.

3. The Serenitatis circumferential, erection seems to be -r epre--

seated by a trough, but an exami nation of the 10 class interval hi sto-

gram ic1?.cates that severaal strictures with a north--south s ;Wlke

con5tit.ute a peak.

4. 4 somewhat puzzOng obserYation is that the largest peak on

the smoothed curves as wel l. as both his wograms r falls at the di lr^ision

between. the Abrina radial and the Seren-itatis circumferential ex caLed

ranges at an az,i meth of ice P .

These frequency distra.bntions indicate only the number of points

fig in each azin=Lhal class iterW11 with no indication of the

relative Wortance of the different structures. In order to Live

weight to the major structures, a smoothed curve showing the percentage
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of structure lib. jelling in each azimuthal interval has also been

prepared (fig. J-7). Comparison of the two smoothed curves (figs. 5-7

and 5—A) illustrates the k1lowing paints:

1. AM one exception, all the major peaks are still. present.

The exception is at 120.

2. The Imbrium—related peaks have become higher at the expense o

the Serenitatis related peaks. The east—west Serenitati.s radial peak

has become very small.

3. The peak at the boundary between Imbrium racial and Serenity

Us circumferential ranges has considerably dished.

Thus, M comparison, the structures which have azimuths associated

with the Imbrium ciicumferential and radial directions are the struc-

tures with the most surface expression. This is what one would expect

from the chronology of the region.

Interpretive structure macs. 'these graphs, whale giving a good

indication of the distributi on of measured azimuths relative to basin—

related directions, fail. to illustrate individual relationships. In

order to displa;7 which specific fractures appear to relate to each

basin., two additional maps (figs. 50 and 5--6) have been drawn. The

information Ar these figures was obtained with a program segment

which listed for each structure the basi;z related direction which its

azimuth most closely approximates. (This is not to imply that all

structures are basia"welated---onlT that they have beers, so classed.)

i

a



Fig. 5-5, Structures apparently related to
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The maps were then prepared by tracing the structures related to each

basin on separate sheets. Examination of these maps indicates the

following:

1. Most of the major. structures in the region appear to be

lmbrimi--related (sue. 5-5) . Structure numbers 72, 80, 9 1 158 , 131,

132, and 90 on the Serenitatis map (fig. 5-6) are important exceptions

to this rule.

2. However, there are significant Serenitatis-related structures

even within the Imbrium Basin; for example  158, 179, 169, 9 (fig.. 5-6).

3. There is an important group of structures related to the

Serenitatis radial direction. which strike northeast across the

kpernine-Hadley region. These include structure numbers 158, 80= 9, 791

91 1 99 r 39, 38, 18 and other smaller stx-actuxes (fig. 5-6) .

4. The arcuate depression at the south end of Hadley Rifle

appears to be closely related by virtue of its orientation to the Sere-

nitatis ci rcu Serential direction, both with respect to its strike and

its concavity (fig. 5-6).

5. Post-mare filling fractures around Hill 305 (nos. 24, 27: 29

and 30) appear to be related to Serenitatis directions.

i

	

	 Conclusions. On the basis of these graphical and cartographic

analyses, the following conclusions are postulated:
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1. Although the major-structures are Imbrium related, many of

the linear features s.n the Apennine-Hadley region are fractures

related to the older Serenitatis event.

2. In particular, the arcuate depression at the south end of

Hadley Rille is probably related to an old Serenitatis circumferential

fracture which was subsequently obscured by Imbrium ejecta or the

upthrusting of the Apennines.

3. Some of the post-mare filling structures around Hill 305

appear to be related to Serenitatis fracturing and therefore may rep-

resent much more extensive fractures than their limited surface ex-

pression implies.

4. If the Serenitabis event is still structurally evident in this

region, the Vaporum event may be too. The Vaporum Basin has been

thoroughly obscured by subsequent events so that it is not possible to

accurately locate its canter. It appears to be somewhat east of due

south of Hadley Rille (fig. 2-1). If so, the Vaporum circumferential

direction would roughly correspond to the Serenitatis radial direction

and the Vaporum radial direction would correspond to the Serenitatis

circumferential direction in the Hadley region. Thus, fractures on the

Serenitatis-related map (fig. 5--6) could well be old Vaporum fractures

which have subsequently been remobilized twicel once, by the Serenitatis

event and finally, by the Imbrium event. Such a sequence of events

could explain the frequency peak falling between the .Imbrium radial and

Serenitatis circumferential intervals on figure 5--4. The fractures
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represented by this peak might never have been mobilized by the

Sererai.tatis and Imbrium events if they had not been initiated by the

Vaporum event.

Thus far, this chapter has discussed relationships betwe,u struc-

tures and the surrounding basins. The relationship of the Hadley Rille

to the structural, setting remains to be discussed. This subject will

be approached in two ways. First, the directions taken by various

segments of the rilmle are compared with the structural azimuths measured

in the region. Second, the density of structures in the region is

investigated to show hour the rifle is related to the amount of assumed

fracturing.

Comparison of Pdl l e Directions With Structu_Tal Directions:

The author is aware of one detailed investigation of the relation-

ship between the ri.l.l.e and ^urrounciing structures. This was per formed

by Howard et al. (1972)' who have published rose diagrams of predominant

azimuths observed in the southern and northern section of the rifle and

compared these to the directions from the center of the Ppenni.ne-Hadley

region radial and circhmferenti,sl to the Imbrium Basin. They have

concluded that in the southern section the rille shows no structural

control, whereas there may be some control by Imbrium radial structures

e



in the northern seg;^ent.

As should be evident from the preceding discussion, the structural

situation in the region is more complex than a simple grid of Imbrium

radial and circumferential azimuths. Therefore, a more detailed com-

parison seemed necessary. In the present study, the comparison has

been carried out through the use of statistical tests on actual numer-

ical data. Frequency distributions have also been plotted for visual

comparison. Comparisons have been made between several classes of

data which are described below.

Structural azimuths. Various sub—sets were extracted from the

main set of structural data described earlier in this chapter. The

extraction was accomplished by machine using the following technique:

1. Punched cards were prepared with a numerical code which

detailed the characteristics (azimuth, length, structure type, relief,

regularity) for each of the 181 measured structures.

2. A program was written to convert the descriptive parts of

this data ( structure type, relief, regularity) into a 20—digit binary

number.

3. Selection cards were prepared, each of which also contained a

20--digi-b binary number. The number on each of these cards represents

a combination of characteristics which characterizes a sub--set of the

main structural data.
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4. The binary numbers on the selection cards were read, ,compared

far correspondnece with the internally generated b:Lnary numbers, and

the azimuth and length of structures with characteristics which fit

the specifications on the selection cards were stored for subsequeent

punching onto new cards. In this fashion, the lengths and azimuths

of aLl..the structures with ary desired characteristics could be

grouped as a data set for subsequent statistical. comparison.

RiU.le azimuths, A set of azimuths and their associated lengths

which characterizes the directions taken by the rill.e channel was

obtained from a set of x-y coordinates of the rill.e obtained with the 	 i

Mann comparator. This data is fully described in chapter six. The

azimuths were computed by considering the ril.le to be a graph ice, x g

space and then computing the slope of limes connecting adjacent 	
i

measured x-y points. These slopes were then converted to angles

relative to north. There are 152 measured x y coordinates which
3
i

characterize the rifle so that l51 azimuths were found between adja-

cent points. In addition to the azimuths, the distances between

adjacent points were also tabl-al.ated. The resultant azimuth and

length data sets were punched on cards for subsequent processing. Once 	 Y

the main set of rill e azimuths was formed, two additional stib-sets were

punched to characterize the northern and southern_ sect'ion of the ri.11.e

separately. The southern azimuths and lengths are those between points

1 and 81+ (fig. 6--2) and the northern sets run from points 84 to 152.

This data is listed in appendix two.
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Statwstical co arisons of the data.. The obviouz non-normal

distributions displayed by these data sets (figs. 5-7 and 5-8) makes

the comparison of them meaningless if most simple classical parametric

statistical tests are used. After some experimentation, the following

approaches have been developed,

1. Comparison of frequency distributions. Frequency distribu-

tions have been formed from the various data suo-sets described above.

The frequency dlstribuutions record the percentage of length of observed

structures which fall into each lOo class interval; that is, the percent

lengths are grouped into 18 azimuthal intervals between 0° and 1800.

The 100 class width is greater than the irregul. gv'ty in strike direction

displayed by most individual structures. Some of these frequency

distributions form the basis of the histograms (figs. 5=7 and 5-8)

Different frequency distributions have then been compared for:

a. Linear correlation.

b. Rank correlation.

using the Pearson product moment correlation coefficient and the

Spearman rank correlation coefficient respectively. These: two tests

each yield a numerical correlation coefficient which all.aws the deternji-

ation of the probability of a direct or inverse correlation between

the frequency distributions. A positive results of these tests indicates

that at a certain level of confidence, a correlation exists between

the frequency distributions.
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2. Comparison of cumulative frequency distributions. Percent

cumulative frequency distr-ibutions of the number , of structures in each

l° azimuthal in-berval have been formed for the various data sub-sets.

Different distributions have then been compared to find the maximum

difference in cumulative frequency which occurs throughout the 0° to

1801° azimuthal interval. This difference which is called the maximum

deviation can be compared with theoretical distributions to determine

the probability of finding the observed difference in two samples

drawn From the same population. A positive result of this test

indicates at small probability of observing the observed difference

and thus can be taken as an indication of 'Lack of correlation between

the two samples. Tbls test which is called Smirnov t s maximum devia-

tion test for identical populations has the following attribute accord-

ing to Bradley (1968)1.

'The present test is appropriate when tics. experimenter wishes to

test the Hot of identity against general alternatives of nonidentity

and does not wish the sensitivity of the test to be concentrated upon

one aspect of nonidentity (for example, different median value or

-Bradley, J. P. (1968) Distribution-Free Statistical Tests,
Prentice Hall, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, p. 288.

is the null. hypothesis—a postulate concerning the data which
the experimenter can confirm or reject by statistical test.
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unequal location -- my note) at the expense of most others.''

TO.s r this appears to be a general test to detect disslm^ larities in

the overall characteristics of samples.

The essenti.al di fferemai between the correlation approach and the

maximum difference approach is that the first assumes that no correl-

ation exists and seeks to show the contrary, whereas, the second assumes

a simil.axity between the two distributions and then expresses the

probability of a difference. Thus, the two methods are complimentary:

The Arse of the two tests is probably the most significant because of

the emphasis placed on major structures by the accumulation of length

values in the frequency distributions.

Summary of stati.sti.cal. tests. `fable 5-2 is a summary of the sig-

nificant tests which have-been performed and an indication of the

results. The table indicates the following generalizations-.

1. No statistically significant direct or inverse correlation

exists between the set of rille azimuths and any set of structure

elements.. The negative correlation coefficients obtained indicate

that apy correlation which does exist tends to be ,?averse; that is,

ri.11e azimuths have some tendency to 012.ow directions not assumed by

structures, Figures 5-9 is a scatter diagram illustrating the lack of

correlation between the A Le azimuths and the set of all structure

azimuths.
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FIG. 5-9
SCATTER DIAGRAM -- RILLE AND

STRUCTURE AZIMUTHAL FREQUENCY
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2. Although there is no significant linear or rank correlation

between the frequency distributions, the Smirnov test does nob show a

significant difference between the cumulative frequency distributions.

ka attempt was made to resolve the paradox of no correlation but also

no significant difference by comparing cumulative frequencies of

structure length rather than data points, thus weighting the effect

of the major structures. Such tests gave significant differences at

the l% confidence level, but this approach may be inconsistent with

the basic assumptions supporting the Smirnov test.

ai

3. No correlation exists between either the north or south

sections of the rifle and any set of structural elements.

4. The Smirnov tests indicate that the north and south sections

of the rili,e to have cumulative frequencies considerably different

than the structure sets, in agreement with 3. above.

5. Azimuths displayed by the south WE of-the rifle show a strong

inverse correlation to those in the worth. The Smirnov test indicates

a very significant difference.

Thus, the statistics appear to in lcate a general lack of correla-

tion between. the rille and surrounding structures, if the frequency

distributions being compared were simple urn-nodal distributionsr this

could be viewed as clear evidence of ON of structural control. How-

ever, the bi--modal structural distribution evidenced here (fig. 5-4)

adds another degree of freedom to the situation which leads to two

possibilities:
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Table 2. Results of Representative Statistical Tests.

Comparison	 Result 

Thole rifle compared with all structures 	 L.C.C. - --.319 Inverse tendency, not significant
R.C.C. _ —.256 Inverse tendency, not significant
D	 = .090 Not significant

L.C.C. = --.027 Not significant
R.C.C. _ .091 Not significant 2
D	 = .20$ Significant at

L.C.C. = -.205 Inverse tendency, not significant
R.C.C. - a-.257 Inverse tendency,z of significant
D	 = .248 Signi.fa_cant at 1%

L.C.C. _ -.424 Inverse tendency, not significant
R.C * C. = -.263. Inverse tendency, not significant
D	 = .120 Not significant

L.C.C. = -.162 Not significant
R.C.C. = .048 Not significant
D	 = .262 Significant at 1%2

L.C.C. = -,125 Not significant
R.C.C. =	 .048 Not significant	 2
D =	 .215 Significant at

L.C.C. = -.183 Not significant
R.C.C. = -.126 Not significant
D =	 .089 Not significant

North I* of rifle compared with all
structures

South ? of rifle compared with all
structures

Nhole rille compared Srith. well-defined
structures (total of 129, small,
irregular, or indistinct excluded)

North " of rill.e compared with well
defined structures

South a of rifle compared with well-
defined structures

Whole rifle comparee. with all lineaments

1L.C.C. = linear correlation coefficients R.C.C. = rank correlation coefficient, and D = Smirnov's
maximum deviation.

N2	
C 97)--iLoch, G. S. and Lank, R. F. 1 0 Statistical Ana]Zsi.s of Geolog3.caJ. Data, Vol. 1, Wiley, New York,	

CO

appear to suggest that a 10% risk level is significant for geologic problems.

-	 r



Table 5-2.	 Results of Representative Statistical Tests, cor_trd.

Camparison Restilt1

North 2 of rifle compared frith all. L.C.C. = - .12a Not significant
lineaments R.C.C. _ --.192 Not significant 2D •265 Significant at

South ' of rill.e. compaared with all L.C.C. _	 .012 Not significant
lin88ments R.C.C. _	 .123 Not significant

2r	 .211 Significant at 5%

North	 of riUe compared with south L.C.C.	 ^x --.'7 4 Inverse correlation probable at ^2E	
of rill..e R.C.C. _ --.809 Inverse correl.atign. probable at 1%,-

i A	 .423 Significant at 1%
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1. There may be no structural control over the rille in which

case the statistical result is taken at face value.

2. One structure direction may give a predominating structural

control to the extent that the other structure direction which appears

as a hump in. a structure frequency distribution has no correlative

hump in a particular distribution of rifle azi.mv.ths. This lack of

correlation for one structure direction may yield a nonsignificant

correlation- coefficient even if total structural control e ..sted in

the other structure direction.

The next section is an examination of the graphical displays of the

frequency distributions which allows some discrimination between

these alternatives.

Graphical comparisons. Figures 5-7 and 5--8 are frequency distr-r-

butions of the most significant data sub--sets. Two graphs have been

prepared for each sub-set; one is a histogram with a lo o class interval

and the other is a to histogram smoothed by Spencer t s formula. In

order to emphasize the major structures, these diagrams represent the

percent of structure or rille segment 12gth which is found in each

azimuthal class. This is in contrast to fig. 5--4 which indicates the

number of observations in each class. The histograms ser ge to give a

grass comparison and the smoothed curves show more detail. This type

of graphical display is used in preference to rose di.agrarns because

Cartesian coordinates avoid the distortion of the wedge—shaped seg-

ments of a nose diagram (discussed in Harbaugh and Merriam,

{
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1969) 1. Also, the use of Spencer's .formula is facilitated, and

comparison b-,,tween diagrams can be made easily by projecting -verb-•-

cally from one cure to the next.

An examination of these figures indicates the following points:	 r

1. Peaks on the whole rifle smoothed curve tend to correspond to

troughs on the curve of all structures. This explains the tendency
3
d

toward negative correlation observed between the whole rille anal differ-
.

ent structure sub-sets,

2. The whole ri.11e distribution is far more diffuse than the

clearly ba.--modal d- stribution of structures.

3, The inverse correlation between the north and south sections
3

is obvious.

•	 3
4. The north segment of the ri..l l.e displays a wall-defined peak

(700 wide, 1000 to 1709) which grossly co=ares to the wider (1000 wide,

80.0 to 1800) peak which represents southeast stri.ki.ng ..structures.

5. The southern segment displays a peak [1100 wide or 350°	 170o)

to 1000 1 which corresponds to the peak of northeast striking structures

(600 wide: loo to 700), but the rill.e r s histogram peak is about twice

the width of the structure peak.

i

3Harbaugh, J. W. and Merriam D. F. (1969) Comonter Lp2.Lcations
in Stratigraphic snalysis, Wi ley, New York.	 -
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Examination of the photomosai:c of the region. (fig . 5-1) indicates

a physical basis for these observations. The southern half of the

rille occupies a valley which strikes northeast is the Imbrium circum-

ferential direction. Because the rille occupies a longitudinal

position in the valley, it is necessary that azimuths measured for

this section should cluster in a diffuse group about the northeast

direction. Because the structure azimuths appear so much more concen-

trated than the rille azimuths, it is felt than individual rifle seg-

ments are not directed by bedrock structure in the southern section.

By contrast, the northern section does not occupy a weld.--defined

valley. The fact that the northwest striking rille azimuths form a

tighter cluster than the northwest grouping of the structure azimuths

is therefore sign ficant. An examination of the photomosaic indicates

that Hill 305 is one structure element which effects obvious control

over the rille. The segment adjacent to the Apollow15 larding site

fig. 2--3) is a similarly directed sub--Linea- segment, but without

obvious structural control_ Because of this obvious control of one

rille segment and the relatively tight grouping of rile azimuths

about the Imbrium radial directions it is felt that Si gnificant control

of individual rifle segments exists in the northern section of the

r-31-Le. In the next chapter, it shill be shown that the sinuosity of

this section is less than that of the southern section. The relative

straightness of the northern section is further evidence of some

linear controlling factor. The possibility of structural control of

the linear segment adjacent to the Apollo-15 landing site has somer 	 8:
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significance in interpreting the constriction in that section of the

ri.11e (ch. 7) .

In szmmary, it appears that the diffuse distribution of rifle 	 r _i

azimuths representing the uhole rifle results from the summation of

two more concentrated groupings corresponding to the northern, and 	 i

southern sections. The southern section is influenced by no direct

structural control, but its azimuthal distribution as a whole is

influenced by the rill e t s Talley-centrall position. The tight 	 i

grouping of the northern rifle azimuths indicates control of indi.vi.dual

segments by Imbrium radial elements. The strong inverse correlation

between the azimuths of the two sections is a result of these two

factors. This interpretation is consistent with the statistical and

graphic evidence.	
i

Fractures Associated Wth the Rills:

Although the coarse of the rifle is for the most part not directed

by pre-existing structures, such structures may in some wavy have been

involved in the formation of the rifle. In order to investigate the

overall association of the rifle with structures, a fracture density

map (fig, 5-10) was prepared. This map is predicated on the assum p-

Lion that all the observed structures with the exception of sinuous

ri.11es represent fractures in the basement material. The reap was drawn

by overlaying a metric sampUrng grid on the original 19 x 37 cm.

structure map (fig. 5-2). Then the total length of structures

measured in millimeters i n each 2 x 2 cm. block was measured and
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the result was recorded at the center of the block. The result was

an array of numbers at 1 cm. vertical and hoxdmntal intervals ( since

overlapping blocks were used) which was suitable for contouring. The

resulting map (fig. 5-10) has contour lines which represent the length

of observable fracture in the snrrounditg area. Because of the

arbitrary scale of the metric photos which form the basis of the

original trap, the units of fracture density are arbitrary, but a value

of 20 (indicating a length of 20 mm. in a 2 x 2 cm. square at map

scale) indicates that on the groundr 16 kilometers of structure

length can be expected an the surrounding L,a x to In. square.

These observations have been made concerrdng this map:

1. 0n2y visible structures are mapped. Several processes have

conspired to obscure structures-•--the most prominent of which is snare

filling. This explains the major areas with zero structure density.

2. The highest structure densities are associated with the

Bradley and Fresnell Rille systems.

3. A high density extends east from the Fresnell R-ille system

across Fresnell Ridge,

4. The constriction at the midsection of the rifle is associated
i

with the extreme structure density around Hill 305.

5. The arcuate depression at the south end of the rifle is in a

region of high structure density.	 ^
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Summary of Structural Relationshins:

The preceding analysis indicates several pertinent relationships

between the rille and its surroundings. The immediate vicinity has a

complax set of fractures which are apparently related to at least two

basin--forming events. The location of the ril.le itself is constrained

by- major structures, such as the faults bounding the Apennine Moun-

tains. Some segmants in the northern, section seem to be directed by

pre-existing structures. Some parts of the rille are associated with

areas of high structure density. Particularly hatable in this regard

are the arcuate depression at the south end and the interruption

northwest of the Apollo 15 landing site.

^j

f

1
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CRAFTER VI

NUMERICAL DESCRIPTION OF HADLEY RILLE

This chapter is intended to provide a numerical description of

Hadley Ri.11.e. The first sections of the chapter discuss the determine
;:1

tion of basic rifle parameters: lengths, widths, depths, etc. This	 3

is followed by a discussion of derived relationships such as sinuosity,

meander wave length t and width/depth ratios, These Values are then

compared with 'those found by other observers for other ril.les. The

final sections of the chapter discuss statistical relations and between 	 s

parameters. Most of these relationships are presented graphically as

w611. Throughout this chapter, there is considerable emphasis on

achieving a known degree of confidence; confidence limits are speci

fied whenever possible, and a dual approach is used for deriving several

conclusions. Data and calculated values not listed in the text will be

found in appendix three.

PiUsi.cal. Dimensions of the RM6.-

Several techniques have been used to measure lengths of rifle

segments, the width and depth at specific cross--sections and other

numerical characteristics of the ri-lle. This section is a summary of

these results and techniques.

Gross lengths along the rill.e. The tip--to-tip extent of the rifle

and the length of several sub—sections have been established by direct	 I'
I

f

i
fir,
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measurement on metric photos M15-414 and N15--586• These are straight

line map distances indicated on figure 6-1 and reported in table 6 1

which are intended to establish the gross size of the rifle. These

values were obtained by measuring the photo distances between point

on paper base metric photos using a vernier caliper and converting to

ground distances using the focal length and flight altitudes published

by Lockheed Electronics (1972) . On an undistorted vertical photograph,

Ground distance Flight height
Photo distance - Focal length

which allows the determination of ground distances >0101 7 1966) .

The photos Caere scaled by measuring the edges and computing the enlarge-

ment compared to the original metric format. The correspon ding ground

distances obtained from the two different photos agree to within ± 200

meters which probably represents the precision of the measurements.

The accuracy, estimated to be about Q, is probably limited by differ--

entill. shrinkage of the paper, uncertainty in. the flight height,

possible tilt in the camera system and slight parallax due to the

unevenness of the mare surface,



Table 6--1. Gross lengths of the rifle.

Length Distance Distance Average
(gig. 6-1 AS15744 AS15-586 value km.

(mn. photo) (km. gzd..) (mm. photo)	 (km. gnd.) .
a-b 95.80 76.5 95.0	 76.6 76.6
a-c. 90.80 72.5 90,0	 72.6 72.6
b-c 5.60 4.5 5.55	 4.5 4.5

d-e 10.20 8.1 10.10	 8.1 $.1

f-9 shadow 18.3	 14.8
a h 60.4o 48.2 59.55	 48.0 48.1

h-c 63,00 50.3 62.60	 5o.5 50.4

h b 65.70 54.9 67.65	 54.6 54.8
b 33.45 26.7 i poorly defined

r

4	 •!

SCALE

f

d #°

e	 9
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Averse width of the rifle. To determine the average width of the

rifle and examine the relationship between width and other parameters,

a set of measurements was made of x y coordinates of pays of points

directly opposed across the rille at 152 locations along the rifle.

Figure 6-2 indicates the locations of these measurements. Since this

data set is used for a number of calculations, its acquisition will be

discussed in some detail..

Measurements were made on the Mann 1200-3 comparator (described

in ch. 3) on film base photographs. The tiherent accuracy of the Maur.

comparator is .001 mm. which corresponds to.a ground distance of 10

meters. This is the same order as the resolution of the photographs so

that no information is lost. The M ann comparator is not a stereoscopic

instrument so the location of the edge of the rifle was established by

observing differences in texture, albedo, and tone. The photograph

chosen for measurement was number 15—k,16 which displays the follow ing

characteristics:

1. It provides maximum contrast between the light reflected from

the rLUe, walls and that from the adjacent mare surface.

2. It minim zes the proportion of rille Length which is obscured

by shadows cast by the Apennines.

3. It provides '*adegnate contrast in the relat: vely obscure

northern portion of the rille where the east west channel orientation

results in poorer contrast than present in other segments.
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The measurement locations were neither random17 chosen nor

equally spaced. In order to gi-re the best graphic portrayal of the ri-Ue

fig. 6-4) , the measurement locations were selected so that changes in

the rille width could be accurately represented in the data. This data

set leads to' a valid width—distance graph of the riMe j but it. was

necessary to extract randomly determined width measurements from these

before calculating the average width.

This data set was resolved using an IBM 3130 computer. The program

is a straightforward list of calculations based on the Pythagorean

theorem which determines the distance between two points in x y space.

The calculations yielded the following information:

1. The width of the rille was calculated at each of the 152.

measurement locations.

2. The distances along the rifle channel between the locations of

the 152 width measurements was calculated.

3. The cumulative distance along the channel from the south end

of the rille to each measurement location was calculated..

4. Separate summations were.made of the length of chard along

which rille width increased and the length along which width decreased.

5. A calculation was performed to determine the azimuths of the

channel center between successive width locations. These are the rille

azimuths used for structural interpretation in chapter five.

r	 .:
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7.43

The first of these items is used to compute the average width of the

r:LUe and the others are discussed subsequently.

The measured rifle widths have values between 0.22 to 3.20 km.

The largest values are observed at each end of the ri.11.e and appear to

be due to the association of the rifle with the arcuate fracture to the

south and the angular depression to the north. If two kilometer seg-

ments are excluded from either end of the rille, the maximum width is

found to be under 1.7 kra. In the histograra of measured xi.11e widths

(fig. 6-3), all extreme values on the high side are at the ends of the

rifle. The minimum adth of 0.22 km. occurs at the constriction near

the Apollo-15 landing site. If this 8 kra. length 'of unusually narrow

section is excluded, the minimum -width iS found to be 0.52 km. The

average of all measured widths (including extremes) is 1.11 km. The

median value is 0.96 km. and the mode is 1.00 km, The standard devia-

tion-is 0.37 ku. and the standard error is 0.03 km. A listing of all

values is found in appendix three.

As discussed above, these measurementsare not at randomly selec-

ted locations, and therefore., the simple arithmetic average is suspect,

In order to find a ?tree' average to characterize the rifle, two

approaches were used and the results are in substantial agreement,

although slightly less than the arithmetic average reported above.

1. The map area of the rifle was computed using the 152 computed

widths and the 151 interve ning lengths as factors in the trapazoidial

rule. The average width was computed by dividing the area thus derived
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by the total channel length. The effect of this process is to weight

the width measurements by the channel length which they represent.

This gives an average width of 1.051 km. The same standard error of

0.03 probably applies indicating a 90f. probabi l ity that the rtroer

average width falls in the range 1.054- 0.05 km.

2. A graph of rille width vs. distance along the channel was

constructed (fig. 6-4). Forty random numbers were drawn from a random

number table (Koch and Link, 1970) 1 and multiplied by an apprepriate

constant to give a randomly determined abscissa with which to enter

the graph. Three gaps in the data set due to shadowing and the

crater, Hadley 0, were assigned to a width value equal to the average

of 10 values,  5 on either side of the gap. Finally, all the ordinates

corresponding to the random numbers were averaged for an average width.

The average obtained from this approach is 1.051 km. with standard

deviation 0.26 and standard error 0.04 yielding a =true r average width

1.08+ 0.07 Rm. at the 90% confidence level.2

In addition to the width calculatio z for the whole rille, the

1Koch, G. S. and Link, R. F. (1970) Statistical An!!IZsis of Geo-
logieal Data, Vol.. 1, Wiley, New York, p. 3;-g.

Zit must be mentioned that these two approaches are riot independent
since the graph (fig. 6-4) is a graphical solution of the trapa.zoidial
rule. The second serves to establish a confidence limit more securely
than the first, however.

'a

s
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i

' y	first method of averaging was employed to find average widths for sev-

eral sub-segments of the rifle. 	 These are reported in table 6-2, which i
{

is keyed to fizire 6-2.
3

a

Depth of the rille.	 The depth determination for the rifle is less

direct than the determination of other parameters because the whole rille ri

could not be covered by the pan.photography used with the .AS 11A plot-

ter.	 In the southern portion of the rifle, the depth could be measured

directly from profiles, but in the north, it has been estimated from
i

the width measurements and the width to depth ratio, determined for

the southern section. 9

For purposes of definition, the depth of the rille in the profiled

section is taken as the depth below the surrounding mare surface. 	 For

most profiles, this is defined by laying a straight edge across the

profile so that it touches the mare surface on either side. 'The depth

is the vertical distance from the bottom of the rille to the straight

edge.	 On a few profiles, one side does not exhibit a well—defined mare
9

surface and best judgment prevailed.	 The measurement accuracy is

judged at ± 2 mm. or ± 10 meters at the 1.5000 vertical profile scale.

This is about the same ,s the standard error of the measurements and

much less than the variability of the data which suggests that the

method is adequate.	 The profile locations are semi random (although

dependent on sun vector directions) so the depth data set was considered

to be unbiased.	 Depth values range from 363 meters to 200 meters,

although these two values appear to be outliers. 	 The average depth

' 1



Table 6-2. Basic rill.e parameters. Location numbers. and letters specified in the left column are keyed to

figures 6-2. and 6--1 xespectivelp. 	 All distances are in kilometers. 	 Confidence limits are
specified where possible and are at the goo level.

Point-to-Point Average Average Length of Channel
Location Ground Distance 	 Width Depth Channel Sinuosity yolume^km.3)

1-152,  a b ?6.5+0.8 1.08.0.07 129.7 1.68 17.6±16%

1: 151, a c 72.6x.0.7 128.8

1-84, a-h 48.1+0.5 1.23 0.29+0.01 62.6 1,28 11..0

84-151 V h•-c 50.1.}-0.5 6b•3 7.0

84-152, h b 54.8.0.5 0.95 0.22+0.04 67.2 1.23

3a7-151 7 J :b	 26.7+0 .3 31.6

1-45 1.39 29.3

16,-.84 1.08 27.5

84-117 0.93 34.7

117-132 00-94 15.3

34-43$ 1.13 0.273+0.13 44.0 6.Q`t`6%
(profiled section)

Northern
depression 4.5.0.2

Southern
depression ' 10.1±0.2 ^

CO
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of the ri,ae in the profiled region is 273 meters with a standard

deviation of 37 meters and a standard error of 7 meters. By applica-

tion of the t--statistic, the 90^ confidence interval is found to range

t 13 meters from the mean. A Usting of all the depth values is found

in appendix three. Figure 6-5 is a histogram of the measured depth

values, and figure 4--5 indicates the profile locations.

The northern section of the ri.:ile is so obviously different from

the southern section that it would doubtlessly be in error to assign

to it the same average depth calculated for the profiled section. If

we assume that the same width/depth ratio is assumed to hold for the

northern section as for the south, an approximate average can be calcu-

lated because:

_average width from Mann comparator data
average depth = average width/depth ratio from -prof' es

-The bottom oZ the rifle in the north appears flat which implies th

width/depth is probably greater than in a V—shaped  section. Thus, ' this

scheme will probably give a maximum value.

The average width in the northern section is seen in table 6-2 to

be 0. 93 km. The average width/depth ratio for the southern section is

1.30 + 0.75 at the 90% confidence level (see width/depth ratio to follow).

Thus, the average depth in the northern section is estimated to be 220

meters with an uncertainty of about ± 40 meters. This diminished depth

is in accord with stereo observations of the section. Using the same

technique, the whole southern section (not limited to the profiled
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section) has an average depth of 286 + 40 meters, and the rill.e as a

whole 251 + 40 meters.

Length of channel. By suitable manipulation of the Mann compara-

tor coordinate data, the total length of rifle channel was calculated.

Specifically, the center of the ri.11e is found at each measurement

location by averaging the coordinate locations on either side. Then

the distance between adjacent center positions is calculated using the

Pythagorean theorem. Finally, these distances are surmised to provide

the total length of channel. Using this technique, the total length

of channel is found to be 12-9.7 km. The lengths of several shorter

segments are detailed in table 6-2. A listing of the cumulative

lengths is found in appendix three.

Area of the channel cross—section. The cross--sectional area of

the channel at uninterrupted profile locations was measured directly

using a polar planimeter. This essentially straightforward procedure

yielded an average area of .184 km.2 Profile numbers 1 to 24 excluding

number q (ch. 4) were used for this average. The standard deviation of

this data set is .038 km. 2, and the standard error is 0.008 km. 2 indica-

ting a qOp confidence interval of + 0.013 km. 2 about the mean or 7.2.

Appendix three contains a listing of all measured values.

Curvature. Several attempts were directed toward measuring the

curvature of the rill.e at different locations. Most of these were

inadequate because the resolution of the method was poor, the location

where the curvature was being measured was ill—defined, or compli.ca.—

x
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tions in mathematical analysis made the result meaningless. Finally,

the folloTdng technique evolved.:

1. The x y coordinates of the Mania comparator data were drawn. up

as a map of the rille (fig. 6-2) ab an original scala of 1 cm. to 1 km.

2. Aplexiglass template was constructed containing concentric

circles. The radius of the circles increased geometrically according

to the arbitrary equa-bion:

radius (class n) = 2 x 2(n l)/2 expressed in milimeters

that is, a class 1 circle has a radius of 2 mm., class 2 is 2 x 2112

2.82 mm., etc. A total of 11. circles were drawn with radius from 2 Arun.

(n ; 1) to 6k mm. (n. = 11) although the smallest class subsequently

utilized was class 4.

3. The template. was overlain successively on each of the numbered

points on the map in such a way that each of the adjacent points fall on

or within a circle, the circumference of which was touching the central

point.

4. The template was translated until the maximum diameter circle

was found in which this condition prevailed. The central point was

then assigned the curvature class represented by that circle.

The spacing of the points on the x y plot (fig. 6-2) is suffi-

ciently close that this technique appears adequate to characterize the
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deleted from the analysis, as were the end points on the plot.	 The

deleted points are obvious on the graph of curvature vs, distance along

the rifle (fig. 6-4). The results of this experiment are shown in

-	 table 6-3.

Table 6-3.	 Summary of curvatures measured on Hadley Rifle.

Curvature class (n) Radius of maximum	 Number of points
Yn	 2 x 2 (n-1) 2 circle (kaa. on the	 in class

ground)
3 .4 0 (class 3 and

lower)
4 .57 2
5 .3 8
6 1-13 14
7 1.6o 17
g 2,26 25
g 3.20 14

10 4.53 13
11 6.4o 15
12 all larger to 33

-	 straight line

The distribution is clearly bi—modal with centers at class 8 and

class 12. The grouping above the class 8 curvatures represents the

loops in the sinuous riller and the class 12 peak probably represents

the inflection points between curves. The median value of radius of

curvature (which'is an estimate of the average) excl uding the straight

values falls at 2.02 km.

Volume of the ri.11e channel. The volume of the rille. channel can

be estimated by calculating the volume of the triangular prism with the

width, depth and length of channel measured for the rifle. This is

given by:
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Volume = Average Width x Aver e Depth x Length of Channel

Extracting the appropriate measurements from table 6-2 1 the volume of

the rifle as a whole is ,found to be: 	
1

Volume = 1.08 x 0.251 x 129.7 = 17 .6 kin

-	 f
The greatest uncertainty is in the value of the average depth. This

uncertainty is estimated to be + 16% which stands as the uncertainty in

the value of the volume.

As a partially independent check on the volume calculation, the
3

volume of channel in the profiled section of the rifle was calculated

directly from the average channel cross--sectional area. This value

compares with the volume calculated for the same section using the

triangular approximation as follows:

Profiled Section —

Method	 Caloulated Volume

Triangular approximation of
cross-sectional area	 6.8 km..

a

Cross—sectional_ area Measured
on profiles	 - 8.1 km.3

An examination of the profiles (ch. 4) shows that the cross section	 a

is not precisely triangular because of concavi of the ri11e walls ^.

If i is assumed that the cross--sectional area approxi.mation..of the

volume in the profiled section is correct and that the teLangaar

approximation yields the same proportionate error in the whole rille 	 I

calculation as in the profiled section, a corrected whole rill.e volume
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may be calculated. This is accomplished by scaling  the volume calcula-

ted by the triangular method as follows:

Volume	 S.1 km.3 values from x 17.6 km.3 value fromcorrected ° ''$` above check	 triangular
value	 approximation

This increases the calculated rille volume to 20.1 km. 3 . This

volume which Just falls within the 16% uncerta:imty reported above

is the best value which can be calculated from the present data.

Summary of basic parameters. Hadley Iii—Il e is seen in table 6--2 to

be a major laud. form. 1^ is comparable in width (l hm.) to a large

terrestrial river, although its length is shorter than terrestrial

rivers of this width. The estimated 20 km.3 volume of the channel

could be represented by a sphere of 3.4 km. diameter or by a block

50 km. x 50 km. x lO meters deep. One of the most puzzling aspects

of Hadley Rille and lunar rifles in general is the lack of an associated

depositional form such as an alluvial fan or flow-lobe representing

material removed from the channel.

Derived Parameters:

Using the characteristics reported above as a base, it is possible

to derive several other values which also characterize the rifle.

Sinuosity. The sinuosity of a"river channel is best defined as

the length of the talweg divided by the straight line dista'ace between

i

i

9
a
a
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end points (Scheidegger, 1970) . Thus, for .the ri.? le the sinuosity as

defined:

Sinuosity W 
length of channel segment
straight Me distance between end points

For purposes of this calculation, both the lengths were calculated

from the Mann comparator data (app. 3), The sinuosity for the rill.e

as a whole is 1.68 but the individual values for the northern and

southern segments (dividing the rifle at point SL R., fag. 6-2) are 1.25

and 1.23 respectively. This indicates that the bend at pout SL;

foreshortens the end-to-end distance and results in an nncharacteris-

tical2y high overall sinuosity.

Width/depth ratio. An initial attempt was made to compute width

to depth ratios for each profile location by using the width and depth

data previously described. Finally, it was decided thaw a more ac cu-
s

rate value could be calculated in the following manner:

1. At accurate tracing was made of each profile at the original-

2x vertieg exaggeration.

2. Each tracing was set up -;n a level orientation on a drawing

board. A 300 triangle was placed over each slope on each profile to
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determine the point on the rifle wall where the slope angle first ex

ceeded 300 (at 2c vertical exaggeration) . This is a point near the

rille lip on most profiles.

3. The rile width is then arbitrarily defined as the distance

between the two so defined points on each profile, and the depth is

the vertical distance from the bottom point on the profile to the Line

connecting the two points. This construction is iUustrated on figure

6-6

4. The width/depth ratio, correcting for the 2x vertical exagger-

ation, is found:

Wi dth_ Measured width
depth - Measured depth x 2

WIDTH
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The advantage of this method is that whereas the width and depth

so defined may be inaccurate., the geometry of the construction indi-

cates that they are inaccurate in proportion. Therefore, the result-

ing ratio is an, adequate characterization. The average ratio is 1.30

with standard deviation 0.44 and standard error 0.09. This indicates

the Itrue t average value to be in the range 4.30 +- 0.15 at the 90%

confidence level. Individual values are listed in appendix three.

The width to depth ratio (with a 2x vertical exaggeration) is

numerically equal to Brice the cotangent of the depression angle from

the rifle lip to the bottom. These angles are an approximation of the

wall slope angles, although the concave aspect of the profiles makes

the maximum slope angles somewhat greater than these. The depression

angles are found to range from 19.2° to 28.2 0. The angle corresponding

to the average width/depth ratio is 22.80. At a 2x vertical exaggera-

tion, the angles are roughly twice these values so the 300 triangle used

as described provides a good definition of the rille liP as illustrated

in figure 6-6.

Harmonic analysis. The wave--like character of the sinuous rifles

suggests an examination using harmonic analysis. Such an examination

has been completed for Hadley Rille using a Fourier cosine series. The

purpose of this numerical experiment is:

1. To determine the spectral distribution of the irregular line

which represents the rifle so that it can be compared to the spectral

curve for a terrestrial river.
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2. To determine a suitable length to use for the 'meander wave

length = of the rills.

The mechanics of this method of function approximation are discussed in

chapter three.

Harmonic analysis approximates the All.e pattern with a function

which is composed of the sum of simple cosine ,raves of varying frequency

and amnlitude (Gaskell, 1958) . The Alle pattern can be decomposed

into its constituent cosine waves by listing the square root of the

power spectrum (defined in ch. 3) for the series. in the case of the

cosine series, this is merely the absolute value of the Fourier co-

efficients. Thus, each value in the root power spectrum equals they

amplitude or one of the constituent cosine Craves. These values car-

then be examined to determine which particular frequencies are important

in the composition of the rills pattern.

	

it is analytically possible to calculate as many terms for the 	 {

	series as there are data points in the data set. In this case, the	 .^

shortest wave length examined would be L/n o where L is twice the length

of the rifle segment being examined, and n o is the number of data points.

€s
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However, the data set cannot represent oscillations w i th a wave length

similar to the data spacing. This problem is known, as ali.asing

(Blackman and. TuAy, 1959) . By limiting the number of terms in the

series to nj,it is assured that there are at least two data posts

on each hump of the shortest grave length spectral component being

examined. This is the cosine term with wave length equal to 2L//no

which In the case of the rille is about the same as the rille width.

Secondly, if the short wave length terms are e xami ned, they are found

to have amplitudes less than the resolution of the data. This appears

to be true for terms with a wawa length shorter than lllno . Thus, the

spectral analysis has been limited here to the first no/4 terms°since

there seems little point ixt requising the Fou_xler analysis to search

for components not reli ably represented in the data. The shortest

wave length (which corresponds to the n,/4th term) is 01out 2j kilo-

meters long, or about twice the rifle width.a

The data set for the harmonic analysis was acquired using the Mann

comparator. The method was similar to that described earlier in this

chapter with a few important exceptions. The writing of a Fourier

series requires data which is equally spaced along the x—axis.  There-

'	 fore, the x coordinate of the comparator was incrementally advanced
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and the associated y-values were read. The value of the x-increment

was 0.250 mm. which corresponds to a ground distance of 0.25 km. The

Fourier cosine series can only approximate single valued functions.

Therefore, it was necessary to use separate data sets for the north

and south sections and compute a separate series for each. x and y--

values were read for the center of the x°Me in the north section and

both the center and the mare edge were read in the south. Both of the

southern sets give substantially the same spectral. components. The

rille center spectral curve is reported here so that the curves

reported for the north and south sections of the r-3 le have a common

basis. There were 159 data points in the northern section and 153

-points in the south.

The root power spectrum for the two rifle sections is listed in

appendix three along with other calculated parameters and data for the

harmonic analysis. Figure 6--7 is a semi-log graph of the power spectrum

as a function of wave number (n) for both rille sections. The graph

displays obvious peals corresponding to the important cosine terms of

different wave lengths and there is a good correspondence between the

wave lengths of important terms in the two different sections. This

correspondence is illustrated in table 6-4 which lists the peak :forming

wave lengths for each section of the rille.

Figure 6-8 is a third graph which is the result of the spectral
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analysis of a terrestrial river by J. G. Speight (1965) . This is a

study of the An abunga River in the Territory of Papua New Guinea. This

particular river Dwas chosen for study because of its long, unobstructed

and undisturbed ailvvial plains course and its highly developed,

rapidly changing meander patternP Q. 2) . Speight ' s analysis was
carried out by an antacorrelation method (discussed in Scheidegger,

1970) which is different from the approach reported here. TO auto-

correlation method provides a more accurate spectral curve, particularly

at the long wave length end of the spectrum, and gives a much smoothen

curYe. However, it requires larger data sets than are available here,

and the•measurements are of a much different sort. Because the S o

methods are significantly different and because all the physical pace--

meters of the two geologic situations are so completely sepa..rate, it

appears impossible to make a mea ningful direct comparison between the

two studies. However, certain qualitative similarities can be mentioned.

1. All three spectral curves have several im portant long wave

length peaks. The importance of peaks diminishes rapidly as wave

length increases ( rigs . 6-7 and 6-8) .



L

Table 6-4. Wave numbers with peak—forming spectral intensities. These are peaks which are graphically displayed
on figure 6-7. There is a clear similarity between the long wave length intensities.

Wave Number

123456789101112131.15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 .23 21 25 26 2`292930

South Section
Points 1-84,	 x X X	 X X	 X	 X	 x	 X	 X
Fig. 6-2

North Section
Points 81H 152,'•	 X X X	 X	 X	 X	 X	 X	 X	 x
Fig. 6--2.

U1

E:
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2. The broad, smooth peaks in 8peight's cu rve appear somewhat

similar to the broad, irregular peaks from the cosine series. the

scaling diffi culties make it impossible to postulate a direct peakAo-

peak correlation.

Choice of meander wave length. ka era inati on of the metric

photography (fig. 1) does not allow a satisfactory determination of

the 'meander wave le,th t of the rifle. TAS follows from three factors:

1. the meander grave length of a river is an ill-defined quantity,

the value of which has AL the past depended upon the observer ! s sub-

jective interpretation of the river pattern.

2. There is a legitimate question as to whether the rille should

be defined as I meanderis t at all because the value of its sintosity

is relatively low. One discussion of a meandering river (Leopold,

Wolman and Mill er, 3864) Sems to suggest that the sinuosity of

meandering ri vers ought to be greater than 1.5 although some variation

about this value is al,oved. The sinuosity of the rifle as a whole

was seen to be well in excess of this (1.63), but the individual north

and south sections had values which were substantially less (about 1.25).

../
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3. The northern section of the rive has a pattern which is not

smoothly sinuous, perhaps as a result of the structural control, dis-

cussed an chapter five. Thus, it is not obvious host to include this

section in an estimate of the meander wave length. Although the

southern section is sinuous, a visual estimate gives between three

and five full meander cycles depending on interpretation.

Thus, an examination of the spectral peaks is suggested to ob-

jectively find an appropriate meander wave length ;u-Ith a value which

fits between three to five cycles in the southern section of the ril'l.e.

The southern section (as viewed by the harmonic analysis) is 42.6 km.

long. This means that spectral components with wave lengths between

8.5 km. (n = 10 7 or 5 cycles J-n the interval) and 14.2 km. (n = b, or 3

cycles in the interval) must be examined. Table 6--5 Lists the wave

numbers (n), wave lengths and spectral intensities  of all the spectral

components with wave lengths in this range. Two possible values for

the meander wave length have been estimated by the following methods;

the results are in subs tantia ag!•eemeni,', :

1. It is seen that wave numbers S and 9 an the southern section

and wave number 8 in the northern section have spectral intensities

"The value of the root poorer spectrum corresponding to a given wave
length is here called the spectral intensity of the wave length.

y^
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about twice as hi gh as the other components in the range. An average

of the corresponding three wave length values gives an estimated

meander wave length of 10.8 W.

2. A second estimated value has been calculated by weighting

each wave length in the range by its spectral intensity and calcu l a-

ting the weighted average. This gives a value of 10.5 km. in close

agreement with the simple: average above. Both the north and south

data sets were used in the weighted average. This average seems to

make best use of the data and it is therefore accepted as the meander

wave length.

Leopold and Wolman (1960) ' have investigated the relationship

between river meander ware N2' ,,ths and channel widths and also meander

wave lengths and radius of curvature of the meanders. They have

reported that the following equations hold for terrestrial stream

channels:

Meander wave length = 10.9 x wi dthl.Ol

Meander wave length = 4.7 x (radius of curvature)0.98

if these equations are solved using the average Alle width (1.03 km.)



Table 6-5.	 Calculation of meander ,rave length – Freighted average.

SOUTH SECTION NORTH SECTION

Wave Number(n) Wave length Intensity	 Product Wave length Intensity Product
0an.) (relative) (km.) (relative)

6 14.18 32	 453.76 Outside range of consideration

7 1.2,36 23	 279.65 12,64 21 265.E

5 10.64 55	 617.12 j,..06 63 696.75

9 9.46 6o	 567.60 9.83 37 363.71

10 5. 51 35	 297.55 5.55 23 203.55

J-1 Outside r2ae of consideration 8.04 20 160.80

• Sum 208	 2,2-L6.ol Sum 164 12690 .25

Totals for bath rille sections:

Total of intensities = 372

Total of products	 = 32906.29

Weighted average ^ Product total.	 3,9106 . 2-9
Wave lengthrntensNy to1;al =	 —

= 10.5 km.

ID

-_	 --
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and the estimated median radius of curvature (2.02 km., estimated

from table 6-3).  the calculated meander wave lengths are found to be:

From width equation, wave length = 11.78 A.

From radius equation, wave length = 9.36 A.

Both these values seem remarkably close to the rifle value of 10.5 km.

and are well within the spread of the data reported by Leopold and

Wolman J96o)

Hadley Rille commared to other lunar rifles. It is now

possible to compare the overal..l characteristics of Hadley Rille with

other lunar riles. Schubert, Lingenfelter and Peale (1970) 2 have

published histograms of length, width, widish ,/l.eng h ratio, meander

wave length and meander wave length/Width ratio based on a sample of

about 130 rifles. In order that Hadley Rille can be best compared.

with other rill.es, these diagrams have been recast as cumulative

frequency diagrams. The position of Hadley Rille was then plotted

on each. This al l awsows the position of Hadley Rille relative to other
Alles to be easily eramined. The five cumulative frequency diagrams
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are shown in figures 6-9 to 6-13. The following observations can be

made:

1. The width and length of Hadley Rille are exceeded by only

about lb'I'L of the rifles so it is a relatively large rifle.

2. Its width/length ratio falls close to the median value, so

the r317.e is : average t ui this sense.

3. Its meander wave l eagth is longer than any found in the Shubert

It al. (1970) 1 report in which a maximum meander wave length of 7 km-

. is mentioned. The meander wave length/width ratio is also an axtreme

value.

Thus, the meander wave length of this i- lle appears to be an anomolous

characteristic in comparison with other rifles.

Relationships Between Rille. Parameters:

Thus far, the gross numerical characteristics of the ri' le have

been investigated, The remainder of this chapter is devoted to des-

cribing several relationships which appear to exist between parameters.
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Relation between width of rifle and distance along channel.

Figure 6-4 is a graph of the rifle width as a function of distance along

the channel. it is based on the sane data set that was used to deter-

mine the average width of the rifle. It is reasonably evident on this

figure that rifle width is a northwards decreasing function of length

along the channel. For example, if one chooses the maximum and minimum

peaks in 15 kilometer segments of the rifle: these seem to diminish

systematically between one 15 kilometer segment and the adiacent one

to the north. This rule holds except for the northwestern 15 kilo-

meters of the rille where the width appears to increase again.

In order to statistically test the conclusion that such a width

decrease exa.sts, the following experiment was performed: 38 pairs of

3-digitr random numbers were draem from a random number table (Koch and

Link, 1970) . These were multiplied by a scale factor to give new

figures which could be used'as distances along the rifle channel with

which to enter the width distance graph. in this manner, randomly

selected pairs of widths ifere located on the width distance graph, and

it was noted if the northernmost width or the southernmost width was the

largest. In 38 trials, the southern width was the largest in 28 trials

..^pRODUC]BT,TjT^ Or THF
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while the northern width was largest in only 10 trials. By app —1i

tion of the 50% probability test (Langley, 1970) , it is found that

this outcome could occur less than I$ of the time if there is an equal

probability of the largest value occurring to the north. Therefore, it	
-I

is concluded that there is a well—displayed and statistically signifi-

cant tendency for the rille width to decrease to the north.

The general aspect of the width--length curve (fig. 6--4) appears

similar to the tooth pattern of a carpenter's rip saw which has an

abrupt increase in amplitude followed by a gradual decrease and then

another abrupt increase. In the case of the rill.e pattern, the abrupt

increases appear to take place about every 15 kilometers. in order to

indicate this sort of asymmetry, the program which resolved the width

data included a segment which summed:

1. The length of channel along which a north bound observer would

,note increasing width. 

2. The length of channel along which a north—bound observer would

note decreasing width.

3. The length along which no measurable change (according to the

data) takes place.

F

_	 .

1

_.
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The results of these calculavions for the rille as a whole are as

follows:

1. Width increases northward for 54.1 km.

2. Width decreases northward for 74+9 km.

3. No change occurs for 0.7 kn. (considered negligible)

The ratio of the first two parameters is found:

Length along which northward decrease occurs ^ 1.38
ength along which northward increase occurs

In addition to the calculation for the whole rifle, this ratio was

calculated for several sub—sections of the rifle with the results indi-

cated in table 6•-6.

Table 6-$. Ratio of length of channel showing width increa; e to the
length showing width decrease as viewed by' a north—bound
observer in the rial.e. Point location numbers in the last
column correspond to figure 6-2.

Between points	 Ratio

1-152	 1.38
1--84	 1.81
84-152 	1.09
1-1.08	 1.65
108-152	 1.05
1-121	 1.91
124-152	 0.42

Thus, it is seen that the described asymmetry is evidently cite

characteristic of the southern 100 kilometers of the rifle, but may not

be characteristic of the northem28 kilometers.
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In order to assure that the observed ratios were not the result

of the fortuitous selection of the end points, another experiment was

performed. In this experiment, twenty segments, each of 15 kilometers

length were selected using random numbers, and the ratio described

above was calculated for each segment. Some statistics of the results

follow:

Arithmetic average ratio (m) -- 1.63

Standard deviation 	 (s) -- 0.78

Standard error	 (sfn) -- 0.175 (n = number of data points)

By computing the t-sta§istic, the probability that the l true T average

value of this ratio might be less than any specified 'value (M) can be

assessed. If the true value has a significant probability of being less

than l., the supposed rip-saw appearance of the curve cannot be assumed.

The t-statistic is computed from the preli.mir_azy statistics as follows:

nxM - ® 20x1-1.63
t - s	 _^---- - 3 , 1

Gompaxing this value with those in a table of t-statistics (Grow

et al., 1970) , the probability that the ratio is less or equal to 1. 0



seen to be less than O.^a. Therefore, there is a high probability that

the average is greater than 1. 7 and the asymmetry described above is

assumed to be characteristic of the ri.11e.

In order to informally illustrate the cyclic behavior of the width—

length data set, a smoothed curve (fig. 6-14) of width vs. location

number was generated using Spencer's formula (described in ch. 3 and

ch. 5) . It was not possible to plot a ti%Hdth—distanee curve (that is,

a smoothed version of fig. b—; using this method because Spencer's

formula requires data which is equally spaced along one axis. There-

fore, ground distance has been approximated by measurement location

number to provide equally spaced data for the horizontal axis of the

smooched curve (fig. 6-1;+). Spencer's formula uses ten data points at

either end of the data set which are not reproduced on the smoothed

curve (discussed in ch. 3) . This explains why there are only 132 data

points'present on the smoothed curve (fig. 6 .34) compared to the 152

paints present in the original data set and on figure 6-40

Six peaks appear on the smoothed curve and they are remarkably

evenly spaced. The smoothed curve gives a good impression of the general

decrease of width with distance northward along the rille, and of the

rip—saw pattern described above.

Relationship between width and depth. The relationship between

width and depth of Hadley Rile has been studied graphically by Howard
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et al. (1972) . They conclude that width and de pth are directly come--

lated from measurements taken from a central segment of the rifle near

the Apollo--15 landing site. The length of channel which they examined

was 41.9 km. A similar study has been completed here using the width

and depth measurements taken to compute the width depth ratio.

Figure 6-15 is a graph of rifle depth vs. rille -Adth for 2L

profile locations ( profile numbers 1-24 excluding; number g which is

in a location obscured by crater, Hadley C). There is an ob-yious

tendency for depth to incrz:ase with width. In order to cheek this

relationship statistically, a rank correlation test (discussed in ch. 5)

was performed an this data. , Thu stem of the s quared rank differences

for the 24 data noi*rus teas 604. Check off' a squared-difference table

(Langley, 19'1) indicates correlation at better than the 1% level in

agreement with Howard t s study. The high degree of correlation indicates

that when other factors shore a relationship with rifle width, they also

probably show a similar relation,,',.p with rille depth.

s or,
"'J"	 POOH?.
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Relationship between. rille width and direction of channel. In

order to investigate a possible relationshi p between the width of

Hadley Rifle and the direction of its channel, figure 6-16 was pre-

pared. The widths on this scatter diagram are those calculated for

the width--distance graph (fig. 6-4). The azimuths used here were
	 r --

measured darect3y from figure 6-2 using a KO drafting machine. The

straight edge of the drafting machine was placed tangent to the curve

of the M.1le at each of the width locations, and the channel azimuth

relative to north was read directly on the machine's protractor head.

The azimuth readings thus obtained are probably correct within ± 30

except in small radius corners where the location of the tangent is

difficult to define. In these places, the values are probably ; 10°.

The compilation of this set of azimuths was necessary to find the

channel direction at each measurement location. This is a different

value than those calculated from one location to the next and used for

structural :interpretation in chapter five.

The disperse appearance of the scatter diagram (fig. 6-16) indi-

cates that no correlation is present between ri.11e width and channel

azimuth for the rill.e as a whole. However, there are several sequences

of points along the channel which do seem to demonstrate an inverse cor-

relation between increasing azimuth and channel width. These points

have been replotted on figure 6-17. These sequences were selected

after searching for related sequences of figure 6-16. In order to check

for correlation, the Sp.earman rank correlation test (discussed in ch. 5)

was applied with the following results,
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Sequence	 (location numbers, Fig. 6-2)	 Result

	

24-32	 The probability of finding this se quence in a set
of unrelated figures is between 1fa 'and 5%. There-
fore, the result is probably significant.

	65-89	 The probability of finding this sequence :Ui a set
also	 of unrelated figures is less than :WO. Therefore,

	47-62	 the results are stabistically significant.

TN:o other sets of numbers were checked for correlation t one chosen

from the scatter diagram and one selected at random. These results are

as foJ,Igws :

	

Sequence	 Result,

	

13-22	 .T_his set is a set of 10 points ;elected at random.
The probability of finding this sequence in a set
of pairs of unrelated figures is greater than 10%.;
therefore, the result is statistically insigni-
ficant.

	

11$--11x3	 This set was chosen from examination of the scat-
ter diagram as a group which has a possible
direct correlation. The probability of finding
this sequence an a set of unrelated figures is
greater than 10%; therefore, the result is stat-
istically insignificant.

Several observations can be made concerning these apparent relation-

ships-.

1. All the statistically significant sequences occur. in the

southern part of the rifle. The, general appearance of the rifle in the

south is much sharper and well defined than the northern section. The

general appearance of the north section suggests that it has been filled

either as the final event in the rille formation, or in some subsequent

event. Either occurrence would probably obliterate any pre-existing



a
width—azimuth relationhip.

2. The three sequences of points over which these correlations

hold all encompass at least one curve in the rille (fig, 6--2) and each

sequence contains a local m aximum  and minimum point on the width—
	 F

distance curve (fig. 6-4). Thus j a wide range of widths and azimuths

are present in these figures.

3. The sequence of locations 65-89 ocews in a segment of the

rille which contains Four seuarate curves and which conta ins two local

maxima and one minimum point on the width distance curve. This 15—

kilometer segment of rille channel is also in the section of the rifle

with the best preserved appearance. Thus, the excellent correlation

obtained here is the most significant of the three.

Relationship between width and curvature. A number of attempts

to relate width and curvature at a point in the rille were undertaken

with no positive result. Finally, a graph representing-the curvature

class at each paint was aside to the vridth distance graph (fig. 6--)

to display arq possible relationship. It is reasonably apparent on

this figure that there is no direct correlation at a point. The two

graphs were then examined for correspondence an shape rather thaw for

corresponding peaks. It appeared possible that a less obvious similarity

does exist. This is the possibility that slopes of the two graphs

correspond in sign but that slopes on the width graph are displaced

about two kilometers to the north along the rifle from the correspond-

ing slopes on the curvature graph.

a:
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In order to test such a relationship, the following approach was

devised. Approximately 100 random numbers were extracted from a random

number table (moth and Link, 1970) . These were multiplied bar an ap-

propriate constant to Meld a number which could be used to enter the

curvature—distance graph at a point between the south end of the graph

and a point two kilometers short of the extreme northern end of the

graph. The sign (positive, negative or zero) of the slope of the

curvature—di stance graph was noted. The sign of the slope of the

width—distance graph at a point two kilometers north a l ong the rile

was similarly noted. The signs of the slopes of the two curv, most

match in one of the three following gays:

1. Both slopes could have a similar sign.

2. Both slopes could have apposite sign.

j. The result is inde
0
terminate if one slope has a zero slope

or if the ranAonly chosen ordinate occurs at a break in one of the

curves.

The results of thi s experiment were treated using the 5of probab-

ility test. This test assumes that there is an equal probability- of



observing either similar or dissimilar signs in the parent population

from which the sanule was drawn and calculates the probablity of

finding the obser7nd numbers if the assumption is true. if the test

yields a low probability, it is an indication that width and carvature 	
4.

tend to increase together with a two kilometer offset along the Alle.

In performing this test, it is acceptable to di scard data falling into

the third category; the rationale behind this and behind the test as

a whole is discussed in a book by Langley (1971)	 The test has

yielded the following result:

Number of	 Dumber of	 ,
matched signs	 opposite signs	 Total

37	 21	 62

The probability of this result is between 1% and YJ so in a statisti-

cal.	 cal. sense, the proposed relationship is probably significant.

From a physical point of view, this result may be important. 4

relationship between channel geometry at one channel location and the

geometry at a location displaced along the channel suggests flab in the

rifle as a causual mechaidsm,
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SUMME.

The numerical and statistical characteristics of Hadley Mille

have been explored in this chapter in some detail. For the most parts 

the results in this chapter have been left as numbers which, character-

ize the rifle without furvher discussion. The conclusi ons which can be

drawn from these results and the results of chapters four and five are

the subject of chapter seven,.
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CHAPTER VII

THE ORIGIN OF HADLEY RILLS

This chapter is a discussion of the origin of Hadley Rifle. The

first section is a review of mechanisms which have been proposed for

rifle formation. This is followed by a summary of the primary objec-

tions to each, both in general terms and with regard to the .haracter-

istics of Hadley Rille.. Finally, a mode of origin is proposed for

Hadley Rille which appears to conform well with the observations

carried out in this study.

Review of Rille Forming Mechanisms:

Mechanisms denendent on geologic structure. Structurally depen-

dent hypotheses for rille formation fall into two groups. One group

supposes that the ri.l.le are actual structural features and the second -

requires the presence of an underlying fracture system.

E1ger (1895) 1 and Goodacre (1R31) 2 suggested that all lunar

rilles (not only the sinuous rilles) are shrinkage cxh.ks associated

lElger, T. G. (1895) The Moon., George Phillips & Son, London.

2Goodacre, W. (1431) The Moon With a Descriurs ion of Its Surface
Formations, Pardy & Son, Bornemouth, England.
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w;th the cooling of lava. NasuWth and Carpenter (1874) 1 performed an

interesting set of experiments with hollow glass spheres and concluded

that all lunar rilles Ere tension fractures from internal pressures.

Shaler (1903) 2 concluded that all lunar rilles are tectonic and not

of fluid flow origin. These authors do not specifically mention sinu-

ous rilles, and yb is not clear if they were aware of them. Fielder

(1960) 3 suggested that the straight lunar rilles are faults which have

been subsequently intruded by dikes. The intrusion is assumed to be

accompanied by the formation of a depression over the dike due to ten-

sion and thinning in overlying material. Quaide (1965) 4 suggested

that the sinuous rifles are sinuous tension fractures, although in sub--

seauent articles (below) he has abandoned this view.

Schumm (1970) 5 , prompted by Mills' (1969) 6 experiments and several

1Nasmyth, J. and Carpenter, J. (1874) The Moon Considered as a
Planet, a World and a Satellite, 2nd ed., John Murrary, London.

2Shaler, N. S. (1903) A Comparison of the Features -o - f the Barth
and Moon: Smithsonian contributions to k-nowledge, Vol.	 V,
Washington.

3Fielder, G. (1960) A theory of the origin, of lunar rilles: Sky
and 'telescope, Vol. 19, P. 334-337.

4o,uaide, W. (1965) Ridges, rilles and domes, clues to maria
history: Icarus, Vol. 4, P. 374.

5Schumm, S. A. (1970) Experimental studies on the formation of
lunar surface features by fluidization: G.S.A. Bull, Vol. 81, p. 2539.

6Mills; A. A. (1969) Fluidization phenomena and possible implica-
tions for the origin of lunar craters: Nature, Vol. 224, p. 863-866.
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earlier investigations $ perforated a series of experiments exploring

the behavior of powdered materials when they are fluidized by gas

emitted from a sub—surface slit. Based on these studies, he postulated

that sinuous rifles could be formed by gases passing up fractures in

the lunar crust through a mantle of regolith. This view is supported

by McCall (1970)1 who bases his arguments on field examination of

terrestrial volcanic blow holes. It is also probably supported by
2

Hapke and Greenspan, (1970) ` who have observed anomolously high crater

densities in the bottoms of some riles.

Mechanisms which require fluid motion. The remaining hypotheses

all depend on fluid flow,, The difference between different proposals

depends on the nature of the fluid, its source, and precisely how it

flo*r7s ,	 .

A. Ash float. Cameron (1964) 3 proposed that the fluid medium is

a fluidized ash in the form of a nuee ardente. She based this conclu-

sion on a comparison of telescopic photos of riles with nuze ardente

channels Formed on earth.

'McCall, G. J. H. (1970) Lunar rilles and a possible terrestrial
analogue: Nature, Vol. 225, P 714.

2Hapke, B. and Greenspan, B. (1970) Crater densities in the vic--
in-i.ty of lunar sinuous rifles; E,OS 51, P. 346.

3Cameron, W. S. (1964) An interpretation of Schroetext Valley and
other sinuous riles: d.G.R., Vol. 69 t p. 2423.

J
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B. Water. Some older studies concluded that ril..l.es are fluvial
1erosion channels. P 	 who is credited with the discovery(1903) ^ 

of the sinuous ral.l.es , felt that they are drainage channels from hot

springs associated with volcanic activity. He also suggested the

presence of ice and snow on the moon although he realized that the

lunar atmospheric pressure is near zero. Pickering was preceded by

Nei_son (1876)2 who did not recognize sinuous riZles, but felt that all

linear 2.11^s are abandoned river valleys. One modern selenologi.str

(Gilvarry, 1969) 3 has steadfastly believed in the presence of an

ancient hydrosphere uith a depth of up to two miles, but has argued
4

that lunar hydraulic channels woul d be very shallow . This conclusion

is based Ln a dimensional analysis of terrestrial hydrau]_c geometry

to determine the effect of the lower lunar gravity on channel foam.

Although the past existence of lunar surface water is presently

viewed as improbable by most selenologists, a number of recent argu-

ments are based an surface or near-surface ice, Urey (1967) 4 suggests

-Pickering, W. H. (1903) The Moon, Doubleday Page & Co., New York.

2Nei_son., E. (1876) The Moon and the Condition and Configuration
of its Surface, Longmans, Green & Go,, London.

3Gilirarry, J.. J. (1969) Geometr=c and physical scaling of river

f	 dimensions on the earth and moon: Nature, Vol. 221, p. 533-

-TUrey, H. C. (1967) Water on the moon: Nature, Vol. 216, P. 1094.
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that the lunar maria are underlain by ice and that the Ales were

eroded by ice streams. This idea may be based on the suggestion by

Gold (1961) 1 that if water was initially present on the moon, a perma-

frost la=yer must raw exist at depth. Smoluchowski (1968) 2 performed

detailed calculations'to show that water could be retained on Mars,

even at low atmospheric pressure, because a protective ice cover would

form on the surface. This possibility was extended to the lunar envir-

_ ... _ . onment 17 Shubert, Lingenfelter and Peale (1970) 3 who calculated that

sublimation of the lunar ice would cease after a sufficiently thick

accumulation of rock debris collected on the ice surface. They con—

° eluded that the rifles were Formed when an. impact event shattered the

ice layer and underlying ,rater flowed to the surface. The water then

was supposed to hazre flowed in an ice stream to form the ri lle.

These authors have also performed calculations to indicate that a

reasonable amount of water could erode a rifle—size channel in a rea-

sonable amount of time. In terms of analytical justification, Shubert=s

paper is one of the most persuasive to date.

C. Lava. Another group of recent hypotheses are based on lava

1Gold, T. (1961) Permafrost on the moon: J.G.R., Vol. 66, p. 2531.

2Smolu.chowski, R. (1968) Mars: retention of ice: Science, Vol.
159, p • 1348.

3Schubert, G., Lingen-felter, R. E. and Peale, S. J. (1970) The
morphology, distribution and origin of lunar sinuous rifles: Rev. of
Geophy. and Spa., Vol. S, p. 199.
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as the fluid medium. The best supported of these is the argument by

Oberbeck, Quailde a-ad Greeley (1969)1 which proposes 	 h. Poses that the rilles

are collansed lava tubes which formed originall-y in the mare basalt

flows. This argument is based on terrestrial analogues and calcu-l a-

tions which show the dimensions of the roof span possible under lunar

gravity. The lava tube hypothesis i s supported by Yfurray
2

(1971) in

an arti cle which comua--es lunar and terrestrial forms. Czuikshank

and Uood (19'(2) 3. compare the lunar r!11 es vith Hawa312".an volcanic

features and conclude that the lava tube origin is likely. Greeley
(1971)-compares features in the Marius Hills of the moon irith

'terrestrial forms and concludes that these specific rilles are collap-

sed lava tubes. Hathe way and Herring (1970) 5 have comuleted a

detailed geomorphic study of lava tubes in New Mexico specifically

for comparison with lunar rilles. They have retorted the basic

characteristics of the lava tubes, but are unwilling to assign a lava

l0ber"Deck, V. R., Quaide, W. L. and Greeley, Re (1969) On the
origin 

of 
lunar sinuous rille q : Modern Geology, Vol, 1 , P. 75.

2-
M13--rray, j, Be (1971) Sinuous rilles: in Geoloa and Pby-sics of

the Moon, Fielder, G., ed. 7 Elsevier, New York, p. 27-

3Cruik.9hank, D. P. and Wood, C. A. (1972) Lunar -rilles and Hawaiian
features: possible analogues 	 n, Vol. 3 7 P. 412 .volcanic feat	 gues: Moo

4Greeley, R. (1971) Lava tubes and channels 
in the lunar Marius

Hills: Moon, Vol 3, p. 289.

5Hatheway, A. We and Herring, A. K. (1970) Bandera lava tubes o.L
New Me:^dco and lunar implications: C.L.P.L. 152, Vol. 8, po 299^
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tube or- gin to the lunar rilles without further investigation. Green

(1969)' with considerable optimism suggests that uncollapsed lava

tubes would be suitable lunar shelters.

Most of the above authors feel that flow may have alternated

between the closed lava tubes and open channels depending on the width

of the flow and the th-1ckness of the roof su pport. Tumer (1973) 2 has

prepared a model of the eastern segment of Schroeter t s Vall ey and con-

cluded that the valley may be an open channel. This study is based

on l nar orbiter imagery. Mitch (1972) 3 also suggests that flow in

open channels is a possible origin., and further suggests that he

direction of flow cannot be established a priori.

Two additional papers by Leonardti (1971) 4 and by Burke, Brereton

and Muller (1970) 5 have given overall reviews of the problem and have

concluded that present evidence is insuf:Eicient to provide a unique

solution, if indeed there is a unique origin for all sinuous rilles.

1Gveen,jack (1969) Terrestrial analogs: water on the moon, Pre—
sentation at the North American Rocktrell Science Center, Jan. 16, 1969.

2TurJaer, R. (1973) A model cf the eastern portion of Schroetexfs
Valley: C .L. F .L., Vol. 10.7 No . 195, P. $1.

3Mutch, T. A. (1972) Geology_ of the Moon, Princeton University
press, New Jersey, P. 301.

l
" Leonardi j F. (1972) Winding  and meandering furrows on the lunar.

surface: Modern Geology, Vol.. 31, P. 151.

5Burke, S. B., Brereton, R. G., and Muller, P. M. (1970) Desert
stream channels ?resembling lutes sinuous rilles: Nature, Vol. 225, P.
1231,..

- it
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It has been strongly suggested by Mather(1971) 1 that the sinuous riIles

may have several diverse modes of ori gg n.

Exam:Lnation of Hypotheses:

The above bypotheses may now be assessed with regard to both the

lunar geologic environment and the geomorphic characterization of

Hadley Ri.11e presented in chapters Four, five and six.

Water-dependent hypotheses. Hypotheses requix_ng the presence

of water appear the ?east plausab3,e 4 Experimental studies (Adler and

Sallisbury, 1969 2 indicate that eater in. a vacuum floats across the

surface rather than. floe.-ng in channels, and produces a hummocky bopo

graphy. Anders (1970) 3 has shown analyci.cally that water or_ the moon,

is incompatible with are accretionazy origin. 0^{eeie (19b9} has shorn

that large craters would rapidly be obliterated by plastic flow if

large amounts of ice exist at depth within the moon. Gilvarry (1969)5

Mather, K. F. (1971) Persona?. communication.

2Adler, J. E. U.. and Sa7lisbizy, J. W. (1969) Behavior of water in
1	 a vacuum: itmlications for "lunar rivers": Sciences Vol. 164, P. 559.
i	

Anders, E. (1970) Water on the moon?: Science, Vol. 1.69, p. 1309.

j	 47*Keefe, J, A. (1969) Water on the moon and a new non--dimensional
i

	 number:. Science, Vol. 163, p. 669.
i
	

Sibid. ? p, 533.

^i
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has calculated that open channels containing flowing water would be

shallow and wide rather than deep as is the rifle. The most serious

objection to lunar water is the lack of any evidence of it in lunar

samples. No hydrated silicates have been found in arty of bhe lunar

samples (Kei.l, et al., 1970) 1? Mason and Melson, 1970 and numerous

studies published in the proceedings of the first, second, third and

fourth lunar science conferences3). In fact, Apollo-16 samples con-

tain. Lawrencite (FeC12) which is highly unstable in a hydrous envir—

onment (Taylor, Mao and Bell, 1971x} . The absence of hydrated

minerals in porphyriti.c or phaneritic rocks suggests that no water

was present during crystallization at depth within the moon.

With specific reference to Hadley Rill  7 the absence of any asso-

ciated depositi_onal forth is unexplained. Urey's (1967) 5 unicrue sugges-

tion that the rifle was formed totally by ice which has since sublimed

'Keil, K., et al. (1970) Mineral chemistry of lunar samples:
Science, Vol. 167 7 p. 597•

"Mason, B. and Melson, W. G. (1970) The Lunar Rocks, Miley, New York.

3Publ.ished by Geochimica. and Cosmochimica Acta, MIT Press, Cambridge.

4Taylor, L. A., Mao-, H. K. and Hell, P. M. (1974) Identification
of the hydrated iron oxide mineral akaganeite in Apollo--16' .lunar rocks
Geology, Vol.. 2 7 p. 49.

51bid.
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1

a

is a mechanism why ch should have lei some morainal forms. It is dif-

ficult to see hoer amy water related mechanism could form a channel 	 9
j

with a depression at each end. Waterprovides no explanation for the

central constriction. Schubert r s (1970)1 hypothesis evidently requires.

an impact crater at one end of the rille, and no such crater is ob-

served on Hadley Ril le. Flu-vi al channels in a terrestrial environment

appear as braided streams if the sinuosity is as low as Hadley Rillet s

sinuosity (Leopold, 1860) 2 but no braided channels are apparent, - .^"t. _-- -

is difficult to explain how such a we ll established sinuous form as

#	 the south se etion .of Hadley Rine cr.ald have had a. fluvial origin

without the formation of numerous meander scars and abandoned channel
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propo.a:l requiring a Wludized regolith.

This mechanism seems unlikely in the case of Hadley Ri_ll:e because

of the absence of fractures in the adjacent hQQlands which line up

directly with rille segments (ch. A). the overall discordance of most

rifle segment aaimuths with regional structures (ch. 5) also suggests

lack of control by specific underlying fractures. The partial struc-

tural alignment of the northern, segments of the rifle seems best

explained as a diversion, of the r lle, by topography rather than align-

ment with a Lunar vent. The thin mantle of regol th over bedrock

(ch. 4) does not seem to allow a thick enough fluidized bed toaform a

rifle as deep as is Hadley Rill.e. The raised edges on Schumm t s (1970)1

experimental models are noticeably absent on Hadley Rille (fig. 4-7).

Furthermore, the textures of the rocks found near the rill e, appear to

be best explained as lava flows rather than pyro clastic debris (ch. 2) .

Ash flow hypothesis. The p`y-roclastic ash flow hypothesis of

Cameron (1964) 2 is similarly out of accord with the petrologic evidence.

Lamas with the chemistry- of the Hadley Rille rocks have beea shown to

have exceptionally low viscosity (Murase and McRixn.ey, 1970) 3 whereas

We ardente flows are typically viscous compositions. Me ardente

Ibid.

21bid.

31brase, T. and M&B rney, A. R. (1970) Uscosity of Lunar Lavas:
Science, Vol. 167, P. 2491.
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flows are found to contain 55a to 67% silica (Oilier, 1969) 1 whereas

the Lunar rocks are typically less than 45a silica. Also, the mechan-

ics of a nuee ardente flow may reo_uire an atmosphere (Holmes, 1965).

The nuee ardente channels depicted by Cameron appear to have a much 	 r

more disperse and distributive aspect than the Hadley Rille channel.

Lava tube kM thesis. The most wily held hypothesis at present

appears to be the collapsed lava tube mechanism. Although the general

character of the rills and the petrologic evidence seem to favor this

view, there are as yet important unexplained objections.

A. Geomorphic objections. According to Oberbeck (1969) 3 , the

breadth of a lava tube root arch might reach 5030 meters. under extremely

optimal conditions, and erosion could subsequently -widen the r lle to 	 =

tw? ce that width. Hotrever, Hadley -i e displays widths considerably

in excess of l Im, throughout much of its southern extent (fig. 6-4).

Furthermore, the estimated rate of erosion calculated in chapter four

indicates that 200 meters of additional. wide ning after roof collapse

of the lava tube would be an extreme `value. Assuming this much ero-s

ion, the r lle,according to Oberbeck's roof span calculation, should

not be more than 700 meters Vride. The appearance of the rille wall at

lO3lier, 0. (1969) Volcanoes, NIT Press, Cambridge.

^IolmeS, A * (1965) Principles of Physical Geology, 2nd ed., Ronald,
New York, P. 308.

3lbid.
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the Apollo-15 landing site strongly suggests a sequence of lava flows

(ch. 4) and the petrology of the Apollo-15 rocks suggests at least four

flouts (ch. 2) . However, terrestrial lava tubes have a vertical dimen-

Sion entirely withiL a sing l e flow (Hatheway and Herrings 1970) 1. If

Hadley Rille was vertically contained within a single flow, the flow

trust have been at least 400 meters thick- Far comparison, the thickest

Flow in the Columbia River basalts is only 120 meters thick and the

average thickness of these flows is about 10 meters. A thickness of

400 meters for lunar flows is a clear contradiction to the low viscos-

ity of-the lavas (Murase and McBi rney t x:970) 2 1 the lower cooling rate

implied by an environment without atmospheric convection or rain and

the absence of coarse grained rocks which should have Armed at the

Apollo 15 site due to slow cooling in such a massive flow (discussion

of cooling history to follow). If the entire rille, vertically and

horizontally is contained within. one Lava flows the flow dimensions

must be about 100 kin. by 30 km. by 400 meters deep (surface area esti-

mated from fig. 4-3.). This yields a flow volume of 1200 km. 3 , a

truly tremendous outpouring. A listing.of large terrestrial lava flows

(Holmes, 1965)3 lists a 43 km. 3 flow as the largest value which suggests

that the 1200 km.3 value is far larger than expected on earth.

-Ibid.

Lbid.

31bid.
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The appearance of Hadley Rills is also in discord with lava tube

morphology . According to Hatheugy and Herring (1970) 1 1 lava tubes

abtain a sinuous appearance when diverted by pre-evisUing topography.

Hadley Rille displays its most sinuous appearance in the souther sec-

tion where topographic control is evidently- the least. Published maps

(e. g•, Greeley, 19`1) 2 indicate than terrestrial rilles have a less

sinuous appearance than Hadley Rille and lava tube bends appear more

abrupt than the Hadley Rifle curves. Also, lava tubes appear to end

- i.n. -a--di8t0bubary system or a flaw lobe, not a depression. in -a- -

second article, Greeley (1971 3 notes that lava tubes occupy topo-

graphic highs.. Using profs 7.es ' of Hadley Rifle based on Lunar Orbiter

imagery, he indicates that Hadley R3.11e is so positioned. The profiles

drawn for this study (ch, 4) are in strong disagreement with Greeleyls

profIl.es in this respect as are the profiles of Uu, at al. (1972)4.

The obstruction. northwest of the Apollo 15 landing site, interpreted

as an uncollapsed segment of a lava tube shows no evidence of a cave

IIbid.

2Greeley 7 R. (1971) Lava tubes and channels in the lunar Marius
Hills: Moon, Vol, 3: P. 302.

3Greeley, R. (1971) Lunar Hadley Rille: considerations of its
origin: Science, VbI. 172, P. 722.

^fu ' S. et al. (1972) Photogrammetzy of Apollo-15 photography: in
Apollo-15 welflEazy Science Report, NASA SP-289 p. 25-36.
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entrance and is adjacent to a region of high fracture density (ch. 3)

and recent (post-?dill) tectonic activity (ch. 4) . it thus appears

Wdkely that this segment of all possible segments is a likely loca-

tion for an vnaoll.apsed cavern.

B. Objecti ons based on cooling hi story, The strongest objec-

tion to a lava tube origin appears to this author to be an estimate of

the cooling hi story of the flow. in a flow thick enough to coma ^ n

Hadley Rille, two possibilities seem to exist for the mode of cooling.

1. Radiation from the top of the flour cools the surface so

that dense material forms acid sinus. This situation results in the

formation of convection, cells in the flow which contually subduct

large rafts of solidified lava as soon as they form, and fresh, hot

liquid material is brought to the surface. This behavior has been

observed in lava lakes in Hawaii (Duffield, 1972) 1. Under these con

Wtions, the lava mass probably maintains a fairly uniform temperature

throughout because of the mixing, An absolute minimum time for cooling

under these conditions wan be calculated as follow:

Assume:

a. -That the only heat loss from the lava is radiation to

the ski= Wich is at 00K.

Duffield, 11. A. (1972) Kilauea Volcano provides a model.: for plate
tectonics i Geot'mes, X b1. IT P. 19.
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b. That the only energy- released is from simplea cooling

of the liquid and that no phase transformations occur. The energy

released through crystallization would pzobably increase the coaling

time considerably.

c. The sample cools.from 1650 to 1375 degrees Kelvin.

These values approximate the exIstallization range of lunar basalts

according to the experiments by hurase and McBirney (1970)1.

d. That convection is the liquid proceeds until the

basalt is completely solid and the melt is a uniform temperature

during cooling as a result of the convection. If convection ceases,

then conduction through the flow becomes the dominant cooling process

which slows cooling considerably as seen below.

e. Assume an emissivity of 1.0 or black body radiation.

This gives a maximum cooling rate.

Heat radiated from the surface of the flow under these conditions

is equal to: (McAdams, 1954)
2

QT = IT Adt

'Ibid.

McAdams (1954) Heat Transmission, McGraw--Hill, NeiY York, P. 59.
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t•There

Qr = Heat radiated (call)
T= Boltzman constan t. ( _ 4.88 x 10-9 Cal/cm. 2 h--,.°K}
T - Temperature (oK)
dt Time increment (hr.)
A ; Surface area of flog

f

The heat lost from the flow through cooling is found

Qh ADCndTp

where:

Heat lost

D = Depth of flow (taken as 1-00 meters)
A = Surface area of flow (note that A x D = the flora 7olume)
dT = incremental temperature change

•	 C = Specific heat (a- prod mated at 0.35 cal/gm. the value for

	

p	 quartz at 1600-6 C)
p = Density of liquid (estimated to be 3 gm./cm.3)

Their the heat wadiated --heat lost to flow or

TT4Adt ^-pADCodi

which yields upon rearrangement

	

T	 tF

	dT	 Vdt
4 -' p7Cp

Ti	 t;
integrating between initial and final. temperatures (Ti. and Tf or 1650K

rand 1375K) and. starting and ending times (ti and tf) gives upon re-

arrangement the elapsed time for cooling between two Ttemperatures

--? -	 _
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pC D 1	 1
elapsed time =Qt= p

37 Tf

Substituting values to fired the coo ling time under the stated assump

-tions:

1.
At _ 3&1./cm. 3 

•35 cal. g.• 4 x 10"' cm. 
1	 l

..o
3(1.88 x 10 ' cal./cm. hro	1375°K 16500K

= 465 hours or 19 days m-in mum

2. if the convection process is initially ir_o perative, or if

cooling by radiation increases the viscosity of the flow to the extent

that the rafted material an longer is subdueted, then a crust, w i ll—

form. Murase' and Wi ney (19?0) 1 feel on intuitive grounds that a

crust acconpan7 ed by a still liquid flow beneath is conducive to the

formation of lava tubes. However, let as examine the cool ng behavior

of a 100—meter—;hick flan at a temperature of 15OK (midway in the

cooling range) Alch has accumulated a 20—meter—thick crust on its sur-

face. This crust thickness is only about 2/3 of the roof thickness

postulated by Oberbeck, at Q. (1969) 2 as being necessary for large

lunar lava tubes.

Asstume

a. No phase transformation as before.

Ibid.

2Oberbeck 7 V. R., Quaide I W. L. and Greeleyr R. (1969) on the
origin of lunar sinuous rill.es: Modern Geology, Vol. 1 1 p. 75.
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b. That the surface temperature 4f the slab is absolute zero.

This gives a maximumi possible temperature gradient across the slab

and the highest possible value for conducted heat.

c. The temperature drop is one Kelvin degree and only temper—

ature changes an the liauld are considered.

d. The specific heat of the liquid is 0.35 cal./gm. as

before.

e. The heat conductivity of the solid crust is 14.4 cal./cm.

hr. °X. This value is in accord with experimental values found at high

temperaturea by Murase and MgBirney (1470) l	 1

f. No temperature gradients exist idthin the material under

the solid crust, that is only the thermal r esistance of the crust is

being considered.

g. The lava sheet is effectively infinite in horizontal dimen—

sion comi3ared to thickness, thus, only heat conducted out of the surface.
i

f

}
is considered.

Then.

Tt _ Tb RM0DUCjBIuTv- or Tao
c	 d	

is NOR
ORIGINAL

iurase, . T. and McBirney , A. 8....(1970) Thermal conductivity of
lunar and teesZr^ al igneous rocks in their melting ranger Science,
vol, i70, P. 1.05.
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Where:

Qc W Conducted heat

A = Surface area
K = Thermal conduct-ivity
TG = Temperature at surface of crust (= 01K)

Tb = Temperature at base of crust (= 1500° K)

Qt = Elapsed time
d = Thickness of crust (= 20 meters)

As before, the heat loss Terith-.n the liquid mass is given by:

QL = ADC . Tp

where

AT = temperature change within the liauid during time At, (taken
as 10 Kelvin for discussion.)

Setting the heat released to the heat lost:

(Tt Tb) At = ADC ,!STpd	 p

so that

Qt = K TtTbTb DC^p

	

(	 )

Substituting values to find the time for a 1° temperature loss, we find:

--2000 cm. x 4 x 104 cm.

	

'^ _. --	 -	 -	 o	 o x .35 cal./gm. oK x 1o 
K x 3 gm./c:n.3

14.4 cal,/hr. cm, K (0-1500) K

3889 hours/°K = 162 days/°K
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Thus, if a 1;00-meter-thick flow of low viscosity lava could form

at a_ ]. r it would probably have the following caol-ing hi stogy:

a. An eruptive phase would be coincidental with lateral flow of

lava until the lava became ponded by surrounding topography.

b. The ponded material-would develop convection cells and very

rapid cooling would proceed for several weeks. Convection apparently

goes on for a year or so at Kilauea (Duffield, 1972) 1, the assumptions

in the preceding analysis probably decrease the calculated time con-

siderably.

c. At some point, a solid crust would form with increasing

vi scosi-by of the cooling liquid. Cooling would then be controlled by

conduction through the crust and would slow drastically. The remaining

material under the crust would remain plastic for at Least 50 years

(1000k temperature drop x 2 year per degree drop).

It appears to this author from personal observations of existing

Icelandic lava tubes and from the descriptions of other authors

±	 (011ier, 19692•, Greeley, 19713, and Hatheway and Herring, 19700 that

s

lIbid.

i
21bid.

Greeley, R. (1971) Observations of actively forming lava tubes and
associated structures; Haeraii: Modern Geology, Vol. 2, p. 207.

4Hatheway, A. W. and Herring, A. K. (1970) Bandera lava tubes of
New Mexico and lunar implications: C„L.P,L. 152, Vol. 8, p. 299.
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lava tube formation is a short-term dyn mlc process which takes puce

in a soliAify-'ng lava crust. Both of the above modes of cooling seem

incompatible with lava tube formation. The vertical movements in the

liquid during convection effectively prohibit continuous lateral mo-

Lion, in lava tubes. After the solid crust formed, the underlying

liquid would stay mobile _or years. if any large lava tubes should

develop early in the history of the flow, they must certainly become

closed by lateral movement of plastic material under the crust.

Therefore, one is forced to the conclusion that large Lava tubes in

deep flows of ponded lava are unlikely.

Proposed Origin of Hadley Rifle s
f

What follows appears in the context of this study to be a reason~-

.	 able explanation for the origin of Hadley . Ri lle. It is certainly not

regarded as the only possible origin, but it is an explanation which

is consistent with the i.mnortarit observations which have been made in

this study.

Fluid flog mechanism. Several lines of evidence point to fluid

floe as the originating agent.

1. The parallelism of the channel edges is most easily explained

by .fluid flow (ch. 4) .

2. The diversion and change in character of the ri le where It

encounters topograpUc obstructions is characteristic of terrestrial-

stream channels (ch. 4).

s
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3. The meander *rave lengthVAdth ratio is appropriate for a fluid

channel (ch. 6).

A Where channel asymmetry occurs M profile view, it is such as

to suggest cut banks and slip=off slopes (ch. 4).

5. The Sri dth asymmetry MIL distance along the channel (rlp-salr

pattern? ch. 6) suggests a lateral. flow. This asymmetry appears some-

what analogous to the various types of ripple marks produced by trans-

lation flow. This is not to suggest that the mechanism producing the

width -length asymmetry is necessarily the same as that produchag

sedimentary structures.

6. The statistically significant relationship between Alle.

width and rifle curvature 2 'sm. further along the channel suggests

fluid floor as a possible mechanism to produce this offset (ch. 6).

Probable fluid. Geologic considerations indicate that lava is

the fluid. Palos PutrOMO is a closed, or nearly clossd1 basin

(ch. 2). Therefore, a local source for the maze basalte is indicated.

The basement struattare close to the Alle has been shoran (ch. 5) to

contain fractures which have probably been remobilized by several im_

pact events, thus many large and deep fractures probably exist. These

provide likely conduits for the mare basalts. The fracture density at

the south end of the rifle ( fig. 5-10) is relatively high which places

the arcuate depression which termimaves the.. A Ile in a likely site for

a volcanic vent. The direction taken by the long dimension of this

depression falls very close to the Serenetatis circumferential direction
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(ch. } indicating that it may be related to a we?:l developed fraebure.

There are no evident cross—cutting relationships which divorce the time

of rille formation from the emplacement of the mare bas alts (ch... 2 and
4

ch. 4) so the events can be presumed to be contemporaneous. The petro-

logy of the Apollo —15 rocks suggest very fluid lavas rather than pyro—

clastic materials (ch. 2 and nrevi ous discussion iu this chapter).

The apparent absence of water on the moon leaves few fluid alternatives

to lava.

Direction of flow. It has been generally assumed by autaors

favoring a fluid mechanism that the Flow direction through Hadley Ri.11e

was from south to north. There is. little topographic evidence to sup-

port this view. The lunar orbiter camera ori entation information is

usually inadequate to establish relative elevation differences on the

mare surface because the lunar orbiter maps are estimated to be correct

only to ± 250 meters at the 90% confidence level. However, the pre—

mission lunar orbiter—based map (TOPCON, 1970) 1 clearly indicates that

the rille bottom has a consistent slope to the south and that bottom

of the rille at the northern erremiLy is as much as 700 meters higher

than the rille bottom ire.. the south. This difference appears to be

well outside the error limits of the map. In an attempt to determine

the slope of the channel bottom based on Apollo-15 metric information,

l After the completion of this report, the author obtained NASA Lunar Topographic
Orthophotomap €iADLEY, sheet LT041B4 scale 1:250000 based on Apollo 15 metric

:photos, .and also NASA Lunar Topophotomaps 41B4S1 APOLLO 15 LANDING . AREA, 41B4S2
RILMA HADLEY CENTRAL, and 41B4 4S3 RMI "HAD.LEY SOUTH; . scale 1,50000 based on Apollo
15 metric and pan photos. These maps Were prepared by the Defense Mapping
Agency Topographic Center, Wash. D.C. The magnitude and direction of rille
channel slope indicated by these maps is in excellent agreement with the
measurements "reported here
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spot elevations were taken for this study on this AS-I3.A analytical

platter. These are plotted on figu re 7--1. Tli.s information must be

taken as only an indication of the slope direction and not interpreted

numerically. To produce a valid numerical value for the slope and to

confirm this graphs it would be necessagy to establish several models

in the analytical plotter and treat the resultant slope data statis—

tical2y. However, this graph, whi ch is the best available information,

also indicates that the ri lle bottom has a well defined slope to the

south. In terms of ri.11e morphology, this is an entirely reasonable

view because the widest end of the rille is then the downsstrem end

in accord with most fluid channels.

Postdated origin. Om this basis, it is postulated that Hadley

Rille is a channel which has returned lava to the vent from which it

was on Inally extrudeM in Hawaiian volcanic flows, ponded lava back

floes into the vent from which it initially came at a rate which is

several times the e4rzsioa rate (Holmes, 1965) 1, If one assumes a

similar process on the moon, it provides a rational explanation for

many of the observations which have been made in this study:

1. Weri.al which flowed in the - channel has returned below the

lunar surface. The puzzling absence of ar{y depositional form at either

end of the rille, representing the 24 km.3 volume of the rifle channel

OR,IGTWA L PAGE VF ^ 
c=(^r''^

ibid.

w ,
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(ch. 6) is thus explained.

2. The layered deposits displayed in the rille wall represent a

series of flours (ch.	 Outpourings probably came successively from

the southern.fracture and spread out over the land surface. After each

eruption, backflau occupied the rifle channel and drai nage into the

vent proceeded. Successive flows tplated t successive layers on the

surface of Palus Putrediai.s, each layer being tens of meters thick.

As additional flows were deposited, the rille banks became higher and

the rille became deeper. Each indiTidual slow was considerably less

than the 1200 hm. 3 required by a lava tube hypothesis. An important

faattEre of this mechanism is that the 
i
ndividual eruptions are rela-

tively small and represent energy expenditures observed on earth (see

Volumetric Consideration below) .

3. The high lava marks (ch. 4 and Swann, et al., 1972) l represent

the maximum level of lava which was ever present. Withdrawal subse-q

uently left the surface at its present elevation.

4. Underlying the mare basalts .adjacent to the Apennine Mountains

there must be a layer of talus which was shed from the mountains during

the 500,000,000"year interval between the Imbrium event and mare fi.11-
i

ing (ch. 2). Back flow through the rille could probably erode a channel

i

lSwarry et al. (1872) Prel._i_zinaxRf geologic investigation of the
`	 Apollo-15 lar3.ding site: Apollo-15 Prelimi..na y Science Report, NASA

SP--28g .	
- -	 --	 —	 -
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into this unconsolidated material. One might then eNpect to find pre-

mare talus under a thin veneer of lava in the bottom of the rills.

Some of the talus may have been subsequently exposed by impact garden-

ing of the rills bottom, and may now be visible as the rounded, half=-
i	 -

buried boulders noted in chapter four. Down cutting into unconsoli-

dated material might also explain. the V-shaped profile in the southern

section of the rills.

j. With each add-±tinnal flour, the rills channel would become

more and more permanent fecause after each eruption, the rills would

become larger. The larger thermal mass in the rills would make it

successively less probable that the lava would congeal in the channel

before the back flow process become complete. It is quite unlihsly

that the rill.e would change its channel under these conditions to melt

down through prev?ously congealed flours. Thus, we see no meander

scars or Cat—ofd's. Tributaries, if they existed at all, would be

associated with single flow units. They would be obscured by success-

ive flows and not survive.

b. The association of the rills with the Fresnel Rifle system

to the north probably occurred because the Hadley Mille drained lava

which originally filled the pre-existing Fresnel Rills system. Lava

in the Fresnel. Rile system would stay liquid long enough for the

draining to'take place because the ponied lava in.the Fresnel. Rills

was too thick to cool as rapidly as that on the nearby mare. The de-

pression at the north end of the rills appears to be a lava pond which

r

L
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Y	 was drained by the r:Us. The presence of sources of lava such as

these at the upstream end of the rills might be an important factor

in keep ng the WIN channel open during cooling of the whole flog.

If so, the association of the rills with the depression would be it

evitable rather than heonenstanee.

7. The structural control of the northern section of the rills

(ch. 5) appears to have come about because the lava in this location

was less deep. This could be due to the distance cf this section from

the vent and/or because of a higher elevation of the pre-mare surface

at this end. As a result, the rills appears to have been superimposed

over pre--nKisting topography. As r_Ved below in the discussion of the
S

j

rills copstriction, simi tar Kpographic control probably occurred

around the Apollo 15 landing site. The well—defined cut through Hill

305 which aligns Sri th the KIM chapel in this segment is a suggestion

of this control.

8. Pronounced natural levees would not be expected because

ponded lave adjacent to the rills would congeal to maintain a relatively

level land surface. This is in. accord. with the profiles (ch. L) .

9. Once established, the Alle would act as an effective distrib—

ataxy system to hove lava to and from the vent. Thus, flow lobes would

not be directly associated with the vent. Flow lobes in Palus Potre-

dini.s are difficult to define at all..
I

10. The obscured channel between Hill 305 and the Fresnel Rill2e
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may have developed because the Hadley tom' le channel was not adequate

to drain! the last flog From this region before the lava congealed,.

Lava reaching this region would be relatively cool by the time of its

emplacement because of its distance from the vent to the south.

11. This hypothesis is attractive from a stratigraphic point

of viers. The overall aspect of the rille indicates that its formation

was associated with the end of volcanic activity in the Palus Putre-

dinis region. Accordi-,.; to this mechanism, the final -volcanic event

in the region was the withdrawal of lava through the rifle.

Volumetric considerations. In order for this mechanism to-be

operative, an adequately large sub—surface chamber must exist without

roof collapse while the lava is returning. Othe-nri.se , a cal.dera tirould

presumably form around the vent. Oberbeck, Q.ua-i.de  and Greeley (1969 )1

have investigated the roof support over a lava tube and determined

the folloi-ring equation,

l - ,^L x sd 2
Ag

where:

1 ; Length or span
s =.Tensil sorength of rock	 6.9 x 10 degrees/cm. ^
d = Roof thickness
p = Mass density of rock
g _ Acceleration of g'Gy7i ty

t
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This equation can. be used to make an order of magnitude estimate of the

diameter of magma chamber which could exist unsupported on the moon

without collapse. This calculation should provide a minimumm,7m diame ter

because a spherical form with an arched roof is considerably stronger

than the simple beam far which this engineering equation was developed.

Table 7-1 shows the results of these calculations, The calculated

volumes are volumes of spheres with diameters equal to the calculated

roof spans.

Table 7-1. Calculated magma chamber sizes.

	

Depth	 to	 Diameter	 of	 Implied
Chamber	 Roof Spann	 Volume

	

(km•)	 3M.	 km.3)

	

1	 1.4	 1.3

	

10	 L:.3	 43.

	

50	 9.7	 480.

	

100	 13.6	 1300.

These values which are based on an over simplified model and

which assume no change in material, properties with depth can only sug—

Best an order of maIntude for the magma chamber size. However, if the

flow units presently in Palus Putredin i s are 30 V. by 100 A. by 30

meters thick (the firs± two dimensions seem reasonable from metric

photography and the last from the rills wall stratigraphy), the total

volume is 90 km. 3 . If four times this volume originally erupted, 3/4

of it having returned to the magma chamber, the total erupted volume

would be 360 AS. It appears from the above that a chamber to hold

this volume could exist without collapse at a depth of less than 50 W.

J

l	 _.
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This appears to be a reasonable de- pith for lava to originatenate on earth

(Holmes, 1965) 1. However, the higher gravity on the eaxth would pre--

sumably cause roof collapse and the formation of a caldera.

The 36o km.3 volume Mentioned above is the approximate volume

required to form the previously noted high lava marks Ln Palus Putre--

dinis. This is eight tames the volume of the previously noted large

Icelandic flow. Approximately the same amount of energy would be re--

auired to lift  these Wo flogs from eau i talent depths in  their

respective gravitational fields, so that from . a physical point of

view, lunar flows this size seem reasonable.

Morphology of the rirle constriction. Tn the rifle channel north-

west of the Apollo-,15 landing site, there is a constriction which is

an apparent obstacle to lateral flow (ch. 4). This, therefore, requires

a detailed examination. This feature has been interpreted by Greeley

(z97l) 2 as an uncol.lapsed portion of a lava. tube. This interpretation

is based upon the appearance of part of the constriction which is

similar to depressions formed by cave and lava tube roof collapse. Fig-

ure 7-2 is an interpretive sketch of the construction drawn. as an overlay

lFiolmes, A. (1965) Principles of Physical GeoloQ, 2nd ed., Ronald,
New Fork, p. 308.

2G.reeley, R. (1971) Lunar Hadley. Rille: Considerations. of its
origin: Science, Vol. 172.
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on rectified pan photograph 15-9377.93'77• This KAUrates alternative

possibilities for the appearance of this section.

The narrowest part of the constriction (fig. 7-2) is not bawl

shaped at all, but is seen to gradually taper over a distance of several
j

kilometers until the rille is almost totally closed. A long, r;arrow

breach as suggested by this section is an unlikely mode of cavern roof

collapse. When the cavern roof is intact, the roof structure can be

approximated as a simple beam (Greeley ;, 1971) 1, However, is a small,

central portion of the roof were to collapse, the remaining structure

would resemble two can Le'v'er beams, each projecting toward the other

Nom apposing wal l s. • The maxi mum bending moment in the cantilever is

_	 twice the moment % the simple beam and the location of the max mmum

Moment moves loom the canter (an the simple beam) to the wall (in the

cantilever) . This occurs even though the cantilever length is only

a the length of the criginsl beam. (taller and Johnston., 19192tal	 , or

most textbooks on engineering mechanics). Thus, the cantilever is not

apt to remain intact. The collapse depressions over lava tubes tend

to-be elliptical in Form, and the width of the ellipse is similar to

the tube width ( photo in Murray, 1471) 3 , This form mini hwe5 the

Ibid.

Fuller, C. B. and Johnston., W. A. (1919) Anal & Mechanics,
Vol. 2 2 Wiley, NOw York, p, 122.

31bid.

i
_
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length of cantilevered projections from the wall. The tapered section

of the constriction (labelled on f =ig., 70) appears in violation of this

principle. The obvious post-rifle faults passing close to this loca-

tion also make this an improbable site for an uncollapsed cake roof.

The bowl--shaped appearance of other parts of the constriction

could also result from mechanisms other than collapse, for examples

1. The minor constrictions in the rifle wall at the sharp bend

(fig. 72) is caused by ejecta from a post--rllle crater. Boulder

trails in the rill.e are clearly related to this event.

2. The bowl nearest the Apollo 15 landing site may have occurred

when the rifle was superimposed on. the pre-mare surface. The alignment-

of this segment with the Imbrium radial direction and with a lineament

through Hill 305 suggests control by pre--mare topography. The humps in

the rille bottom which form the edges of the bowl are aligned with near-

by pre--mare bills. Figure 103 is a transverse profile at one of the

humps and over one of the hills. if the present slope of the hill is

extended, it passes less than 100 meters under the rifle bottom. This

suggests that the rile was superimposed on this pre-mare hill. (fig. 73).

OriaL of the rill.e constriction. A possible explanation for this

constriction is that it results from a secondary lava drain. The drain

itself is postulated at the intersection of the two post--mare frac-

tures Rig, 7--2). Reference to the structure density map (fig. 5-10)

suggests that this location is one of the most highly fractured areas
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in the region and is thus a likely location for lava conduits. Erup--

tions.of the volcano, Hilauea IRA, in Hawaii have occurred 30 to LO

miles from the main caldera, although land movements indicate that

they are associated with a uagma source underlying the caldera (Holmes,

1965)	 Considering the low lunar gravity 7 and the low thermal con-

ductivity of lunar rocks, it seems reasonable that the conduit to a

secondary vent could remain open for reverse flow black to the main

magma chamber. The rill.e channel downstream from the drain would

carry a diminished flow resulting in an altered channel geometry.

The depth and shape of the channel downstream from the drain would be

controlled by the pre—mare topographic surface, which is evidenily

not far below the lava surface, The shallow depth of lava here is

indicated by the structural alignment of the ri.11.e (ch. 5) . Figure

4 is a longitudinal profile along the rifle through the constric-

tion. The slope of the channel toward the south end of the rifle is

In accord with fluid flow to the south toward the main vent. Figure

7-5 is a profile through the supposed drain and indicates its shape.

The profile lines axe medicated on figure 7-2 and on figure 4--5.

Terrestrial lunar comnarison. The geologic evidence suggests

that Hadley Rille is a fluid flow channel resulting from the flow of

lava. It is postulated that the flow occurred as a back flow into the

vent which originally extruded the flow. Because similar large back
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"	 flow channels are not generally recognized on earth, it is necessary

to discuss dissimilarities between the two environments. There are

several factors which may inhibit the formation of such channels in

	

1	 the terrestrial enviror ent:

1. A large, flat region is required for such a channel to develop.

	

_	 most present day terrestrial lava flows occur on the continental man-

gi ns in mountainous regions. This stay effectively prevent rille forma-

tion.

2. The gent miust be at or below the same elevation as the flow
4

surface. Most such vents on earth and under water, Visible terrestrial

volcanoes have a raised vent area. This can be explained by the high

viscosity of terrestrial laves compared to 1vnar laves.

3. Calderas and other collapse features which are apt to divert

the flow are common in the terrestrial graNitational field.

4. Cooling of terrestrial lavas 0 faster because of atmospheric

convection and rainfall. Cooling of widerwater eruptions is probably

so rapid that back flow is negl3 ;ible .

5. Erosion of pre--existing lava flaws 'between eruptions may

Bisect the surface enough to interrupt the back flog surface.

b. .gin the lunar environmeni,-lavers have the same inertia as

terrestrial lavas, but have only 1/10 the viscosity and are subjected

to only IVY the gravitation Force. it is not presently clear ghat
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effect this has on the mechati.cs of chapel formation.

A few observations are left unexplained by this postulated mechan-

ism for rille formation. The direct linear correlation bet;green width

and depth of the ri lle (ch. 6) is unexpected in a terrestra.al, fluid

flow channel (Howard, Head, and Swann, 1972) l, There 4s no clear ex

planation for the apparent relationship between width and azimuth in

several short sections of the rills (ch. 6).

Other lunar Miles. This study has concerned only Hadley Rille.

The conclusion here should not be applied to other rill.es without

careful consideration. However, two points need to be made:

1. Rill.es on -the Aristarchus Plateau (very evident on photograph

Lunar Orbiter y_1SSi^) evidently Kwacut through pre-mare material.

Back flotir of lava from a large lava lake could superimpose a rille on

highland material. As tha lake level. dropped, the channel would search

for a gap irk thy: terrain through which to flow. Unconsolidated material.

would probably be eroded, deepening the valley somewhat.

2. The inner rifle 3n Schroeter T s Valley (Mmar Orbiter 150H and

157H3) cross-cuts the outer rifle. This is easily ex plained if the

inner rill.e was formed by back flowing laxa which originated in. Oceanus

Procellarum

Howard, K. A,, lead, d. W. and Swann, G. A. (1g72) Geologi of
Hadley Rille: Prel imirax;y Report, U.S.G.S. interagency Report No, 1;1..

_._-	 _	 -

i
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A number of general questions have been raised by this study which

deserve further- attention.

1, It would be desirable to study the measurable geomorphic

characteristics which define the direction of flour in fluid flow

channels. A possible example is the asymmetric widthwlength curve dis-

cussed I n chapter six. Knowledge of such relationships would be of

considerable value in interpreting extra—terrestrial forms and would

provide an independent check on photogrammetri.c determinations of

eaui—potential surfaces. A large amount of well planned high

resolution data would be re quired to make such a stud definitive.

2. An investigation of the relationship of channel form to

fluid density should be made. This could be carried out with organic

lir_uidsand salt solutions using a stream table. The effect of differ-

ent factors such as density and viscosity could be identified using

analysis of veriance if sufficient data were available.

3. Model 6xperi.ments for extra—terrestrial phenomena appear to

have limited value because so maw parameters are varied at once.

However, experiments using ponded liquid parafh in a container with

a drain might provide some insight i nto the mechanics of flow channel

formation within a semi.--liquid medium. A large scale terrestrial

analogue to this Q pe of flow is found 
in 

the meanders of the Gulf

Stream (Leopold, Dolman and Ni.lJ.er , 1964)1.

Leopold, L. B., iriolman, M. G. and Miller, J. P. (1964) Fluvial
Processes in Geomorphology, Freeman, San Francisco, p, 296. `^



APPENDIX 1

DERIVATION OF THE AZIMUTR EQUATION

This is a derivation of the equation used in chapter V to compute

the azimuth from one point on a planetary surface to another. Figure

Al-l. defines the vectors used in this proof, , and the following notation

has been adopted:

Pl - point at which azimuth is desired

P2 - point to which azimuth is desired

LIP L2 - Latitude angles to points PI and P2 (negative if south)

GI , G2 -- Longitude angles to points PI ar.A- P2 (negative if west)

i -- unit vector from sphere center to 0 0 long.and lat.

j - unit vector from sphere center to 90 0 long, and oo lat.

k - unit vector from sphere center to north pole.

Vl - Vector from sphere center to point P1

V2 - Vector from sphere center to point P2

x12. yi, z1 - Magnitudes of components of V1 along i, j, k

x21 y21 z2 - Magnitudes of components of V 2 along i, j, k

N - North azimuth vector at point PI

A - azimuth vector , 2 t PI tangent to sphere and to great circle
through P2

El - projection of VI on equatorial plane.

M --	 n(not shown on fig. Al-1^) Itermediate vector perpendicular to
plane defined by M = V2 x VI

Q -- (not shown'on fig. Al-1} Intermediate vector perpendicular to
plane defined by Q = V2 x VI

23S
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Given the latitudes and longitudes of two points on a spherical

surface, determine the azimuth relative to north from one point (P 1 )

to the'other (P2).

A. Find xl , yl , and zl ; x2 , y2 , and z2 in terms of the planetary

radius (r) and the angles L 1, 2 and Gi,2

By definition

Vl = xli + ylj + ilk

El , the projection of Vl on the equatorial plane is found:

El -- Ill. i + ylj

also -

2
vl l 	 `^1+^ +zl = r

and:

x Y2

so:

Xi	 Cos _ I E] i l i I cos ( ^l) = xI + yi cos (Gl)

yl -- El	 j = kE1i j cos ( 90 -- Gl) = l Ell 3 sin (Gl)

= x2 + y^ sin (Gl)
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combining results:

x, = r cos (Gl) cos (Ll )	 (eq, l)

y,L = r sin (Gl) cos (Ll )	 (eq. 2)

z = r sin (Ll)
l
	

(eq. 3)
and similarly

X2 = r cos (G2) cos (L2)	 (eq. 4)

y2 - r .sin (G2 ) cos (L2 )	 (eq. 5)

z2 = r sin (L2 )	 (eq. 6)

These are the familiar equations for transforming spherical to -rectang-

ular coordinates.

B. Find the north vector N tangent to the sphere at P l , and its

absolute value

k x Vl = ri	 (M is an intermediate vector perpendicular to k and Vl}

Vl xIf = N = VlxkxVl

Then, by virtue of the vector identity:

AxBxC =$( 	 c>--c(A B)	 (eq. 7)

it is evident that

N = k(Vl Vl) - VI (vl k)	 (eq. 8)	 .

The absolute value of N,191, is found by taking the dot product

2
^V^ = N . N	 [k(Vl . Vl ) -- Vl (Vi . k)7 . [k(Vl . Vl) - VZ (Vl 	k)l

or after expanding the expression and coll.ecting berms

1 ,91
2
 - C.-k) (Vi .V-r } CV, . v,) -- (k. v,) CV, . l =V, }
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to the form

fN 1 2 = r4 z2r2

so that

^Nt F-r4- zjr2

C. Find the vector A tangent to the sphere in the plane of the

great circle defined by Vl and V2 . This is the azimuth vector. Also,

determine its magnitude.

V2 x V1 = Q (Q is an intermediate vector perpendicular to V 1 and V2)

VI x Q = A

so that

A = V1xV2xVl

which by the identity (eq. 7) is found to be

A = V2 (VI.VI) - VI (V2 .V1 )	 (eq. 11)

The magnitude is found as in part B by taking the dot product A.A

which gives:

1Al2 - (VI. V2) (
VI •V1 ) (VI •VI) - (V2. V1.) (

V1. V7) (V2• V1)

Because of the relationships of equations 9 and 10 and because:

V2 V2 = r2	 (eq. 12)

the expression for JA] can be simplified to:

z
^Ai - r - r2 (V2

1) 2

Furthermore, because:

V2 . VI = Cxlx2 + Y1y2 + z122)

it follows that

JAI W r^ - r2 (x1x2 f yly2 + zlz2)2
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D. Find the cosine of the azimuth angle, the angle between A and N

A.. N = IAINI cos (Azimuth) 	 (eq. 13)

by substituting equations 8 and 11:

A.. N = [V2 (VI .VI) - Vl (V2 . Vl)].[k(VI .Vl) -- V1(Vl.k)]

{V2 .k)( l . Vl) (VI .Vl) - (Vl.k)(V2•Vl)(Vl•Vl)

- (v2.V1) (V1.Vl) (Vl .k) + (Vl.vl) (V2.
V1) (Vl.k)

which after combining terms becomes:

A T= (V2 .k)(VI . VI ) ^ - (V1•k)(V2.Vl)(VI.Vl)

Using equations 9,10 and 12, and because V 2 .k = z21 it is found that:

4A N = z 2r -- (xx9 + yly2 + zlz2) zl r2

but by equation 13:

cos (Azimuth)
A.N

+At `i

which gives:.

z r4 - (xlx + YlY2 + z1z2 ) zlr2
cos (Azimuth)

	

P - r2 (xlx2 + yly2 + zlz 2 ) Z	4 - zlx2

If the transformation values for x,y,z are substituted (equations 1 to 6)

it is found that:

r5 [sin (L.,) ] -- r5 S [sin (L-L)] _
cos (Azimuth)_	 -

r -- r S	 x- r sin (Ll)

where

S = cos (Gl) cos (Ll) cos (GZ) cos (L2)

+ sin (G1) cos (Ll) sin (G2) cos (L2)

+ sin (L1 ) sin (L2)
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by combining texas it is found that:

S	 [cos (LI) cos (LZ) ] [cos (GI -- G2) + sin (LI) sin (L2 ) ]

and that

sin (L2) --S sin (LI)
cos (Azimuth} =

cos (Li)

This appears to be the simplest form of the expression.
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APPENDIX 2

DATA AND RESULTS FROM CHAPTER V

i

Structure map. The following four pages contain a sum-

mary of the data which was assembled from the structure map,

figure 5-2. The column headings have the following meaningsi
z

Structure Number - the code number used on the map,
figure 5-2

Structure Type - the following code a lies:yP	 g	 PP
'	 7

1. Apparent grabens
2 Edges of mountain blocks
3. Undifferentiated lineaments
4. Crater chains
5. Apparent_ volcanic relief-features
b. Small local systems of fractures
7. The general trend of sinuous rilles

s
Azimuth - measured azimuths

Length ' - measured length of structure on photograph

Relative Importance - The following code applies

1. Obvious relief feature
2. Easily seen on m;:-tric' photos
3. Can be found on monoscopic photo after search
4. Only evident in stereoscopic model

A di.scription of the second and third tables in this

appendix is found preceding the tables.

I
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--12ATA CONCERNING STRUCTURES SURROUNDING HADLEY RILLR--

STRUCTURE	 STRUCTURE	 AZIMUTH	 LENGTH	 RELATIVE
NUMBER	 TYPE	 (Degrees from North) (mm. on rhato)_ IMPORTANCE

1	 3. ..	 33	 12	 3
2	 3	 2a	 8	 z
3	 3	 167	 5	 4
4	 3	 167	 5	 4
5	 4	 44	 6	 Z
6	 5	 34	 4	 2
7	 4	 33	 6	 2
a	 2	 3,18	 73	 2
9	 1	 69	 26	 1

10	 1	 42	 43	 1
1 1	4	 169	 15	 2
14	 1	 32	 35	 1
13	 1	 123	 5	 2
14	 3	 91	 7	 3
15	 -	 1	 51	 9	 2
16	 3	 32	 12	 4
17	 3	 50	 32	 4
18	 4	 68	 15	 3
19	 4	 145	 42
20	 3	 19	 18	 2
zl	 3	 42	 19
22	 3	 128	 13	 2
23•	 2	 19	 19	 2
24	 2	 65	 3	 3
25 .	2	 132	 20	 2
26'	 2	 32	 2	 2
27	 2	 160	 3	 2
28	 2	 162	 3	 2
29	 2	 153	 7	 2
30	 2	 153	 8	 2
31	 2	 43	 30	 2
32	 2	 152	 32	 2
33	 3	 146	 S	 4
34	 3	 21	 19	 3
35	 2	 121	 13	 2
36	 3	 61	 40	 Z
37	 3	 17	 22	 3
38"	 3	 58	 40	 3
39	 3	 69	 30	 3
40	 3	 112	 16	 3
41	 3	 135	 -1-7	 4
42	 2	 177	 1z	 4
43	 3	 41	 87	 4
44	 3	 105	 12	 4
45	 3	 35	 18	 4
46	 4	 23	 18	 4
47	 3	 22	 55	 4
48	 3	 47	 19	 4
49	 3	 13	 7	 3
50	 3	 25	 6	 3
51	 3	 1
52	 2	 10	 19	 3
53	 2	 159	 15	 2
54	 1	 105	 90	 3
55	 1	 163	 32	 2
56	 5	 112	 12	 2
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--DATA CONCERNING STRUCTURES SURROUNDING HADLEY RILLS' (cant.)---

STRUCTURE STRUCTURE AZIMUTH LENGTH	 RELATIVE
NUMBER TYPE (DeErees from Forth) (mm * on photo)	 IMPQRTANCE

57 3 19 67 2
58 5 147 11 3
59 5 179 8 2
60 3 175 24 4
61 1 164•
62 4 147 6 3
63 4 66 7 3
64 3 152 10 4
65 3 15.1 17 3
66 3 164 11 3
67 5 123 35* 2
68 3 157 4 z
69 3 154 3 2
70 5 145 7 2
71 5 61 22 1
72 1 63 56 3
73 5 25 13 2
74 5 56 9 2
75 5 73 15 2
76 3 145 17 4
77 4 145 17 3
78 4 114 50 3
79 4 58 20 2
80 3 60 57 3
81 4 155 11 2
82 4 155 a 2
83 3 140 20 4
84 3 140 20 4
85 3 149 13 4	 --
86 3 144 65 4
87 3 37 11 2
SS 4 51 9 3
89 3 133 42 3
90 3 1 65 4
91 3 62 38
92 . 3 153 21 2
93 2 114 13 1
94- 2 41 28 1
95 2 30 11 1
96 3 139 8 3
97 3 50 9 3
98 3 52 9 2
99 3 73 22 2

100 3 _40 23 3
101 3 53 34 3
102 3• 50 27 3
103 3 41 20 4
104 3 165 43 3
105 3 165 14 3
106 3 84 9 2
107 2 93 37 4
108 4 108 7 3
109 3 132 22 3
110 3 141 5 3
ill 3 136 3 4
112 3 145 8 3
113 3 144 13 4

i
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--DATA CONCERNING STRUCTURES SURROUNDING HADLEY RILLE (cont.)—

STRUCTURE STRUCTURE AZIMUTH LENGTH RELATIVE
NUMBER, TYPE (Degrees From North) (mm. on photo? IMPORTANCE

114 4 45 15 4
115 3 2 12 2
116 3 2 11 2
117 3 2 19 2
13.8 3 68 10 2
119 3 142 11 4
120 3 141 7 4
12 3 38 7 2
122 3 51 6 2
123 3 62 4 2
124 3 s0 'c 4
125 3 118 4 4
126 3 134 9 4
127 3 121 4 4
129 3 47 12 3
129 3 32 23 Z
130 3 23 23 2
13 5 179 17 1
132 5 178 10 1
133 3 44 14 3
134 3 175 22 2
135 3 176 11 2
136 5 84. 22 2
137 4 132 11 2
138 6 165 8 2
139 6 83 3 3
140 6 84 6 3
141 @ 157 6 3
142 3 11 13 2
143 3 36 7 4
144 3 36 15 2
145 3 42 13 3
146 3 163 5 2
147 3 50 40 4
148 3 .38 5Z 2
149 3 27 32 2
150 3 128 4 2
151 6 12
152 1 65 12 2
153 1 52 60 2
354 3 139 4 3
155 3 2 14 3
156 3 45 8 2
157 1 45 56 1
158 1 61 90 1
159 1 117 12 1
160 6 89 7 2
161 6 41 3
162 6 148 3 2
163 6 11 3 2
1.64 6 4 2 2
165 6 229 2 3
166 3 132 9 Z
167 1 128 19 2
168 1 130 60 2
159 1 76 11 2
170 2 155 13 1

r--
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•--DATA CONCERNING STRUCTURES SURROUNDING HADLEY RIFLE ( cont. )-

SmRUCTUktE STRUCTURE AZIMUTH LENGTH RELATIVE
NUMBER TYPE	 (Decrees from North) (mm. on photo) IMPORTANCE

171 3	 _ 144 14 2
172 3 121 12 2
173 3	 •	 --•	 • 130 12 4
174 3 99 46 2
175 2 130 18 1
176 T 116 43 2
177 7 37 65 1
178 7 13z 70 1
179 3 5T 37 z
lac 2 128 6 1
181 144 8 3
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Results of structure classification •oroaram. The follow-

ing two tables list the results of the program which classifies

structures according to which basin related direction the

structure azimuth most closely approximates.

The following

ti,ons from the cen-

1. Direction

2, Direction

3. Direction

4. Direction

two pages indicate the following direc•-

ter of each of the structures on fig. 5-2.

radial to the Imbrium Basin

circumferential to the Imbrium Basin

radial to the Serenitatis Basin

circumferential to the Serenitatis Basin.

The last two pages are a listing of the differences

between these computed basin directions and the actual meas-

ured structure azimuths. This allows the determination of

which basin-related direction each lineament most closely

approximates. This direction is the one which has a minimum

value for the diference. These values have been underlined

in each case. The measured structure azimuts used to find

this difference are found in the preceding tabulation.

,	 i



DIRECTIONS RADIAL AND CIRCUMFERENTIAL TO BASINS FROM STRUCTURE LOCATIONS

I

i'

STR. IMBRIUM SERENITATIS
N0, RAUTAL CIRCUll. RADIAL CIRCUM.

1 -64.6708 25.1291 880133 1780133
2 -64.4734 25.3265 880418 178.5418
3 -640280 25.0719 08.8669 178.8669
4 -640311 2510688 880754 178.8754
5 -6441312 25.8687 87.8371 177.0371
6 -64,0639 2599360 87.7857 1770857
7 -64.0230 25.9769 87.7438 177.7438
a -63,9546 26.0453 07,7901 177.7901
9 -63.8434 26.1565 87.6927 177.6927
10-64.3202 25.6797 88,3317 178.3317
11 -64.5176 2544823 88.694 1	 0,504
12 -63.6504 26.3495 07. 4536 177.4536
13 -64.1646 25.8353 88.1478 178 n 1478
14 -640655 250344 88,0102 178.0102
15 -6461470 25.8529 88.1448 178.1449
16 -63.8532 26.1467 870584 177,7584
17 -63.2086 26,7913 06.8585 176.8585
10 -63,6240 2613759 87.4253 177.4253
19 -63.5557 26.4442 870399 177.3399
20	 -0.7085 27.2914 86.1744 176,1744
21 -62.8890 27.	 !09 86.4 189
22 -62,4798 27.5201 85,8602 175,8602
23 -62.5132 27.4867 85,8986 175.8986
24 -62.4260 27.5731 85.7995 1750995
25 -62.2060 27+7939 85.4961 175.4961
26 ^62.1270 27x8729 85.3830 175.3830

°J 27 -6240219 270780 85,2237 175.2237
28 -62,7836 27,2163 86,2782 176.2702

C1^j 29 -63,1343 26.8656 86.759B 176.7598
^	 f 30 -63.2343 26.7657 66.9008
0 31 -63.3128 26.6811 07.0148

176,900
1T	 014

32 -62.4017 27.5982 65.7027 1750027
33 -62.524a 27.4751 8540861 175.8861
34 -63.1532 26.8467 86 4 7847 176.7847

t^ 35 -63.5452 26.4547 87.3561 17713561
36 -64,1138 25.8861 88.2177 17812177
37 -620121 27.2878 86,1303 176.1303
36 -62.6986 2743013 86.1144 176.1144
29 -62,3942 27.6057 05.6340 175.6340

cc 40 -63.3516 2646493 87,0766 177.0766
4 -65.1273 6.872 86.7329 -.T3-2V

k^ ^ 42 -63.6735 26.3264 87.5616 177.5616
43 -62.3426 27.6573 85.5343 17545343
44 -63,0307 26,9692 86.5862 1760862
46 -6105401 2894598 84.3190 174.3190
46 -630486 26,4513 87 4 3750 177.3750
47 -6019711 2940288 89.4097 17314097
4A -63.1334 26.8665 66,7218 176.7218
49 -64,9025 25.0974 89.5419 179.5419
50 -64.3568 2516431 88.6830 178.6830
51 -64,6046 2503953 89.1oas 17-j.1685
52 -64,6212 250787 89.1497 179.1497
53 -64.7565 25,2434 09.3805 179.3805
54 -64,1116 25.8883 88,3095 178.3095
55 -63.9975 26.0021 88.1405 178.1405
56 -63.4272 260727 87.1074 177.1074

STR.	 Ib1B1
N0.	 RADIAL
57 -62.1604
58 -6146526
59 -6016777
60	 63,0191
61 -61.7354
62 -604559
63 -60.0307
b4 -60.3820
65 -60.1338
66 -600957
67 -60.1391
68 -59.4732
69 -5944525
70 -5913593
71 -5964563
72 -59.6328
73 -59.0731
74 -59.0022
75 -50.7689
76 -57,8013
77 -50.3686
78 -580107
79 -58.2890
A0 -57.3162
81 -^57.0644
42 -56,9507
63 -57.1925
64 -57.0679
95 -50.3814
06 -5900931
67 -58.5501
8a -5905650
89 -60.4875
90 -61.7094
91 -6141403
92 -60.7910
93 -61.6721
94 -61.1120
95 -60.1069
96 -6045139
97 -60.4578
98 -60.0109
99 -59.0760
100	 59.0395
101 -58.6809
102 -50.6151
103	 58.5123
104 -58,4026
105 -5747682
106 -57.7a83
107 -50.1498
108 -60*5641
109 -5962652
110 -56.7565
111 -57,1383
112 -56.9942
113 -560126

UUM
CIRCUM.
27.8395
28,3473
29.3222
26.9808
28,264
29a9440
29.9692
29.6171
29.8661
29.9042
29.8600
30.5267
30.5474
30.6406
30.5436
30.3671
30.9268
30.9977
31.2310
32,1986
31.6313
3142892
31,7109
32.6837
32.9355
33.0412
32.8074
32.9320
31.6185
30.9060
31.4498
30.4349
29.5124
28.2905

8- ,9399i
29.2089
28#3278
28.8879
29.8931
29.4850
29.5421
29.9890
30.1239
30.9604
31.3190
31.3848
31.4876
31,5973
32,2317
32.2116
31.8501
29,4358
+_'0.7347
33.2434
32.3616
33,0057
33.2873

SERENI7
RADIAL
84.8317
B4,0096
82,0721
86.4995
84.306
81.2617
81.2608
82,0272
81.639',
81,6352
81.8492
80,7166
80,7167
80.6415
9^ .9775

80.4699
79,2443
78.9816
78.5746
76.9659
78.2316
79#3200
78.6320
77.+.779
67 .3082

76,1570
76.9535
76,8129
79.4648
80,7780
79,6829
91,4916
82.7909
84.6918

-- 3 #9033'
03.4138
84,6624
83.9238
82.5450
83.052E
82.9320
82.3568
82.0979
81.0351
00.4826
80,2747
80.0623
79.7727
78.6718
78.5836
79.6402
83.2944
81.1921
77.9087

--^ 4-T5-
78.1790
77.6714

ATIS
CIRCUM.
174x9317
174.0096
172,0721
176.4995
1740133"

171.2617
171.2608
172.0272
171.6397
171.6352
171.8492
170.7166
170.7167
170.6415

17067
169.2443
168,9816
160,5746
166.9659
168,2316
169.3260
168.6320
167.4779
166x
166.1570
166,9535
166.8129
169,4648
170.7780
169.6029
171.`916
172.7909
174.6918SOT
173.4138.
174.6624
173.9238
172.5450
173.0521
172.9320
172.3560
172.0979
171.0351
170,4826
170.2747
170.0623
169.7727
160.6718
160.5036
169.6402
173,2944
171.1921
167.9087
168,5475
16x,1796
167.6714

N
4P
00



DIRECTIONS RADIAL AND CIRCUMFERENTIAL TO BASINS FROM STRUCTURE LOCATIONS

	

STR.	 IMBRIU14	 SERENITATIS

	

N0.	 RADIAL	 CIRCUM.	 RADIAL	 CIRCUM.-
114 -56.3964	 33.6035	 77,6699 167.6699
115	 56.B765	 3361234	 780596 168.3596
116 -56aB585	 33x1414	 7806.26 1680626
117 -16.6167	 33,3832	 780974 168.0974
118 -5644477	 33.0522	 78.5006 168x5006
119 -57.9462	 32,0537	 79.7201 169.7201
120 -57.7840	 32.2159	 79.5156 169.5156

L	 -59a2905	 30.7094	 8106113 171.6113
122 -59x2761	 30.7238	 81,6078 171.6076
123 -59.1352	 3046647	 81.4644 171.4644
124 -570813	 32.2186	 79.7220 169.7220
125 -58a3962	 31,6037	 80.5250 170.5250
126 -58.1836	 31,8163	 80.2570 170.2570
127 -58.4662	 3145337	 80,7144 170.7144
128 -58.5205	 31,4794	 800217 170.7217
129 x5843865	 31 ► 6134	 90,4620 17044620
130 -58.4257	 31.5742	 8044653 170.4653
1	 -59,0846	 30.9153	 Blo2840 -11M340
132 -59,0699	 30.9300	 81.2812 171,2812
133 -57.3161	 3216838	 79.2h79 169.2579
134 -57.4889	 32.5110	 79,5890 169.5890
135 -57+2123	 32.7876	 79.2618 169.2618
13b -56.9375	 3340624	 78,8658 168,8658
137 -57.0592	 32,9407	 79.1329 169.1929
138 -36.8157	 33.1842	 78.8055 168.8055
139 -56.9494	 33.0505	 79.0029 169.0029
140 -57.0416	 32.9583	 79.1336 169.1336
141 - 5. 4 8	 33.2021	 78.500 168.80
142 -55+0123	 330876	 78.0470 168.0470
143 -55.6275	 340724	 77x6731 167.6731
144 -56,0068	 33,9931	 78,1189 168,1189
145 -5517566	 3442433	 77,9400 167.9400
146 -57.0467	 320532	 7942653 169.2653
147 -5518365	 33.1614	 7941389 169.1389
148 -60.5665	 29.4314	 83.3363 173.3363
149 -59,2849	 30.7150	 81,8675 171.8675
150 -•58.7445	 31.2554	 81.1596 171.1596
151 -59x9554	 36.0445	 82.6640
152 -57.9716	 32,0293	 80.4162 17C.4162
153 -56x5040	 33.49$9	 7809528 160.9528
154 --57x5997	 32.4002	 80.0284 170.0284
155 -60.3474	 29.6525	 83 1 1010 173.1010
156 -60.6873	 290126	 83.5866 173.5866
157 -59.2345	 300654	 81,8512 171.8512

	

158 -57.1646 .32.8353 	 79.7589 169.7589
159 -580963	 31+0036	 8146333 171.6333
160 -60.2784	 29.7215	 83.1400 173.1400
161 '^60x3600	 29.6399	 83. 22081 3.2208
162 -60.3171	 29,6628	 83.1611 173.1611
363 -60a2248	 2947751	 83.0376 173.0376
164 -60aZ313	 29.7606	 8340410 1734410
165 -60.1950	 29x8049	 82.9838 172.9838
166 -590275	 30.6724	 B2.0216 172.0216
157 -59.7417	 30.25B2	 82.6079 172.6079
168	 60.5993	 29.4006	 83.7201 173.7201
169 -6100505	 28.9494	 d41Z267 174.2267
170 -58.6227	 31.3772	 81.2856 171,2856

STR.	 IN.BR IUM	 SERENITATI4
NO. RADIAL	 CIRCUN. RADIAL	 CIRCUM.
171 58,9214 310705 81x7873 171.7x73
172 -59x3525	 30s6474	 820149 172x3150
173	 58.8194	 31.1005	 810890 171+7890
174 -61 n 0524	 28.9475	 84.2897 174,2897
175 -60.4227
	 29.5772	 83x6395 173.6395

176 -59.5910	 30x40B9	 82x5351 172.5351
177 -60,8053	 29.1946	 83.5469 173.5469
17& -62.8654	 27.1345	 86.3889 176.3889
179 -58,9461	 310538 810663 171.3663
100 -59.0972
	 30,9028	 81.8940 171.99411

	

-5 .8584	 3241 L 15	 80x1701 170.1701
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DIFFERENCES BET EEN STRUCTURE AZIMUTHS AND POUR BASIN RELATED DIRECTIONS
(Minimum differancoa which thorafore indicate clooaat relatlonQhip are underlined)

STR.	 IMBRIUM	 SERENITATIS	 STR,	 IMBRIUM	 SERENITATIS
0	 RADIAL	 CI CUM.	 RADIAL	 CIRCUM.	 F'0• -	 RADIAL	 CIRCUN.	 RADIAL	 CIRCU115.

1	 82.1292	 7.8711	 550135	 34,2868	 57	 8141605	 8.8398	 65.9314	 24.1681
k	 87.3268	 2.6735	 60.5420	 29.4582	 58	 28,6527	 61,3476	 62,9907	 27.0096
.3	 51.9280	 38,0723	 78.1331	 11.8672	 59	 59.6780	 30.3223	 83.0723	 6.9288
4	 51.9312	 38.0691	 78.1245	 11,875B	 60	 58.0194	 31.9809	 88.5008	 1.499
5	 7108686	 18.1309	 43.8369	 46.1626	 61	 45.7352	 44.2643	 7946864	 10.3139
6	 81.9361	 8,0642	 53.7858	 3642145	 62	 270560	 62.9443	 65.7378	 24,2617
T	 8244771	 ^Qn2	 54.7439	 35.2564	 63	 53.9693	 36,0310	 15,2605	 9
8	 1054	 8B.0456	 30.2099	 59.7904	 64	 32.3830	 57.6173	 69.9725	 20.0270
9	 47.1563	 42,0432	 18.6Q?5	 71,3071	 65	 31.1339	 58,8664	 69.3600	 ,j914^95

10	 73,6796	 16,3199	 46.3316	 43.6679	 66	 44x0955	 45.9040	 82,3648	 7.63.5.5
11	 5345177	 36,4826	 80.3953	 _9i¢g50	 67	 3.1392	 86.0611	 41.1504	 48.8491
12	 84.3498	 5.6505	 55.453:	 340466	 68	 36.4735	 5345268	 76.2833	 13.7162
13	 761648	 82.8355	 34,8524	 55.1479	 69	 33.4527	 5645476	 73x2831	 16.7164
14	 24.9344	 65,0651	 2.9897	 87.0106	 70	 24.3542	 65.6403	 6443580	 25.6415
15	 64.9525	 25,1470	 37.1452	 5268551	 71	 54.5438	 30.4565	 18.9773_	 71.0222
16	 84,1459	 5.852	 55.7586	 34.2417	 72	 57.3673	 32.6330	 17.46`?6	 72.5299
17	 66.7910	 23.2065	 36.B588	 53.1415	 73	 P4.0733	 5.4270	 54.2444	 35.7559
15	 48.3758	 41.6237	 19.4251	 70.5744	 74	 62.9980	 27,0023	 20.9614	 69.0161
19	 28,5558	 61.4445	 57.6602	 32.3401	 15	 48.2309	 4147686	 5.5747	 84.4256
20	 81.7087	 8.29-1§	 67.1741	 22.8254	 76	 22.8012	 67.1983	 68,0337	 21.9658
21	 75,1108	 1;x3892	 44.4187	 45.5808	 77	 230686	 66.6309	 660680	 23.15
22	 10,4801	 79.5202	 42.1394	 47.8601	 78	 7.209	 82.7109	 34,6722	 5503261
23	 81,5133	 8.4870	 66.8983	 23.1012	 79	 6347113	 26.2890	 2pa .¢31Q	 69.3676
24	 52.5732	 37,4271	 2PA l294	 69.2001	 80	 62.6840	 27,3163	 17.4776	 72.5219
25jk^2056	 75.7939	 ;6.5036	 43.4959	 81	 32.0646	 57.9357	 78.6917	 11.3096
26	 85.8732	 4,1271	 430830	 36,6173	 82	 31.9569	 58,0414	 78.8430	 11.157
27	 42.0217	 47.9776	 74,7761	 JP--2Z3A	 83	 170923	 72,0072	 63.04o6$	 26.9535
28	 440834	 45.2161	 750216	 1lt 277]	 84	 17.U676	 72.9319	 63.1873	 26.8130
29	 36P114	 53.8656	 66.2398	 23.7597	 85	 260814	 63.6189	 68.5346	 21.44
30	 36.2345	 53,7657	 664987	 23,9 0	 Bfi	 23.0.931)	 6645065	 63,2223	 26.7780
31	 73,6870	 16.3125	 44.0146	 45.9x49	 B7	 84.4501	 5.5502	 42.6826	 47.3169
32	 34.4020	 55.5963	 66,2968	 23.1021	 88	 6904347	 2025.@48	 30.4917	 55.5086
33	 280249	 61.4754	 60.1140	 2908B63	 89	 13.4871	 76.9124	 5002090	 39.7905
34	 84,1534	 5.84	 97_69	 65.7844	 24.2151	 90	 62.76	 27.2906	 83.6920	 6._3083
35	 4.54_53	 854550	 33,6441	 56.3562	 91	 56,8597	 33.1406	 21.9331	 69.0964
36	 5408862	 35.1141	 27.2177	 62.7825	 92	 33.7912	 56.2091	 69.5659	 20̀.4136
37	 79.7122	 10.2881	 69.1300	 20.8695	 93	 4.3271)	 85.6724	 29.3377	 60.6626
38	 59.3015	 30,6988	 28.1144	 6108859	 94	 7766879	 12:1124	 42.9235	 47.0760
29	 40.6056	 41.3939	 6.633	 73.3658	 95	 89.8935	 0.1068	 52.5450	 37.4553
,40	 4.6484	 85.3519	 24,9233	 65,0762	 96	 19.51. 37	 70.4858	 55.9479	 34#0524
41	 18.1271	 71.0724	 46,2669	 41.7326	 97	 64.9414	 20 1 45.76	 32,9323	 57.0680
42	 60.6738	 29.3265	 89.4387	 0.5616	 98	 67.9887	 22.6108	 30,3570	 5946433
43	 76,6573	 13.3422	 44.5341	 45,4654	 99	 47.1238	 4248757	 9.0982	 80,9021
44	 8.9691̂ .9306	 21.4136	 68.5859	 100	 80.9605	 9.0398	 7x1,6349	 48.9647
45	 83.4600	 6.5403	 49,3189	 40.6806	 101	 68.3187	 21.680$	 27.4827	 62,5176
46	 88.4517 --1--5486	 59.3753	 30.6250	 102	 71.3846	 18.6149	 30.2749	 59.7254
47	 82.9712	 7.0290	 61#4100	 28.5903	 103	 80.4877	 9,5126	 39.0619	 50,9376
4B	 69.8663	 20.1333	 39.7215	 50.2780	 104	 43.4023	 46,5972	 8502275	 4.7728
49	 77.9026	 12.0977	 76.5418	 13.4577	 105	 42.7680	 47.2315	 86x3284	 3.67199
50	 8903572	 0.643	 6346834	 26x3169	 106	 38#2120	 51,7883	 5.4165	 @4.5839	 iV
51	 74.6046	 5.39"9	 79.1085	 10.8918	 107	 28.8502	 61.1501	 13.3593	 76.6402	

O52	 74.6211	 15,3704	 79.1499	 16.8505	 108	 11.4361	 7865642	 24.7055	 65.2940 
53	 43.7563	 46.2432	 69.6192	 20.3603	 109	 11.2655	 78.7348	 50,8078	 39.1917:
54	 10.8886	 79.1117	 16.6901	 7'3.3094	 110	 17.7563	 72&2432	 6340915	 2609068
55	 46.9977	 43.0018	 74.8594	 15.1401	 111	 !3.1379	 76,8616	 57.4526	 32.5477
56	 4_.5729	 85.4274	 24.8924	 65.1071	 112	 21.9940	 68.0055	 66,6198	 23.1797

113	 20.7125	 69.2870	 660282	 23#6713

i



DIFFERENCES BETWEEN STRUCTURE AZIKUTNS AND AVi g BASIN RELATED DIRECTIONS
(Minimum difference3 which 'therefore indicate closest relationship are underlined)

STR. IMBRIUM SERENITATIS STR. IMBRIUM SERE141TATIS
r0 1 RADIAL CIRCUM. RADIAL CIRCUM. NO. RADIAL CIRCUM. RADIAL CIRCUM.

114 78.6035 11.3968 32.6701 57.3302 171 22.9213 67,0782 6242130 27,7873
115 58.8767 31.1236 76,3595 1,3 1 6490 172 0.3525 89.6478 38.6846 51.3149
114 58.8588 31.1415 7613625 14 ¢179 173 8.Si97 61,1806 48.2108 41.7887
117' 56,6169 31.3834 76,0974 13.9021 174 19.9473 70.0522 14.7098 75.2897
118 5540523 34.9480 10.5009 79.4994 175 10.4230 79.5773 46.3601 43.6393
119 190461 70.0535 62.2801 27.7202 176 A.4091 85.5912 33.4651 56.53h2
120 15,7838 71.2157 61.484b 20.5157 177 82,1948 7,8055 46,5468 43.4527
121 82.7096 7.2907 43.61IO 4643885 176 14.8651 75.1344 45,6108 44.3887
122 690236 20.2759 30.6079 59.3924 179 64.0542 2549461 24.3663 6566332
123 58,8650 31,1353 19.4&42 70.5353 180 7_,0973 82,9030 46.1058 43,8937
124 42.2183 47,7812 0.2779 89.7223 101 21.8583 68.1412 63.8302 26-,1701
125 3.6038 86.3965 37.4753 52.5250
124 I2!1840 77,0163 530429 36s2574
127 0.5337 89.4663 40.2851 49.7144
128 74.4793 15.5202 330220 56.2783
129 89.6138 0,3065 48.4619 41.5376
130 81.4259 8,5744 57.4655 32,5348
131 500848 31.9'155 02#2842 7a7161
132 5790701 3249302 8 .2814 6.7189
133 78.6838 11.3165 3512582 54#7421
134 52.4890 37.5113 84.5092 5.4111
135 $3.2124 36.7079 83.2620 5.73a3
136 39.0620 50.9375 5.1343 84.9660

r^ 137 9.0595 00.9408 52,8671 37.1332
138 A1.8154 48,1841 85.1946 3.8056
139 40.0501 49.9494 3.9971 86.0031
140 30.9579 51,0414 4.866_5 85 n 1338

L^ 141 33.7980 56.2023 78.1930 1108073
142 6710120 22.9875 67,0467 22.9528
143 88.3728 1.6275 41.6728 48.3267
144 87.9934 r^.D069 42.1186 47.8809
149 82.2435 7.7568 35.9403 54.0600
146 40.0463 49.9532 03.7348 6.2655
147 73.1612 16.8383 29.1390 60.8613

rl
148 81,4316 a.56a 45.3361 44.6634
149 86,2052 3 1151 54.8676 35.1327

1 . 150 6.7447 83,2556 46a8402 43,1593
151 71.9552 181 0443 70.6668 19a3327

t-j p 152 57.0204 3264718 13,41:9 74.5836
153 7104958 18.5038 '26#9526 63,0475
154 16.5994 73-40,1 $8.9718 3140285
155 62.3477 27.6526 81,1012 8.8991
156 740125 15 t 6870 38.5862 51.4133
157 750653 14.2342 36.8515 53.1488
158 61,8356 20.1647 18.7587 71.2409

j 159 4.0038 85,9965 35.3559 54.6334
160 30.7216 59.2787 5.8601 84.1402
161 78.6400 111_3603 42.2205 47.7790
162 28.3172 61,6831 64,0384 25.1611
163 71.2247 18.7749 720374 170621
164 64.2317 25.7686 79,0410 200593
165 9.1952 8048050 44.0159 43.4936

• 166 j1.3.2D 78.6724 49.9782 40.0213
167 7,7419 82.2584 450918 44.6077
168 10.5997 79#4006 46.2796 43.7199

. j 169 42.9491 47,0504 8._270 81.7733

i
170 33.6229 56.3774 73.7142 14.2853

1V
tJl
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DATA AND RESULTS FROM CHAPTER VI

Mann comparator data reduction. The following three

pages contain a listing of the basic rille parameters obtained

from the Mann comparator data for each measurement location.

The measurement locations are specified on figure 6-2.

The distance along the rille channel between any two

measurement locations may be computed by subtracting the cum-

ulative distance value for the southern-mast location from
a

the value for the northern-mast location.

The azimuths re ported here are the azimuths used for the

structure--rille comparisons reported in-chapter Y. The azi-

muths have arbitrarily been placed in the two eastern quad-

rants,

Profile data. The second tabulation in this appendix

is a listing of the data and calculated values obtain by

direct measurement from profiles.

Fourier ana,M sis. The third tabulation in this appendix

is a listing of the Fourier analys i s results for the northern

and southern rille sections.



MEASUREMENT DISTANCE AZIMUTH
LOCATION BETWEEN CUMULATIVE BE74EEN

{fitt. b-2} WIDTH LOCATTONS DISTANCE LOCATIONS

1 3.221 0x000 04000 0.'0
2 2&234 1.432 1.432 134.4
3 10591 16023 2,456 790
4 1.692 00551 30007 98.8
5 16639 06702 3009 5461
6 1&556 0.964 4.674 51.3
7 1.350 .0.797 54471 4640
B 1.343 0.620 64091 26.9
9 1.391 06352 6.444 2444

10 1a372 0.405 6.850 7.8
11 14380 0.251 79101 163.3
12 1.321 0.,625 7.727 154.0
13 14296 D.072 80599 177&4
14 16237 1.004 9.604 5.0
15 11317 0.293 91847 22.6
16 14156 0.714 106611 20.1
17 lc230 0068 13.380 1355
18 1.250 06542 110923 37.9
19 1.208 00217 12&140 2468
20 1.221 0.426 12.567 173.5
21 1.122 0.400 124975 155.1
2 2 1.135 0.420 13.396 163&2
23 1.187 0.379 13,775 ll.Z
24 14161 0.297 14.073 49.2
25 1,070 0.760	 . 14.853 74.4
26 1.037 0.897 15.751 74a4
27 1.033 0.785 16.537 B212
28 1.290 06552 17.090 6901
29 14451 0.454 17&545 330
30 1,497 0.315, 171860 309
31 164 .4 18.287
32 1x451 0&644 184932 21.2
33 1.410 1.190 20.122 5542
34 1.423 10091 21.214 78.4
35 1.435 01978 22,192 89.1
36 16432 0.504 22.697 74.0
37 1.294 0.761 23.458 4919
38 1.187 0.893 24.351 7110
39 1.1757 0074 25x125 71.5
40 1602? 0.441 25.566 53&4
41 14085 04017 26084 460
42 14040 0,930 274315 310
43 1.273 09575 27.890 2347
44 1.236 0&529 28.420 173.4
45 14249 06884 29.304 173.1
46 14003 5.766 3].071 17603
47 16002 0.612 35.683 19.3
40 1077 0.634 36018 4.6
49 1,124 06464 36083 13.7
50 1.076 0.414 37 n 197 21&6
5 37.62
'_ 

5Z 06963 16088 30.715 61.4
53 0.890 0.472 394188 720.2
54 1.072 04477 394665 79&4
55 0.946 0087 4Oa253 4647
56 04841 0*382 40,635 59.7

--t
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-DETERMINATION OF BASIC RILLS PARAMETERS FROM MANN COMPARATOR DATA-

l



MEASUREMENT DISTANCE AZIMUTHLOCATION
(fig.	 6 -2)

BETWEEN CUMULATIVE BETWEEN
WIDTH LOCATIONS DISTANCE LOCATIONS

57 0.902 0.462 41.097 80.7
58 0.900 0.376 41.476 8341
59 0082 015118 424025 11943
60 04972 0,561 42.506 11006
61 ,389 0.89  ,
62 14136 0.381

43:484
43865 169.1

63 10056 0.498 44,364 156.664 1.106 0,681 45.046 9.5
65 1.239 0068 45.834 12.766 1.298 0.750 46.585 19,4
67 1.366 0.677 47.263 13.068 1.286 0.826 48.089 159,2
69 1.184 1.180 49.277 22.4
70 1.092 1,046 50024 3343
71 D.969 14216 51.54 b
72 1.172 06961 52.502 9780
73 0.945 D.999 53.502 93x1
74 0.865 0,743 54.246 95,0
75 0.833 0.824 57.070 93.8
76 1.054 0.774 55.844 11449
77 1.259 1.520 57065 5107
78 1.060 0.684 58-050 179-9
79 1.044 0.365 58.415 3s0
80 1050 1.146 59.562 $486
81 1.102 1.148 60.710 8	 46
82 14005 04782 61.493 80.3
83 14344 01463 61,957 76x8
84 14336 00617 62.574 24.2
05 la234 0.404 62.978 169.3
86 14252 0.701 63.680 148sZ
87 1.322 0.751 64.432 145.2
88 1.341 0062 65.194 150.0
89 1.183 08963 66.158 167&4
90 0.943 0.828 666986 147.9
91 16035 68.OZ1 46.4
92 1.205 1.011 69 n 032 155.7
93 1x172 0.726 69.759 1220
94 1.117 04949 704709 130.4
95 00912 0.667 71.376 134.8
96 1.029 0.550 71.927 127,9
97 04825 1.128 73,056 12644
98 00860 0.772 73,828 125,5
99 1.014 0.626 74.455 11302

100 049 89 0.571 754026 89.4
101 0.928 0.268 75.295 4,
102 0.686 0.731 76.027 62.0
103 0.417 0.651 76.678 5867
104 00216 0.872 77.551 70.8
105 1.097 1.157 784709 8440
106 04063 06861 79a570 49.2
107 1.165 14029 80.600 5564
108 1.002 0.868 81.468 8385
109 06880 0&435 814904 9865
110 r--f' 5 9 2. 575 84.479 117.3
111 0.555 06 30 850209 14 00
112 1.007 01895 86.105 130.8
113 0.823 0.795 864900 130.5

U'i
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--DETERMINATION OF BASIC RILI,E PARAMETERS FROM DIANN COMPARATOR DATA (cont.)-
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-1^ETERMINATION OF BASIC RILLS PARAMETERS FROM MANN COMPARATOR DATA (cant.)-

MEASUREMENT DISTANCE AZIMUTH
LOCATION BETWEEN CUMULATIVE BETWEEN
(fik.	 6-.2) WIDTH LOCATIONS DISTANCE LOCATIONS

114 0194 00904 87,805 138.?
115 01831 5034 93.140 13167
116 '10159 0.688 93.829 16164
117 0.849 36413 97.242 14869
118 04793 06584 97.827 2768
119 00809 0636,0 980195 1064
120 04592 0.417 980612 137.2
121 0.653 06650 9 9 .	 3 4	 .
122 00608 06428 99.691 17943
123 00534 0.383 1000075 3146
124 00523 0.516 1009592 7.8
125 00649 0,666 1014258 15102
126 0.649 04727 1019905 126.5
127 04644 0,657 102+643 12848
128 0.714 6.345 1084988 107.2
129 00708 0.636 109.624 155,11
130 00612 14088 110012 15947
31 0473 0016 llla629 161-aT-

132 04680 0.937 112,567 16740
133 0.814 1,233 113#801 166,7
134 0,826 04859 114.660 34.5
135 00987 0.396 1156057 8300
136 0.877 0,455 llb#512 10.3
137 0,827 06500 1164012 6.3
138 0,909 0.654 116,667 5.4
139 0.977 06555 1170222 O62
140 1.031 04296 117.518 16805
141 04892 1.843 1 9#362 r
142 1.048 14307 1200669 3865
143 04937 0.455 121.125 905
144 14199 0.952 1224077 8.9
145 1.355 04872 1220950 16186
146 00959 04943 1238894 14415
147 00880 04955 124.949 117,3
148 1.092 0.;.33 125.483 14448
149 10186 1.282 126.765 15240
150 10781 1.031 1274797 15061
151 26600 1.04a 128.838 .
152 24725 0.882 1294720 125a6

'IJ
U7
L1i
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This table is a listing of the data which was measured
directly from profiles. The profiles are found in chapter 4.

CROSS-SECTIONAL, AREA
PROFILE DEPTH W/p (Planimeter measurement-
NUMBER me to rs ratio 104 meters)	 --

1 35o 3.99 29.0
2 321 4.29 24.7
3 265 4.37 17.8
4 277 4.06 18.1
5 228 4.5o 15.4

231 4 63 16,o1
6a 226 4.69 15.5
7 228 5.20 12.5
8 242 5.74 20.2
9 Rille obscured by liadley C
10 241 4.30 16,2
11 280

228
3.79 •

14.312 4.07
13 267 4.06 16.8
14 -245 3.73 14.0
15 287 3_.73 13.7
16- 217 •56 13.T
17 259 4.87 23.9
18 304 3.86 21.9
19 303 4.16 20.6
20 274 4.19 18.9
21 265 4.18 16-3
22 305 3.87 21.2
23 264 3.73 15.2
24 217 4.34 19.8
25 238 ' 4•.53 12.4
26 116 not Z?se	 In average
27 not a transverse profile
28 n	 H	 H 11

29 H	 H	 M N

0 120 6.17 5.72
30a I9 .72 ' .
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Results of Fourier Analysis. North 1/2 of Rille
This page lists the coefficients for the

first 35 terms of the Fourier cosine series,
the power spectrum-and the root power spectrum
for the south section of Hadley Rillex The
units are arbitrary values.
THERE ARE 159 DATA POINTS IN THE DATA DECK
THE X 5PACING	 is 0 *2500000
L A 39.5000001	 X ZERO ; OaOO00000
AO 500991087 ROOT

N COS. COEF. POWER SPECTRUM POWER SPECTRUM

1 -0.8449922 0.7140117
^

0&8449921
2 -3&2269043 10s4129104 3a2269039
3 0&2050915 040420625 002050915
4 -X0.9696233 0.9401692 0.9696232
5 1#4446780 210870943 1*4446778
6 Os2657320 00706135 0*2657319
7 062092852 0.0438003 0,2092852
8 0 *6277210 093940336 0x62.77209
9 -00 822977• 0.1461515 Os3822976
10 -0&2256743	 _ 00051019Z O9Z258743
11 --0.203423a 0&0413812 0&2034237
12 0*1210906 0x0146629 011210906
13 -04497057 Oo OOZ4706 0.0497057
34 0.2757021 0&0760116 0.2777020
15 041561999 0.0243984 0*1561999
16 •-0.0360223 0*0012976 OaO360223
17 000303011 090009161 000303011
18 -0*1506940 0&0227086 001506940
19 -090812460 000066009 0*0812460
20 •-000987620 0*0097539 0&0987619
21 OaO753786 040056819 00753786
22 00787523 0.0062019 000787523
23 0.0912511 040083267 000912511
24 -0.0245994 0.0006051 030245994
25 0*0296989 090008820 OaO Z96989
26 -0*05917Z4 010035013 0&0591724
27 -090298900 0&0008934 0&029$900
28 -0x0294490 OPOODS672 0.0294490
29 -0,0Z22785 0.0004963 000222785
90 0x0579500 030033562 OsO579500
31

.
0 &0067466 0&0000455 030067466

32 000433601 090018801. 0&0433601
33 -O&0258160• 000006664 000258160
34 Os0058615 000000343 000058617
35 —000351805 0,0012376 090351805

r^

E



Results of Fourier Ana?ysiss_South 1/2 of Rille
This pane lists the coefficient for the

first 35 terms of the Fourier cosine series,
the mower snectrum and the root power spectrum
for the south section of Hadley rille9 The
units are arbitrary values.

THERE ARE 153 DATA POINTS IN THE DATA DECK
THE X SPACING	 IS 0.2500000
L -38.0000001	 X ZERO ; Os0000400
AO =	 1s0539224 ROOT

N COS. COEF. POWER SPECTRUM POWER SPECTRUM
1 -043565786 0%1271483 0.3569785
2 -006115021 Os3739348 0.6115020
3 0%7864060 0.6184348 os7864059
4 -X0.7050434 Os4970867 0%7060437
5 -0.7818020 0.6112142 047816019
6 -043242842 061051602 Ox3242841
7 042291068• 0 0524a99 0.2291068
8 0:5789175 0.3351453 0.5789173
9 -045986967 Os3584376 0.5986965

10 0.3529534 09.1245761 003529534
11 0.1026809 00105433 001026808
12 090734645 090053970 0.0734645
13 0.1744639 000304376 001744639
14 0.1366625 0.0196766 0,1366625
3-5 -0 n 1311192 001719xx. 0.1311191
16 "0.1482985 0.0219924 0.1482985
17 -0914254-5 0:0203323 091429915
18- 09Z16a260 0,0470135 092168259
19 -0.0951713 0.0090575 0,0961713
20 Os2786028 0.0776195 092786028

1 -0.1130992 000127914 001130992
22 061291523 0.0166803 0.1291523
23 -0.0982401 00096511 090982401
24 -0.0811495 0.0065852 0.0911495
25 -0.06,Z4659 0.0038521 000620659
26 0.0267561 090007158 0,0267561
27 040196858 000003875 010196858
28 0 n 0343103 00011771 000343103
29 0.0.621966 0:0038684 000621966
3 0 -0.0055480 0.0000307 0,0055480

0.0078379 Os0000614 0.00 8379
010250842 0.0006292 090250842

33 -0.0484400 090023464 000484400
34 090386301 0,0014922 060386301
35 0.0459434 0 n 0021107 090459434

'C
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J! JOB T

LOG DRIVE CART SPEC CART AVAIL PHY DRIVE
0000.	 0051	 0051	 0000

V2 M1 p ACTUAL 8K CONFIG SK

!! FOR
*LIST SOURCE PROGRAM
*IOCS(CARDsll32 PRINTER)
—ONE WORD INTEGERS

REAL L0 INCRE
DIMENSION	 DATA (400) 0 ACOEF (200) 0 6COEF	 200)

C	 THIS PROGRAM GENERATES A FOURIER SERIES FROM EQUALLY SPACED DATA*
C	 THE INPUT SEGMENT TAKES DATA WHICH iS NOT DISTRIBUTED OVER PLUS
C	 PLUS AND MINUS L AND CHANGES THE ORIGIN TO DO SO AFTER COMPUTING
C	 Ls IT ALSO COUNTS THE DATA TO FIND K. A CARD WITH DATUM GREATER
C	 THAN Il000f0O0. MUST BE PLACED AT THE END OF THE DECK TO TERMINATE
C	 THE INPUTS XZERO 15 THE SMALLEST X VALUES INCRE IS THE VALUE BY
C	 WHICH X 15 INCREMENTED
C	 SIGI INDICATES-THAT A COSINE SERIES IS TO BE COMPUTED.

READ (2010) INCREs 	 XZERO	 0 PLACE	 1 SIGI
10	 FORMAT ( 4F10.0)
C	 THIS SEGMENT CHECKS TO SEE IF A MULTIPLICATION FACTOR HAS BEEN
C	 ASSIGNED TO THE INPUT DATAs AND IF NOT1 ASSIGNS A VALUE OF 1.

IF (PLACE )	 8000 9010 800	 a
801	 PLACE = 1.0
800	 CONTINUE
C	 CHECK P IS USED BELOW TO CHECK X DATA

CHE KP	 XZERO — INCRE
K	 p	 -
DO 19 IL x is 200
READ (29 12) XCO RD 1	DATUM

12	 FORMAT	 ( F16600	 FIO.D . )
C	 THIS CHECKS FOR THE END OF THE DECK

IF (DATUM — 1000000. 	 J 13P 20p 20
13	 CONTINUE
C	 K IS THE NUMBER OF DATA POINTS

K m K + 1
C	 CHECK TO ASSURE THAT EACH X VALUE AS READ IS ONE INCREMENT FROM THE
C	 PRECEEDING X VALUE. THIS CHECKS FOR ERRORS IN THE DIGITIZER OR CARDS IN
C	 THE WRONG ORDER.

CHECK : XCO RD — CHE KP
IF	 (ABS ( CHECK — INCRE ) — 00001 ) 16P 171 27

17	 CONTINUE
CHE K1 = CHE KP + INCRE
WRITE (30 18) Ks XCO RDs CHE KZ

18	 FORMAT ( I XCOORDINATE5 LOUSED UP, DATA CARD I 14 ' READS AN

	

XX VALUE OF t	F 15.7 0 WHICH SHOULD BE} F15s7 J
GO TO 52

16	 CONTINUE
CHE KP	 XCO RD

C	 THIS CHECKS TO SEE IF NEGATIVE VALUES OF Y ARE EQUAL TO I*0001000
C	 PLUS Y SINCE THE MSC COMPARATOR PRINTS CARDS THIS WAY.
C	 IF 501 A CORRECTION IS MADEs
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IF(DATUM — 10900041 8101 8111 811
811	 DATUM = DATUM — 1000000•
810	 CONTINUE
	 I

DATA (K) x DATUM 4 PLACE
19	 CONTINUE
20	 CONTINUE

INCRE % INCRE * PLACE
C	 JUMP AROUND THIS SEGMENT IF COSINE SERIES IS TO BE COMPUTED

IF (SIG( ) 905x905130
905	 CONTINUE
C	 IS K EVEN OR ODD	 IF EVEN( THE LAST DATA POINT IS HENCEFORTH IGNORED
C	 3Y SUBTRACTING I FROM K1 AND A MESSAGE IS PRINTED

N K K/2
C	 1S K Ono

HTWIC = 2 * N
IF (HTWIC	 K ) 301 221 22

22	 CONTINUE
WRITE ( 31 25 1 K1 INCRE

25	 FORMAT ( I THERE ARE 1 14 t DATA POINTS IN THE DATA DECKot
XTHE LAST ONE . HAS SEEN DELETED IN THE ANALYSIS SINCE AN ODD NUMBER

:XIS REQUIREDs t _ / t THE X SPACING IS I F10a7 1
K '= K — 1
N x K/2
GO TO 34

30	 CONTINUE
WRITE (3127)	 K1 INCRE

27	 FORMAT ( t THERE ARE t l4 t DATA POINTS IN THE DATA DECK t / t THE X SPA
XCING IS' F10a7	 3

34	 CONTINUE
C	 FIND 2LY THUS L1 AND CHANGE XZERO TO MINUS L

AKM1 a K	 1
TWOL = AKM1 * INCRE
L a TWOL ! 2m
XZERO	 L

C	 SKIP THIS SEGMENT IF A COSINE SERIES IS TO BE COMPUTED
IF (SIGI) 90719071906

906	 L = TWOL
XZERO r A.

907 'CONTINUE
WRITE (3131) L	 1 XZERO

31	 FORMAT (t L = 1 F1O.7	 t X ZERO at F10a7	 }
C	 COMPUTE THE FOURIER COEFFICIENTS.

KM1 = K	 1
SUM = 0.
DO 40 121 KM1
SUM = SUM + DATA (I)

40	 CONTINUE
ACO FO x (Zo/AKMI ) *(.(DATA (1)' + DATA (K)1 ! 2a + SUM	 }
WRITE(3141)	 ACO FO

41	 FORMAT ( t AO = t FlO.7//9X t AN t 18X 1 BN I 12X 'POWER SPECTRUM!
X 9X 'ROOT PaSa !	I

C	 THIS FORMAT GIVES 4 COLUMNS 20 SPACES WIDE WITH CENTERED HEADINGS
C	 THE SAME FORMAT 15 USED BELOW.

PI R 3.1415926
C	 THIS SEGMENT GIVES AN APPROPRIATE VALUE TO N IF A COSINE SERIES IS TO

r

212-11C-El; IS
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C.	 BE COMPUTED.
IF (SIGs) 9250 925s 926

9z6	 N x K- 1
925	 CONTINUE	 i

DO 43 IA = If N
COSUM	 0,
SINSU	 0,
REALN	 IA
DO 44 I x 21 KM1

C•	 GENERATE X VALUES- THIS AVOIDS 5TORAGE
BI - :..z
XI s XZERO + BI * INCRE

C	 FIND COEFFICIENTS AN0 BN
COSUM x COSUM + DATA (I) * COS (( PI * REALN * XI 1 ! L }

C	 SKIP THIS SEGMENT IF A COSINE SERIES IS TO BE COMPUTED
IF (51G1) 9350 9351 936

935	 CONTINUE,.
SINSU =SINSU	 + DATA (I) * SIN (( PI * REALN * XI ) J L I

936	 CONTINUE
44	 CONTINUE

ACOEF(IA) x (2._/AKM1) •*({DATA(1)+DATA(K)1 •*COS(REALN*PI7 12. +COSUM)
BCOEF (IA)	 12./AKM11 * SINSU
POWER = ACOEF (IA) ** 2 + SCOEF (IA} ** 2
SQRTP x SORT (POWER )
WRITE(li 491	 ACOEF (IA)0 BCOEF IIA) 	 1 POWER 0 SQRTP

49	 FORMAT (4(F15.7p BX	 ))
43	 CONTINUE	 i

WRITE ( 3157.)
51	 FORMAT t 7X s XVALUE 1 11X 'INPUT DATA I 13X I FOURIER APPROW 13X

X I RESIDUAL I 	? 	 ?
DO 50 I - 10K	 )
TOTAL x Oa
REAL I - I -• 1
X1 x XZERO + REALI * INCRE
00 45 J = 31N
REAL) J
TOTAL x TOTAL + ACOEF (J) * COS (REAL) * PI * XI /L)
X + BCOEF(JI * SIN (REAL) * PI * XI/L ) s45	 CONTINUE
FX ACO FO/2.0 + TOTAL
D	 DATA(I) — FX	 )
WRITE (3o 60) XI. DATA (1)0 FX0 D	 3

60	 FORMAT (4 ( F150v 8X))
50	 CONTINUE
C	 DATA FORMAT 15 XCOORDI DATUMO 	 2F15s10
s2	 CONTINUE

CALL EXIT
END

FEATURES SUPPORTED
LOOS

CORE REQUIREMENTS FOR
COMMON	 0 VARIABLES	 1678 PROGRAM	 949

{

i

I	
.
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--PROGRAM SELECT—

PAGE 1

// JOB T

LOG DRIVE	 CART SPEC	 CART AVAIL	 PHY DRIVE
0000 0051	 0051	 0000

V2 M10 ACTUAL	 8K	 CONFIG	 SK

!! FOR
*IOCSICAR091132 PRINTERS
*LIST SOURCE PROGRAM

DIMENSION ISEL120)s	 IDATA (20)9 ALENG	 1200) s AZ120010 FREQI180)
C THIS PROGRAM IS TO SELECT CARDS ACCORDING TO CRITERIA SUCH AS
C LENGTHS AZMMTHs CURVATURES POSITION ETC AND PUNCK A DECK OF THE
C SELECTED DATA

GO TO 47
46 CONTINUE

PAUSE
47 CONTINUE

N x 0
DO 1000	 IA	 1s	 180

1000 FREQ	 (IA	 f	 = Ov
READ	 (2910)	 AISEL( II: 	 I	 liZO)
READ )2911)	 LOWL

10 FORMATI2011	 )
11 FORMAT	 (131
90 CONTINUE

DO 95	 II = 1920
95 IDATA	 {III	 = 0

READf29301	 IREG9	 IMB9	 IPOSs	 LINE 9	 IDISCs IMAGS	 ILENGs IAZ
30 FORMAT	 (31191139	 2110	 213)

IF	 )IAZ — 1801	 605	 619	 61
61 IAZ x IAZ — 180
60 CONTINUE

IF	 (ILENG)	 9009	 9009	 401
901 CONTINUE

IREG = IREG + 1
IMB = IMS + 1
IDATA (IREG)	 x 1
IDATA (IM5 + 4)	 = 1
IDATA IIPOS + 6i x 1
IDATA	 (IDISC,+ 9)	 = 1
IDATA (IMAG + 16)	 = 1
DO 100	 J = 1920
IF	 I	 ISEL(J) — IDATAIJ)l	 10301060106

105 GO TO 90
106 CONTINUE
100 CONTINUE

IF	 IILENG-- LOWL)	 1159	 1160 116
115 GO TO 90
116 CONTINUE

FREQ I	 IAZI	 FREQ IIAZI + le
N = N + 1
AZ(N)	 x	 IAZ
ALENG (N)	 x ILENG
GO TO =0
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900 CONTINUE
WRITE (3002) N

507	 FORMAT I 1 1 9 I3)
WRITE (3001}	 (AZ(I)s I = 19t
WRITE13001) (ALENGII)r I = 1rN1

501	 FORMAT (12F60/1
WRITE(39 1070)

1070 FORMAT I // I FRECUENr—Y DISTRIBUTION '/ 	2X 'N'r ZX l FREQ 1 }
DO 1050 IA = 11180
WRITE(3r 1055)	 IAs	 FREQ(IA)

1055 FORMAT ( IX s I3 s 2X r F 4mO 	 1
1050 CONTINUE

PAUSE 10
849	 CONTINUE

WRITE (Zs500) N
500	 FORMAT. (13)

PAUSE
WRITE (2s503 }	 (FREQ(IZ) s IZ	 1r180 )
PAUSE
WRITE (2s503)	 (AZ(I)r I = lstl	 )
PAUSE
WRITE(2003) (ALENG(I)s I x 1sN1

503	 FORMAT (12F64)
GO TO 46

48

	

	 CONTINUE
CALL EXIT
END

t

i

^ ^

r :	^
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--PROGRAM SPENCR—	 ' y
PAGE 1

// J0B T

LOG DRIVE CART SPEC	 CART AVAIL	 PHY DRIVE
0000 0051	 0051	 0000

VZ M14 ACTUAL	 8K	 CONFIG	 8K

/l FOR
*IOC:S(CARDrIl32 PRINTER)
'LIST SOQRCE PROGRAM
—ONE WORD INTEGERS

INTEGER GRAPH(I21)) POINT, PLUS: MINUS) BLANK
DIMENSION	 X(220))	 U(211	 )DATA	 (200)
DO 5	 I	 = 1)220

5 X(I1	 x	 02
C THIS PROGRAM CQMPUTES A +MOVING SUM OR A SMOOTHED CURVE
C ACCORDING TO SPENCERS FORMULA

READ	 (297) 	 SCALE)	 +NDECA
7 FORMAT	 ( Fa.0 )	 13	 )

TREAD	 (219)_	 POINT)PtUSrMINUSr	 9LANK
9 FORMAT	 ( 4A I )
C THIS STATEM ENT A4L,CWS TH E' PROGRAM TO R EAD-IN A CUMULATIVE FREQUENCY
C DIAZRAM DIR4,TLY ;= CNE 75 AVAILABL E.-	 Z+N TMIS CASE, SET N x 0

NODZC = 0
GO TO 4002

4001 PAUSE
4002 CONTINUE

READ	 (2r10)	 Ns	 IWIDT)	 ISIGN
10 FORMAT	 L°I3)	 .

NODEC	 NOJEC + 1
IF	 (N s	 EQ	 .	 0	 )	 GO TO	 20
WRITE	 (3r	 8)	 Ni	 I'e:IDT	 )	 ISIGN

8 FORMAT	 (314	 1
C N IS THE NU MBER OF DATA POI+NT8)	 IWIDTH IS THE WIDTH OF THE INTERVAL
C FOR A MOVING SUM. 	 IWIDTH SHOULD BE AN EVEN NUMBER•
C IF InIDT:i 15 ZEROf	 THE PROGRAM CC.MPUTES SvOCTxEO CURVE ORDINATES
C IF ISIGN IS POSITIVE)	 THE PROGRAM WEIGHTS THE DATA
C THIS FEATJRw IS NOT INCLUDED YET

IF	 (ISIGNN)	 30*30)31
31 CONTINUE
30 CONTINUE
C THIS 5EG'fEXT ACCUMULATES THE NUMBER OF DATA POINTS IN EACH ONE
C DEGREE rNTERVAL INTO AN ARRAY

READ 72i351	 (DATA	 (I)	 >	 I	 ION)
35 FORMAT	 (12F6.Q)

DO 20	 I	 = 3)N
C THIS 'COVES ALL THE DATA INTO THE EAST TWO QUADRANTS'

IF	 (OATA(I)-180.	 )	 170Or	 1701s	 1741
1701 DAT3	 (I)	 = DATA	 (I)	 •-	 180s
1700 CONTINUE

IDATA x DATA (I1	 + 20•
X(IDATA)	 - X(IDATA)	 +	 I•

20' CONTINUE
IF	 (h •	 GT•.	 0	 )	 GO T6 1203
READ	 (Z)	 1200	 1	 (X(I)	 9	 I	 :	 201	 199	 1

F-^',t 

r

f

1
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1200 FORMAT (12F'6s0 2
1203 CONTINUE
C	 THIS FILLS IN THE EXTRA SLOTS AT EACH END OF THE ARRAY WHICH ARE

#	 C	 NEED=D FOR THE AVERAGIING TECHNIQUES
00 38 I - 1)19
X (I + 199) = X S I	 191

{	 KK = 20-I
JJ = 200-I
X t KK) x X t JJ }

38	 CONTINUE
WRITE {3)34}	 (,4(I)4I - 1)220 !

}	 34	 F=ORMAT (10F9.2)
C	 CHECK IWIDTH 'iJ SECT. IF A SMOOTHED CURVE OR A MOVING SUM IS TO BE COMPUTED

IF (IWIDT)	 40)40)50
40	 CONTINUE

4	 WRITE (3,46) SCAL E
46

	

	 FORMAT ( 1 15MOOTHED DATA ACCORDING TO SP ;7NCERS FORMULA I I/
X 1 MIO^ 6X t F(X1 1 25X'GRAPH OF F(X) VS i+tiTERVAL MID POINTI
X 1 4 SCALEFACTOR =1 F5. 1
X 1 P0iNT 1 10X 1 0 1 9X 1 10 1 dX 1 20 1 8X 1 30 1 8X 1 40 1 SX 1 50 1 SX 1 60 1 8X
X 1 70 1 3X 1 80 1 6X 1 90 1 7X 1 100 1 	)

•	 D046 I = 20tZOO
Ry 47 J = 1)21
LL = I - J + 11
U(J) = X(LL)

47	 CONTINUE
C	 THIS STATEMENT IS BROKEN INTO TWO PARTS TO LIMIT THE 1NU.MBER OF
C	 SUBSC.RIPTEO VARIABLES TO AN ACCEPTABL

E
 NUMBER

AVEA=	504 * V(11)
X	 574 * (U(10) + U(12)) + 474	 (U19) + U(13))
X + 334 * (U(B) + U414)) + 184 	 (U(71 + U115))
X + 5s* {l.'(6) * U(16)) -• 2r * (U(5) * U(17) )
-AYES
X — 54 * (U(41 r U418)) — 5. * (U(3) + U(191)
X	 3. * (Ut2) + U(20)1 w14* (U(1) + U(21))
AVE = (AVER + AVES) * (1./550,)
JUMP	 1

3001 CONTINUE	 )
I 43 e G = I -- 20
DO 12 II = 14121

12	 GRAPH(II) = BLANK
IF ((I/10) * (101 - I ) 1110} 11000 1100

1100 CONTIPIOE
PO 1115 JJ = 1s 1214 10
GRAPH IJJ)	 POINT

1115 CONTINUE
1110 CONTINUE

IP = SCALE * AVE + a45
SY448 = PLUS
IF= tIP) 1120 0 21304 1130

1120 SYMB = MINUS
IP : ABS (IP) t 2

1130 GRAPH (IP + 1)	 SYMB
WRITE (3)49)	 IOEG4 AVE)(GRAPH (IK) t IK	 1)101)

49	 F=OrRMAT(1Xr I4) 3X ) F7.3: 1X7 101A1	 )

r
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GO TO ( 481 30001  JUMP
48	 CONTINUE

GO TO 200
50	 CONTINUE

IHWID = IWIDT/2
C	 THIS SEGMENT CO^^PUTES A MOVING SUM OVER THE INTERVAL IWIDTH

WRITE (3199)	 IHWID
99	 FORMAT t 1 MOVING SUM OF OATA POINT5 WITHIN PLUS OR MINUS 1 13 1 DEG

XREES Or INTERVAL CENTER $ //	 1
WRITE 131 30051	 SCALE

3005 FORMAT i 1 V.10 f 6X 1 F(X} 1 25X 1 GRAPH OF SUM VS INTERVAL. MID POINT$
X ' 1 SCALE FACTOR a1 F6a1
X	 PGINT 1 1OX 1 0 1 9X ':0'3X 1 20 1 8X 1 30 1 8X 1 40 1 8X 1 50 1 8X 1 60 1 84
X 1 70' 8X 1 30 1 EX 1 90' 7X 1 100 1	}
JUMP	 Z
DO 59 I	 201 200
ISLOT : I — IHWID
JSLOT	 $SLOT r IWIDT
SUM	 0.
DO 52 J = ISL0T1 JSLOT
SUM = X(J) + SUM

52	 CONTINUE
AVE = SUM

3000 CONTINUE
GO TO 3001

59	 CONTINUE
200	 CONTINUE

IF (NODEC a LT a NDECK) GO TO 4001
CA LL. EX I T
END
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—PROGRAM R7 LE:—

PAGE 1

JOB T

LOG DRIVE CART SPEC CART AVAIL PHY DRIVE
0000	 0051	 0051	 0000

V2 b(10	 ACTUAL SK CONFIG .8K

// FOR
*LIST SOURCE PROGRAM
*IOCS(CARDr1132 PRINTER)
—ONE WORD INTEGERS

INTEGER N
DIMENSION XO (4) s X(4) s WI(152) r DGAZ (152) 	 s DD(1521

C	 THIS PROGRAM PRODUCES (1) DISTANCE —WIDTH RELATIONSHIP DATA& (2)
C	 CENTER OF RILLE X —Y COORDINATES& (3) WEIGHTED AVERAGE WIDTH DATA&
C	 TO FIND THE WEIGHTED AVERAGE WIDTH ALONG, ANY REACH IN THE AILLE1
C	 FIND (WT CUMW (END) — 'WT CUMW (START')) ! (DIFFERENCE IN CUMD)

CUMD x Os
CuMW : 0a
WTCUM = 0&
WOLD . Oa
UPD	 0&
AD	 Oa
DOWND ? 0 s
N m 0
READ (2r40) ALT1 F0CAL1 FACTR

40	 FORMAT(3F 30.5	 )
FOCAL x FACTR * FOCAL
SCALE = ALT /'FOCAL
READ (200)	 (XO(1)s I Y 114)

50	 FORMAT ( 1OX s F6 :0 1 4X	 s F6&0
DO 77 I x Ls4
IF (XO(I) — 100000• ) 769 751 75

75	 XO(l) x XO(I) — 10000000
76	 CONTINUE	 -

XO(I) - XO(I1	 SCALE
77	 CONTINUE

X(1) x X0(1)
X(2) x X0(2)
43) = XO(3).
X(4) x XO(4)
WRITE	 (3s149 ) FOCALs	 ALT' SCALE

144-	 FORMAT ( ' SCALE OF PHOTOGRAPH TAKEN WITH AN' F8s2 + MM L"SE AT
XAN ALTITUDE OF	 F6&2 ' KILOMETERS IS ' F10 ► 5/1	 }
WRITE ( 3 ,+ 150 )

150	 FORMAT (	 WIDTH OF RILLE AS FUNCTION OF DISTANCE ALONG CENTER LI
XNE ; //	 N' SX 'CUM DIST' SX 'WIDTH' SX 'CENT X' SX 'CENT Y'
XIOX 1 0' s SXr 'AZMUTH I s 6X s'CUMW I s 4X 'WT CUM W16XIUPD18X
X + DOWND l	)

20	 CONTINUE
N - H + 1
CENXO x (XO(1) + XO{3) }	 / 26
CENYO x (X0(2) + XO(41 }	 / 2s
CENX x (X(1) + X{3} )	 /2a
CENY x (X(21 + X(4) 1	 /2a

ii

i

t
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D x SQRT (( CENXO •- CENX) **2 + ICERYO - CENY)**2)
CUMD x CUMD + D
DD(N)	 D
W = SQRT ((X(3) — X(1)1**Z + (X(43 — X12)) **2)
WTW x (W + WOLD) * D / 20
WTCUM = WTI + WTCUM
IF (W—WOLD) 504 1 5011 502

504	 UPD = PFD + D
Go TC 503

501	 AD = AD + D
GO TO 503

50z DOWND x DOWND	 + D
503	 CONTINUE

WOLD = W
WI (N) = WTW
Wl (N) - W

CUMW x GUM W •^ w
AZ = ATAN (( CENXO - CENX ) / (CENYO .. CENY )3
DEGAZ x 350. * AZ /(2+ * 3.14159 )

C	 THIS STEP CHANGES THE AZIMUTH RELATIVE. TO PHOTO LCORDINATES TO ONE
C	 RELATIVE TO NORTH& tHE CONSTANT MUST BE REASSIGNED FOR EACH DECK

DEGAZ x DEGAZ N 5407
IF (DEGAZ)	 3501 370x370

360	 DEGAZ x DEGAZ + 180s
370	 CONTINUE

DGAZ(N3 = DEGAZ
GO TO 2222

ZZZ3 CONTINUE

2222 CONTINUE
IF (N.. EQ a l } DEGAZ s 0
WRITE (30500)NsCUMDOWs CENX9 CENY1 Ds DEGAZs CUMWs WTCUM x.

X. IfP0 s DOWND

500	 FORMAT ( 1 t 131 F12s3s F10s3s F12s49, F12.4 %F12a4s F12s2
Xs F12a4s x12.5 1 F10.5 ) F1O.5	 }
X0(1) = X(1)	 -
X0(2) = X(2)
X1)(3) _ " 3)
X014) x .c(4)
READ (2x50)	 (X(I)x	 I = 104 )
IF t X(1)3	 2001 2011 201

201	 CONTINUE
DO 87. I x 194
IF(X(I) — 100000s) 86 t 861 85

65	 X(I3 = X(I) — 10000000
86	 CONTINUE

X(I) = X(I) * SCALE
57	 CONTINUE

GO TO 20
200	 CONTINUE

AN x N
WAVE = CUMW/AN	 —
WTAVE : WTCUM/CUMD
WRITE (30293) WAVES WTAVE' 	 0 UPDs DOWND 1 AD

Z93	 FORMAT ( / I AVERAGE WIDT H xl FBes 1 WEIGHTED AVERAGE WIDTH = :
XFBa4 / 4 WIDTH INCREASES FOR + F8s4 O KM. 1 DECREASES FOR k FBs4lKM
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X. i F8.4 l KM SHOW NO CHANG Es l 	)
C	 THESE STATEMENTS MOVE ALL THE DATA IN THE ARRAY UP ONE VALUE
C	 SINCE THE FIRST VALUE I$ ZERO OR MEANINGLESS IN THESE TWO ARRAYS

DO 2002 4LM a 1x151
KLMPI = KLM t I
DO IKLM ) = DD IKLMPl	 }
DGAZ (KLM) ; DGAZ (KLMPI )

2002 CONTINUE
NMI x n - 1
PAUSE
WRITE (29301 ) DGAZ
PAUSE
WRITE (2P301 ) DO

301	 FORMAT (lZF5t2)
CALL EXIT
END



—PROGRAM BASIN--
PAGE	 I

I/ JOB T

LOG DRIVE	 CART SPE,, CART AVAIL. PHY DRIVE

	

(3000	 0051	 0051	 0000

V2 M10	 ACTUAL, SK CONFIG 8K

// FOR
*IOCS(CARDs1132 PRINTER)
*LIST SOURCE PROGRAM
*EXTENDED PRECISION

REAL LONGI9 LONGSr LATIa LATS: LONGr LAT
DIMENSION RADIM(183)t RADSE(183) ► CIRIM(183)r CIR5E (1831 ►
X DEL(4)r ID(183)r DELAZ (163r4)r KOUN7(4)
EQUIVALENCE: (DELAZ(lrl)rRADIM(1)1r(0ELAZ (1i2)9RADSE(11)#

	

X	 (DELAZ i1t3)r CIRIM(l))r	 (DELAZ	 (lr4)r CIRSE:(1))
RAD (D)	 i D * Z n * 3.1415927 / 360, 	 )
DEG (R) —	 ( 360. * R / (2. * 3.1415927	 )	 )
READ (2x101 LONGIr LONGS: LATIr LATSr N

10	 FORMAT (4FlO&OtI3 1
LONGI=RAD(LONGI)
LONGS=RAD(LONG51
LATI=RAD(LATI)
LATS=RAD(LATS)
DO 100 J = Z.N
READ (2x12 ) ID(J)r LONG§ LAT

12	 FORMAT (I4% lX t 2F11.0	 )
LONG=RAD(LONG)
LATARAD(LAT)
SI s COS(LAT) * COS(LATI) * ( COS (LONG —LONGI) + SIN(LAT ) * SIN

X (LATI))
SS = COS(LAT) * COS(LATS) * ( COS (LONG—LONGS) 4- SIN(LAT ) * SIN

XILATS) )-
RADIM(J) _ (5IN(LATI) —SI*SIN(LAT))/(COS(LAT) * SURT(la —51**Z 11
RADSE(J) = I5IN(LATS) —SS*SIN(LAT))/(CO5(LAT} * SQRT(la — .5S**2)J
IF (J . GT. 10) GO TO 1715
WRITE (3x56) LONGIeLONGS# )_ATIPLAT5rSIoSStRADIMI J)rRADSE(J)

56	 FORMAT ( SF10a41
1715 CONTINUE

RADIM(J)=DEG(ACOS(RADIM(J)))
RADSE(J) =DE;G.(ACOS(RADSE(J)))
IF (J aGTa 10) GO TO 1716
WRITE (355) RADIM(J)p RADSE(J)

55	 FORMAT ( 2	 F15a5 }
1716 CONTINUE

IF (LONGI.L. T . LONG }	 RADIM(J) = —1.*RADIM(J)
IF (LONGS.Lia LONG) RADSE(J)	 —1.*RADSE(J)
CIRIM(J) = RADIM(J) + 90.
C3RSE (J) = RADSE (J) + 90.

100	 CONTINUE
WRITE (3r26)(ID(JK)%RADIM(J K)r CIRIM (JK) a RADSE(JK)r
X CIRSE IJK ) s JK.= 1*N	 )

Z6	 FORMAT (I59 4F10a4	 )
DO 110 J : 1rN
READ (2x14) IDD# AZI

271
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14	 FORMAT (3X r 23 9 5X r F 34	 !
IF (IDD — ID(J))	 .50V51	 9 51

50	 PAUSE
51	 CONTINUE

DEL. (1) AZI — RADIM (J)
DEL (2) = AZI — CIRIM (J)
DEL (3) = AZI — RADSE (J)
DEL (4)	 AZI — CIR5E: (J)
DO 60 K = Is4
DEL(K)=RAD(D£L(K))
DELAZ(J9K)=ASIN(SIN(DEL(K)))
DELAZ(JsK)-ACOS(COS(DELAZ(J9K)II
DELAZ(J94)=DEG(DELAZ(JsK)7

60	 CONTINUE
WRITE (391OZ)	 ID(J)r (DELAZ (JrKltK	 194)

102	 FORMAT (I5+ 4FIO.4)
110 CONTINUE

DO 112 KK = Is4
112	 KOUNT (KK) = 0

00 600 J - ION
CHECK = DELAZ (Jr1)
KONT - I	 —
DO 610 K - 294
IF (DELAZ (J9K) . GE..CHECK )	 GO TO 620
CHECK n DELAZ (JrK)
KONT = K

620	 CONTINUE
610 CONTINUE

KOUNT (KO NT) = KOUNT ( KO NT) + 1
DO 636 LM = 194

636	 DEL (LM) = 0.
DEL (KONT) - DELAZ (J*KONT )
WRITE (392010)	 Js (DEL( LLL )s LLL = 1a4 )

2010 FORMAT	 (I4s ZX 9 4 ( F 7,1 9 ZX ))
600	 CONTINUE

WRITE (3x3000)	 (KOUNTIKKIs KK = 194	 )
3000 FORMAT ( I NUMBER OF IMBRIUM RADIALLINEAMENTS = s I4.

X / I NUMBER OF IMBRIUM CIRCUMFRENTSAL LINEAMENTS = s I4
X/ I NUMBER OF SERENETATIS RADIf.L. LINEAMENTS = w I4
X/ I NUMBER OF SERENETATIS CIRCUMFRENTIAL LINEAMENTS -! I4
CALL EXIT
END

jr—

y
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